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"BETWEEN GROWNUPS & KIDS"

PREFACE O

In August, 1977, the Texas Department of Public Welfare (now Texas
41 .

Departmeht of Human 4lesourced), and, the Southwest Educational Development

:Laboratory co-sponsored a conference titled, ':Between Grownups and Kids."__

The conference, 'designed for parents and other.adult caregivers who work

with young children, was held in the Municipal Auditorium, Austin, Texas,

acid was attended by more than 500 persons.,

,

The purpose of the conference was to increase Awareness; knowledge,

and feelings of competency of adults who,work with children. The focus,

of tne entire conferende was on the positive aspectS' of child-rearing with

prattical.suggestions for,daily activities and interactions.

Goals wereas follows:

. To increase awareness of effettive ways of improving
Communication skills

To provide information on effective ways of working w i thichildren

`. ,To provide information'on ways others have found to be
effective in dealing with special familyeituations

. To provide experiences and information 'on making .an

using homemade learning materials

. To 'increase awareness of services available withip the region

TO meet these goals, a variety of panel discussions,,topioal sessions, and

workshop-demonstrations, as well as a keynote, address by Dr. Alice Ginott,

were conducted throughout the day. Printed information on local resources

10
\

was distributed and counselors were available for on-the-spot consultation.

In response to the numerous requests received for informatidn on the various

presentations tnd damonstratio4s, this manual conference proceedings has

been Compiled.

1
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lieu of a verbatim report
16
ctf!!Dr. Ginott's keynote address, Dr. Ginott 1

provided and granted permission for reproduction of a previously prei,ared
4

. article titled, "How to Driveiour.Children Sane." Inforiation on the

panel content may be obtained from the individual panel'leaders whose names

and dddressesfare listed. Topical session presenters. prepared written

reports'which are included as well as.copies of the handollifs whiCh were
, P It

,A:4' r ..

.

distaibuted during the sessionk Each demonstrator provided a handout
4i `, .,, , -, ',.- -

''.,fr
describing the item or materials displayed or made duringlthe workshop

.44

00,

periods..

Many people made this confefence possible. Special credit is due

Maiwha Loiffler, Child Development Training Director, Region 6, Of the
.

Texas Department .of Human Resourc s for her assistance and support in .)
6

planning the conference., Appreciation is extended to Dr. Jamas Perry

Executive Director of the Southwest ducational Deyelopmen.t. Latkpratory
I

for his support andto staff of the Special: Projects Division for their

4',1=
hours of work.

In addition, the time and effort of more than 40 volunteers contAbuted

'greatly to tie conference success.

ii

Joyce Evans, Ph.D.
Ccffiferehce Director
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HOW TO'DRIVE YOUR CHILD SANE *

By Dr. Alice Ginott

.

Have you ever ltzoked.into oneof those grotesque amusement park
mirrors in which you saw yourself 'exaggerated and contorted? How did .

It make you feel? Uncomfortable, probably. But you laughed because
you knew-that it was a misrepresentation.

But 'uppoae this were the only picture you ever had of youiiself?
You could be convinced that this' malformed person was an accurate
fledtion. It would never occur to you'to distrust the mirror or to
hold it responsible fo1 the distorted image.

Neither does a child have any reason to doubt the image his parents
mirror to him. He or she usually accepts even their negative evaluation
as a dependable and accurate .description of himself, convinced chat he
is stupid, lazy, clumsy, inconsiderate, selfish, insensitive,/irrespon-
sible, or undesirable.

Parental mirroring frequentlytdiseorts a child's self-image.

To beq61d: "You hook terrible," "You never do
"You're like a bull in a china'shop" does not help a
ful, capable or graceful.

It is a source of amaz went to me how many parents.will label
their child, stupid, lazy and a cheat, yet expect htm to bd bright,

-industrious and honest.

any thing righti"
child feel beauti-

* Reprinted with permission of D. Alice Ginott
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The easieseway to make a child' feel that there is something wrong

with him is to criticize. Even constructive criticism diminishes Eok

child's image of himself. Instead of criticism, a child needs informa-

tion without derogation.

Mother saw Steven, 13, ladling almost the ole pot of chocolate

pudding into an oversized bowl. She Was,about rebuke him: "You're

so selfish. You only think of,yourself., You are not the only one in

thisliouse!" /'

But she had learned that "labeling is disablirig"--that to talk about

a child's negative' personality- attribute does not help him develop into

a more caring person. So she said: "Son, this pudding has to be divided

). among four people."

"Oh, I'm sorry," replied" Steven. "I didn't know that. put'

some back."

I.

4,

It is our incompetence' in communicating, not our lack of love, that drives

children crazy. Most of us love Our children. What we lack is a language that

conveys love, that mirrors our delight--and that make's a child feel loved,'

respected apd appreciated.

4
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We are not aware of the impact of Uords we use every day.

We hurl words at children wit h abandon. 'We command; we order, we-respond

with impunity, Z. give advice, we intrude, we %pa6 lessons, we say anythidg

`that comes to-our minds. We are, imprecise and incorrect. We arerobliviousr4
to yorde that damage and destioy. We are deaf to our tone

r
and style. We.for-

--sake tact and .good manners. We offend.. .

Love and comnon.sense are just noi enouSh.

We are not aware that words are jlke,knives.
e c. .

.

How wouldyou feel if a-surgeon came into the operating room and, before
the anesthediologist*put you underi,said, "1 really don't.haTk much training
in aurgeryi, but I use common sense--and I loVe my patients."

I think'you would panic and run fonyourdife. But therelis nn exit for
. .,

chiltdran. Unlike a surgeon who is careful where he cuts, parents use words

in a random fashion. They mike-many incisions until they Joi% the right spa,

heedless of the open woundsthey leaVe behind. TheyperfOrM daily emotional
operations on theinchildren, but without training. ,

(

Recently, in a hi-fi store, an electronics experisaid;to me, "Dr: GinOtt,

I heard You discuss discipline and I didn't agree with you." He stretche out

- the palm of his hand, "This ialmy, psychology,",heasaid proudly. 4

' I asked him'whethe)he'applied the same "palm iethod",in fixing a TV set,

a si'ent amplifier or a screeching mike. "Olr,'no," he answered, "for'that

you need-skill and,knowledge. These are complex insitruments."

V

Children also need parents who are skilled and knowledgeable. But most

of them are not that fortunate. Their parents treat them essential y the

Way they were treated. They seem to be replaying a familiar tape.

.

We need to write ourown script, make an original tape, step to the

music of a different drummer.

vZ even Owl( the words.

We heard our parents use them with guests and stKahgers. It was a
language that was protective of feelings, not critical of behaOior.

Weneed to chantiiiioritiaa.It is those we love the most that deserve

the best. And the best is the most.livilizea. Words that generatl love not

hate, diminish dissension not destroy desire, humor,not enrage, enhance life

"ot shrink spirits.

51.
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We Can-erase our- childhood tape with its familiar but' deatructl4e
-

messages andlearn the Language that our 'lents reserved fdr guestsu
't

But, most parents, unfortunately, have a deep distrust at an intenrIori-

ally learned'language. They see it as something shameful,,like,being

caught studying: How To:Make Friends hnd Influence People. Or they liken

deliberate learning to a sin akin *' premeditated manipulation of another

person.
411C

Still, we are in- dire heed of a code of communicating, idiscipline

of dialogue that cultivates, rather than,kills, IntimatS talk at home.

. To those 'who call such skilled communication artificial, I say, "So

4are Picasso's paintings, deethoVen'slsympftonies, Fleming

the polio vabcines,4 They are all artificial - -yet' life gi

penicillin and

, I am a psychoanalyst. In my world there are realities that always

remain ,constant: to decrease' suffering and itcrease joy. I know that

hoW I talk to my patients.. makes a difference., Words are my tools. But;a

few years ago, it occurred to mg th4 it made no sense for unskillq4,

parents, to dr e "children crazy whillbwe psychoth4rapists are treGed to

then drive thefm sane.
- .... :,

\

..
. \

I bechde aware of this when I overheard myselUtilKingcto my own chil- ,

dren. It.was as if my .mother were talking to met tile blaming, the shaming,-

the angy hysteria. jt was then f'decided to respond to my children as I

do to patients. I was determined not to recreate Ln my ,tamily that

whit( made my life miserable in my parents' home.

9 ibi

' "To' love truly is to know whaltbringa'paiggko the one you love.9

.
4his biblical saying sums 41 the essence of communication.'

4 f, l'am unaware when or whether my

claim: "I love" or "I care." It is my

to extend comfoh'that gives parenthood

ti

' 6 '

PC

tongue offends, then I cannot
readiness to sense distress and

its unlque.flavor.

4
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. A child needs his- h)me .to be e, refuge, where. his parents, attentive

ear and sympathetic te s go iiis. e contribute to his emotional heal0h. Regvd-
legs of his qffenSe-vii'.dhW dependt on his. parents to understand his
predicamwht ,,And4rovide..'01.14 and hope.: , ,

, . , '. - \
,S0.

One ,041,FROon ; e.ighttivear,.nld Greg came dome from school dis tressed:

"I hate' my iedoli4*.riti)J6,0Erderneel....''"he yelled at -me- for' .pnsqing. notes.

She .called .me I iresp(Asible and a frrinh)PmAIMr. I'm never going back to.
schoolt"

. -

.

Many parents would have answel'ed,: "hat's what ,you get- for not paying

attention: You always get iitto troubcel; }kw do you% expect a teacher to
teach when you dfSturb . the class?_' I hope yOu

', 4.

learned your lessen:"
.

1,-

But, fortunately for.Greg, his mother had learned that when Child
is angry he needs his parent's '

So she said: "Filmq embarrasping

f

°

derstanding, not additional criticism!
t must. have been for you To be Called.

,names yin. front oL your friends-1 hat 's humiliating: No wonder' you're so

angry. No one likes to be treated that way!" .' \
' . .

. 4Ik . . ,

Greg's mother did notitil.ame the teacher, nor her son. instead, she

described in detail" the fe ings lAomutt eve straggled with when If±s .

tleacher repr
, -1imanded -him. . .

.

-44....

Children often come home from school(hurting. Mdst teachers ace un-
aware of the serious consequences of 'threats and punishments. Lucky are
the children whore parents have leached how to administer ebnotionaL"firit

, .

i. , *..

aid to heal wounds and turn hate into love. , .

- . . . .

Since everyone else is interested in our child 1 s behavior and achieve-

ment, he depends on his patents to care about his feelings; . -,

A child canndt help qbw. he feels. It takes Courage fo r him, to let us

know. . TlierefneZ, we da n iscourage him from telling-us even bitter

truths'. ''

qc

a

e
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Suppose you wanted to bring u 1 lieOr II& would
r you go about itV you would probabl he lied andpunisW

her when he was/truthful. . Vr / "
1

. .
_.y.-. . ,.. _-

But you xant your child to tell the truth:, What is it then that, you
. .

..ta...tell'aik. txue_te.ettusal_c______._,_,.......T ,............,...,.. ,...... ._ ......_ __. ..

1/4

*Y9u, Punish her.
, .., 4

?Four-year-old Debbie told her 'mother: "Momly,I'hate Grandma.
-wish she were dead." -- 0

,

.

Mofher, horrifiedoaniwer
this picae-we don't hatS. .Bes

',Lamb. How can'you even say

"No, you dOn't. You loveGral". In

sghe gives you presents and.takes you
Uch a horrible thing ? ",

But Debbie instSAd: '"No, I, hate her! 'I hate hei! I:don't want, to*
see her any more!:'

Now Mother, reallfthset,Jlecided to'use
At

a more drastic ",educational"

measure. She-spanked Debbie.
GP .41

f- But the .child NAB smart: Not wanting to be Punished more, she decided

to change(her tube: really love Grandla, Mommy," she-said.

Whet did Pommy do? $hekiased and hugged Debbie and praised her for
brig Sucliagood girl. ;

I.

, .
, .,.7, .

What dill Debbie learn? It is dangerous to mil ;t' truth. --When you

lie, you get tow. When you are truthful, you'get Spanked. Mommy loves

little liars: OnlY.tell her what she wants to hear,.
.

. .
.

c...

-*
_ ..

.

y : To encourage Debbie not to lie, Mother could have answered: "I under-

ptand.how you feel. You don't have to love Grandia, but I expect you'to

treat her'with respect."



Word Power .

We would like to+believe that only disturbed parents damage their Oil-

. dren. Unfortunately, lovingend-well-Meaningpeople also use a language
that deprecates. They mime.: Why? Because'they are unaware of the power

of words. .

"-&WOrdsjire ibt benign.
. -

. Even whewparents want to praise a child,, they often irritate. A

Child is suspitious of even positive statements when they assess his per-

sonifity or his. effort.

Ng one likes to-be judge evaluated or graded. When we are judged, °

ti

we feel diminished. ...When we a evaluated, we feel devalued. When we

are graded we feel.degraded.
.6 -

. , How would-you feel if at the end of each month you received a report'

"In. kissing you get an A. But in hugging only a

the other hand, you have improved to ,a B. But your

thing to be desired and so your grade is a B;"

card from your-husb
C. In caressing,
technique ieaves

I suspect yob wo ld be tempted.to throw him out with the report,card!

f ,
What is preferable 46.

/),

Description that details delight, words

effort and statements that transmit respect.

' A father left a note
gives me welt plea; e."
"Thank, pit; for 'tell ng

,t,

When the father des
tunity to convert hia'ap

that convey recognition Of

on his deughters guitar: "When you play, it

The ext morning his daughter said to him:

me at a.good player I am."

his feelings, he gave his dau er ah oppor-

ation into adjectives that g her praise.

But often, when I try to 'encourage parents to le
caring, they exclaim:. "But Ey'children are teenager
already been done!"

h language of
The damage has

Is it ever too late with people?
-

Certainly not with adolescents. In fact, theYglikee particularly

fortunate. They are given a seeond chance. Teen-agers seem so disorga-

nized bgcause:they are inthe process of reorganizing themselves. We,

as parents; dan influence the direction. How we talk to them can make

. the difference.

It is important to 'take every opportunity to demonstrate to our

teen-ager that feelings are to be taken seriously, since emotions alert

one to what often the mind can only later confirm.

914
.



"IP How It Works

A mother reported a conversationlishe had with her daughter.

Alp: You know, the first time Mrs. Green asked me to baby sit for her,

I didn't like her,' °4
A .

Mother: I remember you said she made )7,0 feel uncomfortable.

Ann: I usually get along so well with adults. It made me'feel guilty

Of not liking her for no reason.

Mother: Anp, feelings don't need reasons; they have no mind; they just

Are.

w.M ` ..,tvr -

4

Ann: Yeah, that's
I' felt. But they we
find-out why.

ht. Theie was no reason, bdt I couldn't help how
really accurate. I only needed one more time to

. :Mother: Ann, y.. just made me think of someone I met fifteen years ago- -

and I had the ame feelings, but it took me fourteen years to find but why.

Ann: Some e know?

Motiper: s picture was in .the paper this `morning, walking on the beach

in San Clevente%'

15
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A young couple lost its way in the maze of ,california highways.-
"We're lost," they told the, police officer at4the toll booth.

"Do you know wherkyou are'?" he inquired.

"YeNt answered tke couple: "It says so on your--booth."

"Do you .know,where. yo'll want tp go?" continued the officer.

l'Yei," the couple replied in unison.

"Thr you're not' oncluded the officer. "You just need

eler directions." ° 4,

I cannot accept, as inevitable that intelligent., well-intentioned ipeople

will likely bring up troubled children.

. .

---A----=What.--they need is luck And sjgil

You may'ask: "If they have luck,'why do they need skill?"

"Not to spoil the luck.".

1
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"BETWEEN -GROWN UPS AND KIDS"

Saturday, August 27 1977

ilk Municipal Auditbrium, Austin, Texas

Co-Silonsored by: Children Development Program, Texas Department of Public
Welfare, RegiOn 6 and the Special Projects Division,
Southwest Educational Development Laborato'y

Morning

PANELS 9:00 - 11:00

>

(These sessions,were opened by the session'leader who provided a general'
overview of issues' and .concerns of each family group. Fathers and mothers
shared information oft effectivetway_tey haie found for 'dealing with

h their particular situation. A 30 minute general discussion ,pericid followed

the panelisti comments.)

+.

Leader: Chaplain George Bulk, State Hospital, 4110 Guadalupe,
Austinf Texas 78751' Room 17

Panelists: Gary Everhart .

MarilynvK. Buck
Peggy /Perry ,

.Alan Thompson
., 'Palmer L. Buck k

'2. The Single Parent Family
Leader: Maxine Waggoner, MH/MR Center, 1430 Collier Room 16

.Aubtin, texas 78704
Panelists: Ken Muenzler

Alan D nziger
Gris uhningham

' Emil e McConnell

3. The Foster Family
Lesder:,,Janet .Collins, Texas Department of Human Resources,

,Twin Towers Bldg, Suite.318., 1106 Claytoh Lane,
Austin, Texas 178723'

Panelists: Richard Lee
Peggy Lee
Leonard Leming

-) Ili. Reba Leming
'Ann/While

Families' with Drug and'Alcohol. Problems

Leader: Pat Louis, Child and Family Service.
Austin, trexas :78701

Room 15 '

Room 14

Inc., 419 West 6th,-

or
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Afternoon

PANELS 1:40 - 3:30
I

'(These sessions 'will be opened by the session-leadex providing a general
''overview.,o'f issues, and. concern of each family group.' Fathers and mothers

will share information on dative way they have,found for dealing With
their particular situation. 11,30 minute' general,diaCussiou period will
461460 the panelists comments.)

.
27. Grandparents.! . 1 Room 15

Dorris4 Conway, 3611-A, Corin'as give, Austin,: Texag. 78731
.

.28.;

Patten:its: Angie Aguirre , r
Viva an Deal.anc
Vera Martinez .,

, kargare kMoreno
% . Marian TO -

The gi:dicle. Parer. Family" .

e

, I
A

. . 'Mr; ItaYes'Piothrot,,Texa):- Edngation Ageniy, Special,..

'
. \." Education,Auktin, 'Texai . .7111-.715,1 -'

Panelists: yetay Acker :' , ' . .
'

jetiriFaiAce A , -

,, . .
7tliie:R-CCker 17, 1%,i * ::' 4._ -

. . '
?,. agiiT .ite74:- ,' .,.' .

Frah6s -.L)015y . ".
. . -. ,..

. i
.

. .. . , . . a. k , .
,

29. Families wiA jiandicapped ildren .

,>

i.

Robert Marion, 87 6
Panelisote: :Elizabeth Haftman '" '""1 I

) .
. Terri McCaslin -e..

gftog.Gearyv;:
Joyep,Geary

.4 '

The Steivarent

N" -..'

.2 Room 14

of

' Room 17
78759

Leader) 'Murray -Newmant". Velfate.,Department , Research and
Evaluation.Div'isiOnt John .H." Reagan. ittilding Austin,
Texas .78,701

Panelists,:_. Joe M. Evan* .* '
Yvonne Newman
Judith ..Evans- ).

..foseph" Papick -
Naomi Houston .

'Valerie Ragsdale ' -4r
Thinge,Tio Do in Parent Groups
Leader : Renato Espinoza,- Parenting Hateriale',Information Center SEDL,

211'Excit 7th, Austin, Texas 78701

Room 16

1b.19 L
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TOPICAL SESSIONS 9:00

, .

Early Learning for Babies (0-1-Year-Olds)
Speaker,: Dr. Polly Turper,'DeRt. of Home

of Education, Univeisity of New
New Mexico 87131

-1A:15

4

Ecotiomics, College
'Mexico, Albuquerque,

Room' 5
4,2

(Inf'rmation on importance of infant stimulation; home care considerations;
'spggestions for home materiililictiv4ies related to children undef 12 months)

/

6. Each Child. is.Unique (3-5 Year ,Olds) ., Room 3- 7-
Speakers:. Dr. Mary Ellen Durrett and Dr. Phyllis Richards

' w Departmant of .Home Econoics, University of Texas
at Austin, GEA 115, Austin, Texas 7E1712 ..

, -...,

Texas.
, ..

(Child growth and .de opment related-to 3- to 5-year-olds, focusing on
developmental.stages,(suggestions for parent and family activities)

. ..
.

7. Preventing. Discipline Problems

Speaker: pr: Jhckson Day, 8705 Silverhill Lane, Austin,
9

/4

Texas

(Prevention
importance o

Auditorium

behavior problems; effects of.expectations.on behavior;
consistency and realistic limits setting)

8., Prepare,Jour Child. for Reading Room 8
Speaker: Kay VallingfOrd, Austin Public Library, Old Quarry

Branch, 7051 Village Center, Austin, Teo, 78731

(Importance of reading to young children; how to read to children
'of different ages; selection of appropriate .stories an4 books)

40

9. Legal Aspects,.of Custody and Divorce Room 6
Speaker: Jo Betsy Lewallen, Stayton, Maloney, Hearne, and Babb,

P.O. Drawer 1687, Austin, Texas* 78757
.)

10. Bedoming a Child Development Associate Rpom 4
speaker: _Mh. Karen Bordelon, $arly Childhid Development Division

'lox 13166, Capitol Station, Aust , Texas 7.8711

(Information on training .to become .a Child Development Ashociatft (CDA) ;
types of training and importance of-trained personnel for child and parents)

U. The Father's Role 'WOO Room 11'

Speaker: Dr. Renato Espinoza, Parenting Materials Information Center,
SEDI., 211 East 7th, Austin, Texas 78701

4 -

(Influence of the recent changes in society on the. role of the, father

and how these changes are affecting family relationships.)

191
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12. Safety and Children- Rooi 9

!Speaker: Marian Monroe, Child DevelOptOent, Texas --0 Tice of

H Human Resources, Austin, Texas 78701

(Safety precautions for preyenting accidents;; establishing routines
to simplify daily careof young children; what to do iq an emergency)

13. Musical Activities for Body Movement Room 7 .*

Speaker: Gene Nelson, Department of Curriculum and Instruction,
University of Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas 78712

(Games and activities for increasing motor control and development;

home and center musical activities)

:14. Kid's Eye3iew Of Exceptionality

Speaker: Jean Berry Smith
2305 quarry Road
Austin 'texas 78703

Room 10

(Information and insight-into.the exceptional'child's own view of

exceptionality).
41.

15. . Children's Health Room 12

Speaker: ,Yvonne Newman, 8602 Karling Drive, Austin, Texas 78751

(Prevention of illness; precautions forhealth care; information needed
by child care workers or day-home mothers)

4;iimmid"

TOPICAL SESSIONS 10:30 - 11;45

16. Eating Can Be run lipom 11

Speaker: Rose Ann Shorey, 11900 Mustang Chase, Austin, Texas 78759

(Nutritional aspects; ways of making nutritional food enticing)

17: I Caet Stand This Fighting Any More Room 10

Speaker: David Williams, SEDL, 211 g1,7th,Street, Austin, Texas 78701

(Sibling rivalry, causes:of.conflict and competition how to reduce

fighting and get sibling to cooperate; age elated p oblems and conflicts)

18. Early Learning for Toddlers
Speaker: Kay.Bok Edwards, 1209 F Rosenbe Texas' 77471

Room 5

(Information on development of 1- to ,2-year-olds, focusing on physical
and social development, including suggestions for home activities)

12. Learning to Talk... Talking to Learn. .
' Rohm 7

Speaker: Joyce Coleman, 207 Sunnycrest, San Antsaio, Texas 78228!

;-'41

(Language development, stimulation 4n the home, importance of attentive

If

20

22
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lisicning, when and how to seek help for speech problems, 'including
age-tel'ated checklist of normal speech and larigUage development)

20. Toys--Get the Most for Your Money
Speaker: Dr.' Johanna Hulls, 2211 Lawnmont, Apt. 216

Auitin, Texas: 78756.

(Information on importance of and factors to consider in select/6g
toys for children, including safety factors; display and demonstration
of toys for children of different ages and abilities)

Room 8

a21. Controlling the TV Monster 1 Room 9
',Speaker: Charles Corden-Bolz, SEDL, 211 East 7th, Austin, texas 78701

.

(Effect of tel6vision on young children, ways of controlling TV viewing
4

and reducing.negative influence)

22. I Can't Get Along
Speaker: Alberta

Co.lege
Austin,

with-This Child Room 3
Castaneda, Dept. of Curriculum and Instruction,
of`Education, University-of.Texas at Austin,
Texas 787f2

(Recognition of differences in temperament Children and parent, parent-
child interactions, and ways 'of improving positive interactions)

23.. Choosing Child.Care r Room 4

Speaker: Libby Doggett, 1906 Sharon Lane, Austin, Texas 78703

(Information on how.to find and select child care within homey and day-
care center%)

24. Emotional Problems of Children Room 6
.

Speaker: Linda tts, 190 Dumont, Richardson, Texas 75080

4,

(Emotional development and probleMs of the young child; purpose and
importance of family counseling, preventive aspects)

25. Safety and Childten
' Speaker: Marian Eonroe, Child Development, Texas Office of

Human Resources, Austin, Texas 78701

(loom 12

(Safety precautions for preventing accidents; establishing routines to

simplify daily care of young Children; what to do in an)mergendy)

26. Emergency Child Aid
, Speaker: Bettye Skagie 1707 Fawn, Austin, Texas 78741

(Videotape of emergency situations which often arise.in'homesand day

care centers; instructionson haw to plan for emergencies, and what

,to do until help arrives)

Demo Area B

IN*
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TOPICAL SESSIONS 1:40 - 2.,k40

32. Wks Here 'to Belk: Community Resources . . Room 12

Speaker: Jan tryder, Coordinator, The Varenting Office
419 W. 6th St., Austin, Texas 78701

Lel/stew/11 give an overview of the broad range'qf'services 1. 10

available to families in tOe Austin area with aphasia in family life
enrichment and patent education programs. The session will beaimed at
the family without special problems, although panelists will be able
to answer queStions about meetingsuch needs if they arise.)

334 Early earning for Babies . . .

Speaker: Dr. Polly'Tuener, Department of Home Economics, Room 9
College of Education, University of New-Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131,

_ -. __/-

(Information on importance of infant lAmulation, Ile care con-
, .

'siderations, sug gestions for home materialajactivities relatdii to
Children under 12 months). /

,

34. Learning to Talk...Talking

.

to Learn L - Room 10 .-

Speakerr+4eryce Coleman, 207 Sunnycreat, San Antonio, .exas.

78228
)

. , (Language development, stimulation in the home, importance of attentive
listening, when and how:to seek telp for speech protdems, including
fie- related checklist of normal speech and language development). .

'35. Prepare Your Child for Reading Room 3 .

Speaker: Kay Wallingford, Austin Public Library, Old Quarry

. Branch, 7051 Village Center, Austin, Texas 474731

.

*.$

(Importance of reading to young children; how to read to children

. of different ages; selection of appropriate stories and books).

36. Legal Aspects of Custody and'Divorce « Room 7

Speaker: Jo Betsy Lewallen, StaytOn, Maldhey, Hearne, and
.Babb, P.O. Drawer 1687, Austin, Texas 78757

37. What the Child- Development Associate Means'to Parents
Speaker:' Caroline Carol:Early Child Development Program,

P.O. Box 13166; Capitol Station, 78711

Room 4

38. The Father's Role Room 11

Speaker: Dr. Renato Espinoza, Parenting Materials Information
Center, SEDL, 211 Eait 7th, Austin, Texas, 78701

1

(Influence of the recent changes insociety on the role of the father
and how these changes are affecting family relationships).

22 24
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39. I Can't Got Along With This Child-
. ff -Speaker: Alberta Caatanedafteprtment of Curriculum and

Instruction, College of Education, University of
Texas at Austin, Austin,':Tikaa 78712.
.-.

Room 6'.1

.

(Recognition-pcalifferences in temperament ofchildren and Parente),
parent-child iferactions, and ways of improving-positiVe interactions

40. A Kid's Eye View of-Exceptionality
Speaker.: Jean Berry Smith, 2305 Quarry Road, Austine. Texas

5

'78703

(Information and insight into the exceptional own view of

exceptionality).

41. Each Child is Unique '
'

. Room 8
'Speakers:- Dr. Mary Ellen Durrettsand Dr. Phyllis Richards

Defkrtment of Home Economics, University of Texas

. at Austin, GEL 115, Austin, Texas 787112

(Child growth and development related to 3 -to -5 -year=olds, focusing on
developmentil stages; suggestions for parent and family activities)

42: Emergency Child Aid. Demo Area B

Speaker: Bettye Skaggs, 1707 Faitn, Austin, Takes 78741

,(Videotape of emergency situations which often arise in homes and day
care centers; instructions on how to plan for emergencies, and what

*-"to do until help arrives).

TOPICAL SESSIONS 2145 - 3:45

43. We're Bete to Help: Community Resources
Speaker: Jan Kryder, Coordinator, The Parenting Office

419 W. 6th St., Austin, Texas 78701

Room 12

(ianelists will give an overview of the broad range of services
available to.families in the Austin area with emphasis in facility

life enrichment and parent education prograis. The session will

be aimed at, the family without special problems, although panelists
will be able'to answer questions about meeting such needs i; they

arise).

,__

44. Controlling the TV Monster Room 9

Speaker: Charles Corder -Bolt, SEDL, 211 East 7th, Austin

Texas, 7J701

(Effect of television am young children, ways of controlling TV viewing

and reducing.negative influence).

45. ,Preventing Discipline Problems Auditorium

Speaker: Dr. Jackson Day, 8705 Silverhill Lane, Austin,

Texas 78759

\

(PreventionNof behavior problems; effects o spec tions on behavior;
.

23
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importance of consistency and realistic limit setting).

. i

. '. A

46. Early Learning for Toddlers . . , Room 10

Speaker: Kay Box Edwards, 1209 Prances, Rosenberg,'Texds" s` --
.

.
. A

77471 .
,

c

-

(Information on development of 1-to-2 1rear-alds, focusing on physical

,
and social development, including suggestions for home, ict)vities),

.. .,
.

. --, -

'. Ili: -dhoosing,Child Care .c. ' ..1 Room 4
Speakerflibby DOggett,..,190Sharon tand, Austin,''TexaS 18703-

A "(Information on lir to find and select child care withirehomes'land
.

ASy._

care centers).
,.

%..
,

. ,. .

48. Eating Can `Be Fun. -Room 7_

Speaker: Rose Ann Shorey,%1101Kustang-Chase, Austin, Texas

,.. 78759 ,

r, (Nutritional aspects; ways of,making_nutrieionallood enticing).

.,49. Emotional Problems of Children Room 5

Speaker: tiMda.Gotts,1430 Dumont, Richardson, Texas 7508) ..'

(Emotional dev lopment and-problems of the young child; purpose and

importance of amil counseling, preventive aspects)".
.

.

50., Toys-,.Get the Most for-Your Money . '
t

- Room 3
,

Speaker: Dr. Johanna gulls, 2211 Lawnmont, Apt. 216, Austin

Texas 78756 .

.(InformatiOn on importanct of and factors to consider in selecting
toys for children, including safety factors; display and demonstration

of toys for children of different ages and abilities). -I
...----

51.
f

5 I Can't Stand This Fighting Any More Room 8

Speaker: David Williams, SEDL, 211 East 7th Street, Adstin,

Texas 78701 ;

.

'(Sibling rivalry; causes of conflict and competition, how tp reduce
fighting and get sibling to cooperate; age related problems and

conflicts). .

A
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EARLY LEARNING, FOR BABIES

* Phuline H. Turner, Ph.D.
The University of Ney Mexico .

During the Yast decide much iterest in the_period of' and;

has developed. The notion that a baby is a parasite until he la
abouthree years old and is old enough to "learn" has all but
disappeared from the thinking of both, parents and professionals.
On almost any newsstand today, one can pick up a magazine with an
article"relating to ways parents can help their babies learn., It
seems to be unquestionable daft_ a baby is an active participant

in the leatning process and is laying the foundation for future

academic success.

There seem to be some very simple things that parents can do
.to make the period of infancy one that ischallenging, yet not

,frustrating. One general area has to do with creating an environ-
ment that invites the baby to explore his surroundings. It is

important to remember that babies learn through their senses
(eyes, ears, nose,''ziouth, and touch) and by the ways they- nie

their bodies.. We therefore call baby learning "sensory motor"

learning. What are some of,the ways parents can assist in sensory

motor learning?

1: Prop the baby with pillows so that he can see better.
Rotate positions oftent-bick-to front and side to side.
Change him often from, crib to infant seat to pallet on
floor to swing, etc. so that his visual range is

.alternated.

2. 41.5it baby up

,for support.
he can hold

in a,cardboard box with pillows around him
Mae helps theebaby get stronger so that

his head up.

3. Ring a bell or ike a wisaut of the visual range of
the baby so thifrhe will turn toward the sound. This

helps him to coordinate his vista?, and hearing.

4. Hand baby objects to hold, such as rattle, block, small

toy. This teiches.him to use'his fingers and shows him

that things feel different.

5.' tie a bell around ibaby's arm toshow him that he can
make.something happen.

,

° .

. Tlik to the baby while changing, blthing, feeding, and
playing with him. This-provides a language model, helps
him to identify a familiar voice, and sets the stale for

cooing, babbling and Making words .la
fir
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7. iiaCh the baby 'to use his eyes by moving. an object

from side to side, close enough so that he can focus
on it.

8. Play peek-a-boo with the baby to help him use his"body
to find out that things still there when he can't
see them.

9. Build a sense of trust by holding dhe baby close while
bottle feeding. Never prop bottles!

10. Sutpend different object for him to hit. Increases ey-
hand coord tion.

11. Take babjlfor a ride in the stroller and talk about
t things he sees and heari.

416-

12 Provide the baby with mirrors so that he can see his
reflection and learn to recognize his image.

13. Provide the baby with a lot of water play in a plastic
ath tub -11th fldating and squeeiihi-toys. Talk tO'him
about the water, the toys, etc. as you-trickle the way
over his chest or let it drop from your, finger. This
provides tactile As well as language stimulation.

Ign To help the\baby reach and' get what he seed, wear a
scarf around your neck. yoU change or play with
him, lean over he baby so he can see your face, -and
touch the scarf. The scar with the fac isliike a
toy. Shake the s he can'see and-,reach it.

When he touches it or grabs it, praise htm.

15. Put a pillow on the floor with.a few toys'in front where
_the child cannot, quite reach them. Put the child on the
pillow on his-stomach with his arms in front end his
knees touching the floor in the back.. Sit in front of

.,Phe pillow and encourage the baby, to reach for .objects'.

This helps the child lift his stomach and get on his
knees so he can crawl.

16. When baby is learning. to sit alone, place him on the
floor and surround'him with pillows and soft toys.
Encourage him to reach for .the toy he wants.

17. To help, the child learn that he can get things that,,are
. .

out of reach, tie a toy to a string. Put the baby on
;'your lap sq thati,he can reach the-end of the string but,
not the toys. Help him learn to pull the string toward
him.

2e9_
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18. Attract,the baby lath a toy. "When he attempts Lto search
for -it or reach f r it,.coyer it up ItithoyourNin-d. At

,first he will pull back his hand, bekause.the toy simply
does.nnt exist if he cannot see it. At nine months, he ..

will begin to believe that the missing toy exists-if
part of 1t` is visible. ,By about a year old,. he can under- -

stand changes in position, e.g., hiding the toy first under
your hand and then'under a napkin.

19. Babies like to look at brightly .colored object; complicated, ,

sharp sapef; contrasts, such as black end white; patterns,
and shiny. things.

20., Give tlie baby objects that he can hang-togetherso his
coordition improves and his auditory disCrimination is
developed.

x
Ai ,

GAMES FOR THE EARLY MONTHS: Begin at about 3 mont4s when the
usual position isllat on back or stomach. Rey - -let -him know his

efforts are having an effect. Efforts bring response.

A. Diatoguli -promote speech-making. When the baby makes a
sound, respond to him by stroking stomach, moving close and smiling
and repeating sound.

B. On the Track of the Rattle -- foster cootahation of eyes and
-ears with ability to move. Place the baby on his back; getout of
his sight and-hold rattle about 1' abovehis face. Shake gently
until he sees it. ,,,Mbve in slow circle so he moves eyes, not head.
After he follows it, reverse directions.

After he practices with eyes only, hold rattle about 12" from
eyes and move in 'curved line all the way down to the side so he has
to, turn head to follow sound. Reverpe direction. Has to use eyes

and ears. If baby reachis, let him have it. Talk at the same time.

After baby can "use" his head, shake'rattle a little behind his
head; if eyfs look up and can't see it, move forward and then back.
Say, "Now, you see it." Include both right and left sides of head.

PliCe the baby on his stomach. Face baby and dangle rattle

directly in front of face. Slowly lift so he has to raise head

'to follow 11011You may need to encourage him by showing him how
to push up is arms to see it.

C. Baby Meets Toe --From 3-7 months, the baby is beginning to
develop a'sense of self, or identity. Betio beginning to learn

what is part of him and what is not. He loves to explore. He

tastes, feels, and, discovers his body. The modth is the best part

Ihe body for'testing because it's the most sensitive. Objects

Inuit be safe for moth ('don't encourage and then deny).
4
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Place a cradle gym, mobile, or tie colorful cording pr fabrics

V top bar of crib over feet. The cradle gym gives him the

'opportune tx to practice his skill-of-getting hold of whathewants'

and makingAt move the way he wants.

.7

E.

, D. Coordination of Ee and Hand -- (after he follows the

tattle with eyes and heid).' Hold rattle 1' over stomach'and shake.

Move slowly down so he can grab i as arms reach up, Smile and say,

"Get the rattle, grab it." You got it." 'Let him pull it toward

him and then gently move it up until.he releases it. 'Repeat..

GAMES FOR THE SITTING AND LAP BABY: 5-or'6 months to 9 months.

reach beby that when he acts on an object, it produces results. He

recognizes mother as apart from him and is busy building trust in

parents and others around'him. Hg is learning about dependability;

i.e., consistency of response frdm the people, things around him.

He lives in the present. He believes that things will be regular-

,.and orderly. The earlier he acquires security, the better fff he

is. Language grows from 6 months on. The baby produces speech'

sounds, enjoys imitating adults' sounds and begins to be able to,

follow-simple directions. He doe:awes/use words.himself, but his

:behavior shone he understands some of them, He'll learn language

only if 'you use a good deal of it around him. Speak in sentences,

make voice rise:and fall, get loud and soft, fast and slow.

A. Two-Way Stretch--The aim is to practice baby's controlling 16
things around him by using his body. Use a spool with'a piece; of

elastic wrapped/Around it. Dangle it and encourage the bahy to

reach for it. Use words, "Get," "gab," "catch". When he grasps .

it, pull it gently away so itvgill ttretCh. Geeinto push/pull

game. Keep it within his reach. Respond to hi founde of,pleasure. '

.

B. Scouting-the Territory--CutdoOrs 1 t him reach and handle

natural objects (rocks, leaves, sticks, an sand; pine donee.

Describe what he is doing and how things fee give labels. It is

a good idea to police -the area first for dangerous objects, pcout-

ing uses the child's natural curiosity and exposes him to a variety

of materials. -

Follow up: .Select some'similar ects (4 hard things,.4 soft,

4 fuzzy). LeCfhe baby handle and talk about them.- .Repeat. Let -

him play with Objects any way he likes. The aim is to increase his

range of experiences. Foods: hot/cold, salty/sweet.

.

C: Rattle--He is able to use his whole trunk to track down

the rattle. Hold the rattle,off to the side so the baby can hear."

it but has eo turn his whole trunk to get it. Give it to him, tf

he finds it. Reverse directions.

D. Baby Power--Now that the baby has absorbed the idea of

using .44 own body to get what he wants, he is ready for games that

30.31
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call foi dbing otheapthings teget what he wants. He incorporates
hisunderstanding'of how the.worworfi,,helmhim to learn to do
fbc.himself-, and .adds to his sen of.pride. Show approval.

. \- 0 .
,

.,1

.

% Theibaby's intellectual development ;14much enewlined with his
feelings. Whether he develops intelleftual potential depends on
three things: opportunities for activities; confidence that he can
do themland the conviction that it's worth doing them. This is

why it's so important that you show warmth, love and pride without
demanding Inicceks. Encourage fos attempts, not success.

.

E. Toy and Blanket - -Takes advantage of baby's small muscle
skills,'his abilityto crawl, and his attraction io.toys. Place

.a toy on a bit:et Just, out of reach.' When he pulls 'the blanket,

tell him 'what s doing.. Demonstratetif necessary. (Do not use

alrollipg-toy.)
4

F. Dialogue --Hold the baby face to face'and make such sounds
as: pa, maewfa, da, ba. Let him imitatetand smile and squeeze.
The difference. between this and the earlier game is that you are
selecting fram'his speech sounds and getting him to imitate you.

G. 4Ian in SpadePromotes sense of space relations. Use

three different sized can or plastic nesting boxes. Build a

pyramid. Say. "Ste; this one goes here,this one here, etc."
"Hrow; you'do it Don't,insist on the correct order. tplain
Imp it works or not. Don't explain unless he tries. Show again

. when helindicated he's ready.

turn the game into build -up, knock-down. Practice in doing
and'undoing leads to development of problem solving behavior.
After lot'e of experience stacking, change to nesting. This gate is

self - correcting. .The child can see if they don't nest. Say, "Oopm,

.it won't go. 'Try again."
5

GAMES FOR THE ditEEPE1-CRAWLER: 8-13 months. The child will

let ,you know hia interest, skill and length of time he %tale
with something if games are fun. Let him have a mix of old and

new. The. purpose for this piriod is to increase his small muscle
skill in accomplishing things, further development An language,
increase belief ip own ability, and continued growtt of under-
standing that the.world is an orderly, consistent place. He can

follow simple commands, respond to gestures, wave bye-bye, and
'respond to familiar Wide to show understanding. He gets around --

be carefulof what's around to handle.' Don't cut off exploration
by lotstof "no; no" or don'ttouch". The child is too young to

understand why things are precious or even dangerous. Remove them

from reach until he can understand.

I
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A. Fetch--Let the baby retrieve a'ball. Roll it and say,

"Bring the ball- to Daddy." Throughout daily work baby can bring-

towil, pan, etc. Whin he'sees that you-do.something with them
after he brings them, it makes fetching useful. B'Etby-proof the

house and encourage his help.

B. fill U --Space game. Put things,into a basket (box)

and empty them t. Show -the baby how to fill the basket; talking .

Then empty it. Leave with baby.
.

C. Searching Gales- -These enhance'a.growing senile of con-

sistency. 1) Place a box inside of a box wtih toy inside the

smaller box. Let him see what you are doing.. Show him how -to

find it. Then hide it and let him find, it. Talk! 2) W6p a,
toy in a bag or piece of paper so it takes p little work .to open'

it. Ask him to get toy friim inside of paper. Show him how to

use fingers to open without destroying paper. Then make it more

complicated by using a rubber band. This increases control of

. his. hands and fingers.
*

D. Peek -A- Boo - -He thinks if he can't see you, you can't see

him. Hide your face. play hide and seek. Hide your whole

body (may begin -by leaving art of selftvisible); Encourage the
baby to hide from you.

E. More Baby Power - Combines the 'child's muscular ability,
developing object concept; and ability to respond to simple

commands. 1) Coffee can with removable top with slit. Place

poker chips in the slot. 'Now you fill it.: Show him how to

empty the can. -40 Object inside of 'matchbox. Demonstrate.and

talk. ., 4

F. Blocks--These are the best possible toys since the baby

can do so many things With them. Place two blocks in frontof

, him on the floor and ahow him how to. stack them. Let'him do it.

Then add a third block for the tower. This is a self-correcting,/'

activity. Then place three in a line to push. Add other blocks

as the child is ready. Plain woad will do. -

G. Supermarket School - -The child, can learn many things.in

a supermarket cart. ,Let the child help put things in the cart.

Label items. Point out color, size, shape and texture.. Let him

' see what happihs to things when you get home. Connect pictures

with objects. Differentiate refrigerator, pantry, etc. --Any talk

is better than silence. .

Points to Remember in Planning Activities for Babies:

A

. . . Mothers can stimulate baby learning both bypliying simple,.
interactive games with them and by creating a stimulating environ-

ment that the baby can explore.

32 ;
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: . Developing skills such as focasing,the eyes, coordinati4
eye and hand, and distinguishing differences among similar objects

lay the foundation for later reading and thinking.

-.1,
t; .....

. . Gimes-help to impart to phe baby facts about himself and the
,

world around him.
a

, .

- - . Ineractionbetween the baby and his mother via simple games
helps develOp a growing trust and fosters a happyattitude.

,4r
. . . The most helpful experiences for your baby are easy to supply
and great fun for bdth of you. 1

. Games during infancy help the baby learn to-learn, something

-beyobd the mere acquisition offacts.

. . . Games should not attempt to make your, fit any rigid

schedules or sequenclof performance level .

. . . Take your cues-from the baby himself, and remember always

that the key word is play. 4

. Encourage your baby to do everything, but force him to do

nothing.

. The games aren't tests, and the babymusn't be called. on to

"pass" any of them.

. Sensory stimulation is "baby mind-magic," but. too much world

at once is confusing.
,.,

. . . The baby is quite active and,cannot be expected to stay

-involved in an activity for very long.

. . . Repetition and later imitation are important forms of baby

. . . Language, reinforced, with gestures, helps the baby to. learn

the meaning of important,things around him and thereby' build a

vocabulary.

Toys to Make:

1. Stack 'Em Up: Use 3 'or 4 empty cans that will nest inside each
other. Remove tops with ""electric can opener, soak off labels

and wash and 4ry cans. Coyer cans with contact paper and paint

numbers in ascending order on them with nail polish, beginning
with largest can as number 1. Cans can be used for stacking,

knocking down, nesting, filling and emptying, etc.

es
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2.

3.

4.

1

z
5.

6.

elm

0

Push toys:' Use ice cream, oatmeal or corn meal cartons. Fill

them with a few beans,'bottle caps or pebbles. Cover with

brightly colored paper. Good for rolling -or shaking.

Milk Cartoa Blocks: Cut off and tape down tops of'cardboard

mili and/or juice, cartons. Cover with contact paper.

Mobile, Wiap a wire coat hanger with'crepe paper or yarn.
Choose interesting, colorful objects, such.as large buttons,
plastic straws, cookie Cutters., painted clothespinl or popsicle'

sticks, etc. Tie them,to coat hanger with varying -,lengths of

string. Hang where. baby can see.but not mech. .

Texture balls or cubes: Cutscraps of various textures and

sizes. Sew together either a round or cube shape. Stuff

with styrofoam or cotton.

Books: Use inexpensive muslin for the "pages". Pink the edge's

or paint with glue to prevent fraying. Stitch of tie pages

together. Glue baby'slavorite magazine pictures onto each

"page. Or make a tekture book. Glue samples of different

textures odo each 'Age (e.g., sandpeper, fur, cotton ball,
pieces of ribbon; or sew en buttons, belli, zippers, etc.).

7. A "F;11 'Er Up - Take 'Er Out Toy": Use a large coffee Ifan,

cove fed with contact,piper. cut a jarge.round bole in plastic

top.Cfswith brightly colored plastic clothespins.

' 8. Picture cards: Mount heavy cardboard cards (approximately 5

x 7) with cut-Out pictures of objects familiar to baby. Each

card should have one,specific word to identify it. (e.g., shoe,

ball, car, dog, bgse, etc.). Cards can be covered with clear

' contact paper.

9. Play house: Use a large cardboard box with a hole or doer -cut

out so baby can crawl in and but. .

.10. .Finger pull toy: Suspend this .toy over the diaper changing

table so that baby cad reach up and pull it while he is being

changed. ,Use a piece of elastic. Secure the top to 'a hook-on

the ceiling. Attach a colorful plastic. ring or bell to,other

end. Place low enough for baby to reach and pull down with his

fingers. ,
$

Some "Easy-to-hind" Materials that enhance baby le'arning:A

Cardboard'boxes of different sizes

Pots and pans
SpoOns and spatulas
Metal or plastic cups and containers

.34 35
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Wooden blocks, sanded
Rubber orlplastic docks
Bells
Texture balls
Rubber balls

4

Large pillows
Unbreakable mirrors ,,,

Cigar boxes, withrobjects to put in and take out
COffie cans with plastic lids

. Cloth books /
1

.

Mobiles
Patterned posters or 4allpaper
Rattles .,

Cradle gyms,
.

Large spools with piece of elastic attached

Stuffed animala . A
Nesting jars,acans, or, boxes
Plastic dolls
Teething rings andkbeads
Floating toys
Peg and hole blocks
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EARLY LEARNING FOR BABIES

TOPICAL SESSION }limn'

1Lb

Polly TUrner, Ph.D.- .

University of New Mexico
' Albuquerque, New Mexico

Points To Remembeer In Planning AOcivities For Babies

, .

Mothers can stimulate baby learning both by playing staple, interactive is
games with them and by creating a stimulating environment thit the baby Isr

can Implore. -

Developing skills such* as focusing the eyes, coordinating eye and hand,
and distinguishing differences among similar, objects lay the foundation
for later reading and tfiliiking

,

Games help to impart to the baby facts about himself and the world around
him.

Interaction between the baby and his mother via simple games helps develop
é growing trust-and fosters-a happy attitude.

The most helpful experiences for your baby are easy to supply and great fun

for both of you.

Games during infancy help the; aby- learn to learn, something beyond the
mere acquisition of facts. .

Games should not attempt to make your baby fit any rigid schedules or

sequences of performance levels.

Take your cues from the baby himself, and remember always that the key
word is play.

0
,

.. Encourage your baby to dcoeVerything, but force him to do- nothing.-

The games aren't tests; and -the baby mustn't be calle on to "pass" any
.

of them. N
/

4Sensory stimulation is "baby mind- magic,'! but'too much wo;ld at once is

confusing. k

The baby isimite active and cannot be expected to stay involved in an
-actlVity for very-long.

sw

Repetition and later imitation are important forms of baby learning.

)

Language, reinforced with gestures, helps the baby to fain the meaning

of *portant things around him, andtbereby'builds a vocabulary.
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Some "EairTO-Find" Materials That Enhance

....Cardbdard-,boxes of different sizes'

...:Pots and pans

.Spoons and spatulas
S

Metal or plastic cups'and container;

(- -

....Wooden blocks, sanded smooth

Baby Learning:

. ..Peg. and hole' blocks

Cloth books

...Mobiles

....Pitterned'posters or wallpaper
S

....Rattles

....Bells , 4- . Cr a dl e g3ols.

.Texture balls

....'Rubber balls

..,..Large pillows

Unbreakable mirrors

....Cigar boxes; with objects to put
in and,take out

....Coffee cans with plastic lids

41,

....Large spools with piece of elastic

attached

....Stuffed animals

..:.Nesting jars, cans, or boxes

Plastic dolls

....Teething rings and beads

....Floating toys

Books You May Want To Read

(

Brazelon, T. Berry: Infants and Mothers: Differences in Development

New York: Delacorte Press, 1969.

Brazelton, T. Berry: -Toddlers and Parents: A Declaration for Independence,

New 'Fork: Delacorte Press, 1974

tole, Ann, et. al.: I Saw a Purple Cow, Boston: Npittle, Brown & Co., 1972.

Gordon, Ira. Baby Learning Through Baby Play, New fork: St. Martin's

Press,-1970.

or
Gordon, Ira. Child Learning Through Child Play, New York:

Press, 1972.

St. Martin's

Manion, C., Ed. The Open Rome,New York: St. Martin's Press, 106.

*.
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THE CHILD FROM THREE TO FIVE

Mary Ellen Durrett, Ph.D. & ilyllis.Richards, Ph.D.
Department of Home Economics

The University of'Texas at Austin

I. Each child IS unique
A. No two Children are exactly alike .

B, Three-ta4ive-year olds differ on'
1. physical characteristics '

2. growth rates
3.* temperaments
4,. activity level
5. aggression, etc.

ANik
rfr-

II. Recognizing the uniqueness of each child through observition
A. Cues for observation
'B. Levels of observation

1. What the child does
- 2. How s/he does it

. 3. Why s/he does it'
G. A film sequence portraying the social develo ent of a four-year--

4 old child shall be shown and his behavior sha I be observq107.and
discussed.

wo

The following observational guide.will.be valuable.in understanding, an
individual child.

Peer Relations
.

Type of play and frequency of each type /Slay the child engages in:

1

1. Solitary - the child plus alofie and independently with toys that

are -different from those used' by the children' within speaking dis-

tance and makes no 'effort to get Close to other, children.

2., Unoccupied -,the'childatiparently is not playing, but occupies him-
self with watching anything that happens,.to be.of momentary interest.

3. Onlooker play.- the child spends most of his tine watching the other
children play,/ He often talks to the children who he is observing,,,,
asks questions, or gives suggestions, but does not overly enter into

the play himself.

4. Parallel play - the child playa independently, but -the activity he
chooses naturally br s him among 'other chilften. Hi plays with toys

that are like those, ich the children around him are using, but.he
plays with the toy a% he sees fit, and does not try to influence
or,madify the activity of the children near hiM.

5. Associative play -:the child plays with.othex children. The con-
versation concerns the common activity; there is a borrowing and

loaning Of play material. All the members, engage in similar if 9it

t4entical activity. There is no- division of labor, and no otiani-

% ,setiall of the activity. -

39. , \if
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b. Cooperative play - the child plays in a gro that is organized for'fhe
Tod :moss of milting eche material product,o of striving to attain some
competifivegoal, or of,dramatizing situations of adult and grolip
life. The cOntrol_of_Oe grodp situation is in the hands,of one or
.two of the members who dittii the activity of the others.

Friends (special friends?)
Approach to other children - notice instances when the child:

1. Seeks out othet children

2." Waits for-others to seek.him oui

Reaction to peers - notice instances when the child was:

1

1. Bold
2. Quarrel/one
3. Unkind \-_y\

4. -Competitive
5. Shy
6. Cooperative
7. Generous .

8. ThouShtful /11M

9. Sympathetic
fo. Able to share

Leidershin Abilities: Notice whether The child was a leaden, follower, .

dominating leader, integrative leader. (A dominiting leader does not
consider the wiihes of his followers,- whereas an integrative leader does)

Attitude of other children towards child:" Not when:

1. Other child initiated interaction
, 41

Z. Other child avoided your,chIld

Adult-Child Relations

,

Dependence on adults - notice instan es when child was:
1. Dependent pu adults

2. Independent from adults

Notice Reactio;;

lb &Juicing
1 2. Demanding

3. nnzAlons

4. ortable
5. Aff ceonate
6. Tru

Note Rispola' e to discipline
1. Accepts limits

2. T is limits
3. As forelimits

40.40
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III. Using the unf.queness when idteracting with each child.
,

A. Seeing and respecting each child as an individual
. B. Responding to each child as a person rather than to*the group.

C. Rimembering a child Is a child and not an adult,' .

D. Building a feeling of selfworth in each child. .

1. Noticing'and praising the desirable behaviors of each child.
2. Accepting and encouraging the expression of feelings:. I

."- ... 3. Helping each child assume responsibilities appropriate to.
.

. his or her age level. .0

R. .Helping, each child dmielep skills in using his or her body,
sodializingthinking,lmuiguage_ac4Uisition and expression.

,
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TOPIC SESSION hANDOUT

EACH CHILD IS UNIQUE

Miry. Ellen Durett, & Phyllis Richards, Ph.D.
Department of Home Economics

The University of Texas at Austin-

Social Development - Observat Guide

. The following ide will be valuable in answering the computer questions.
1. Read ov e

.
guide-carefully and ask the proctor anything you_do not

underst Fill in the guide as you view the film to, aid you in remem-

observed in theefilm. Rehember, you may not observe all

of t behaviors listed below. ,-

c

Peer Relat

-Type of play and frequency of each type pley'child engages in:

toi 1. Solitary -fhe:child pia
' are different_ from ithome u

tance.and-omaces no effort.

ne independently with toys that
by the children within speakjing dig-.

get close,to other children.
, .

.
.

2. Unoccupied - thexhild.apparently is not.pliying,.but Occupies'

himselfq0th, Witching anything,thatteneto be of momentary
interest. t .

.
v

4

3.- ,.,Onlooker play 7 the child spells most of'histime-watchidgthe
oNer children pie. r fie often talks to the children who.he'iS
observing, asks questions, or givesauggestions, but does'nok'

OPt'overtly enter-into the play Ipself.
. '

. ', t ," II' I

4. , garap.el play. 7the 'child plays'indigengtently; but theAtctivity,_ IS

he chooses, naturally brings him email other children. -,He. 'plays,

*lth toys ehat'areslikelhOhe which the oh/Wen:around him are
, . .

using, but he plays Vishthe toy as he.iees fit, and doe not b, 11..'. .

.. try to influence or modify the, ibtivity of the childfen sear him, -,
. ,

.

.. "-,

P

5. Aisoclative play - the child plays With,other.chiidren: The con-

, versation concerns;theicOMmon activity; there is a borrowing.a44

luning of ialay, mateaal.' All the members, engage in similar ?if
idntical adtiVity. There:is no division of labor, and, no

organization p1 the activity. t ''"

1 sh ,

/ 6.' Coopftstive play - the child plays

1, for the purpose of making some mat
to attainosome comietitiverkoal, o

4 of adult and 'group 111e. The cony

. is in the hinds of one or .two of
, .

activity,of the others.

Lai group that Is Organiied
riai,product,:or of stilviag
oiidraMatizing situations
1 of the group.eituation 2)4'

is members who direct'rhe-

Friends (apeciyl frAnds?) . N ,

Approach-to otherschiidren /- note' instances when'wtlie child:
-..-/

4j
,

- N ' %

.
.,

* . 42 42 t Alr.
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1. Seeks out other childrim

OMP
2: Waits for others to seek his out

Reactiondlito'peirs - ate
. 1. Bold

2. ,Quarrelsome
3. Unkind
4, Competitive
5. Shy
6. 'Cooperative
7. Generous

Thoughtful
' 9. Sympathetic

10. Able to share

A

instances when the child was:

Alb

Leadership Abilities: Note whether t e child was a 'elides, follower,
dominating leader, intikrativel der. (A dominating leader does
do; consider the wishes of his llowerd, whereis an integrative
leader does).

Attitude
Oth

children towards child: Note when:
initiated interaction

2. Other thildtoided your child

Adult-Child Relatis

Dependence on adults - note instances when child was:
1. Dependent on adults

2. Independent from adults

Reaction-to adults
I: Clinging.
2. Daminding
3. Anxious
4. ' Comfortable
5. Affectionate
6. Trustful

Response to disCIIKne
1. Acc-pts limits
2. -.Tests limits

3. 'Asks for limiN
it..

43
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EACH, CHILD IS UNIQUE'

TOPICAL SESSION HANDOUT

EarYk1len Durett, Ph.D. & Pbyllid Richards, Ph.D.
Toepart6ent of Home Economics
The University of Texas at Austin

Social Development - Greg Questions

O.

ly In Ipat types of play did Greg most frequently engage.(Refer to your

observation guide)?

2. Ddes Greg;Olay with one or a variety of children? a

3. Does Greg play'with only children of his same sex'or does he also play

with girls?

4.. Does Greg seem to have a special friend? Yes-or_No?
f

5. Is social interaction ever initiated by Greg toward his peers or-adults?

Yes or No? If yee, giVe an example.

6. Id.what activities was Greg able140, _cooperate and play happily with other

children. Name twor , -

.-1.' 4

7. In what activities wgs Greg unab to pIey-cooperatively-with other

children?
,

..--.

. ao

8. How did Greg react when tile teacfier said-it was clead-up time?

4
e-

9.. In what activilies,was Greg a leaderf(.,
eV'

-

\t-
111

10. How did Greg seek the teaeri attention?

4a .

9,'
.9

.
. ) .t ,

44
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kIncia szssiom RANDOM

EACH CHILD IS UNIQUE

Mary Ellen Durett, Ph.D. A. Phyllis Richards, Ph.D.
Department of Hose Iconoadzs

The University of Texas at Austin

Social Development - Greg

Social development means acquisition of the ability to behave in
accordancelith social expectAtions. Social development follows a -pattern
or sequence: The very young child lacks group feeling but as he grows
older, he establiihes group relationships. The beginning of social
behavior is exhibited when the infant'begins to differentiate between
persons and objects. During the preschool years, a child develops into
a socialized individual.

1. In what types of play did Greg most frequently engage (Refer ro_your
observation guide.)

*Coop*
*assoc*

right CRP

wrong WRP. By observing all the scenes in the social module, you can see
that Greg engages moat frequently in cooperative and essociative
play foe example, the doctor and tire.acenes.

*coop* Yes, but did you observe any other type play Greg frequently engaged in?

(must list both anseirs to be_correct) e.

**Igoe* Yes, but did-you observe any other type play Greg frequently engaged in?

The size of a child's play group usually increases with age. The 3 year
old's play group usually consists of 2 while the 6 year old's group c ts of
1 and 4 children. As children grow older, there is an increase in frci:Sy
,approaches to other children.

2. Does Greg play with one or a variety of children?

*war*
I-

right CRP.

wrong WRP. (go to filmtire scene) At, you observed in the scene in which
several children were working together to tires,' Greg plays

with a variety of children.

3. Does Qreg play with Only children or his same lux or does he also play 'with
girls?

*girls*

*both* (Must 1 et I)

right CRP.

wrong WRP. (go to file -,black) As you saw in the block scene with
Bonnie, Greg plays with both boys and girls.

4. Does Greg seem to have a special frieud? Yes or No?

right CRP.

wrong VIP. Greg plays with several different children throughout the fu s,
and he does not limit his play to one child.

5. 'is social interaction elpr initiated by Greg t rd his peers, or adults?

Yea or No? If yes; give sn example.

*ye

right CRP.

1
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arms AP. Greg initiated social interaction in several scenes such as

,

the doctor :tens, the scene with Bonnie and the doll, and the

painting scene.

.,(Examples)

.

*doe*

*tun*folk*
*bonnie*

*dal* 0

*block*
*struct*
*ear*

4

4

6.

*truck*
*clean*
*swim*
*dive*
*sand*-
*paint*

(must list 1)

In what activities was Greg able to 'cooperate and play happily with other
sr

children. Name Mob.

*board* *clean*

*block* *bonnie*

*doc* *dive*

*truck* *doll*

*car* *swim*

right CRP. -

wrongs\', WRP. (go to film - clean up) From the clean up scene, you can see

Greg is very cooperative with his peers. Other scenes demonstrating

cooperation were tha doctor scene and playing with Bonnie and the

7. In what activities was Greg unable to play cooperatively with other children?

*sand*

rigb CRP.

wrong WRP. (film - sandbox) Greg was uncooperative,when he clumped sand On

the child who was in the sandbox.

8. How did Greg react when the teacher said it was clean up time?
---

*ign* *no*stop*

*cont* *atotkake4rid* (must list 1)

*no*att*

right" CRP.

wrong WRP. (go to film - clean up) As you can see, Greg ignored the teacher

and continued playing.

9. In what activities was Greg a leader?
-

o

*car* *bonnie* 1/40

*truck* *girl*

*block* *doc* (must list 1)

*div* *sand*

*doll* *build*

right CRP.

wrong WRP. (go to film - building scene) Greg demonstrated his leadership

inthe car, truck, building scene and in the doc'tor scene,

The child's first social responses are toward adults, but 1ch succeeding year

the child spends less time with adults and more tine with nis peers The

1 year old resistb adult influences, seeks independence and becomes self-

assertive. The.4 and 5 year old is more friendly and cooperative. seeking'

`adult'approval.

10. How did Greg seek the teacher's attention?

*Yell*
*shout* " *deman* .(must list 1)

*thrnugh*
*do*nnotle

right CRP.
444

wrong WRP. (film - climbing scene AS you can see, to get the teacher's

attention, Greg shouts at her to "look" when he is climbing, and

he tells her he vents to paint another picture (at the ra,e1).

6

fp'
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PREPARING CHILDREN FOR READING

Kay Wallingford
Austin Public Library

As surprising as it may seem, the very first step in teaching your

child the love of books and reading. Ames during the age span from birth
to age two. We are told that hearing is vague at birth but after the

e

first few days, the infintis able to hear sounds. It is during this

earliest period that a parent should Begin sharing the experiences which
will later lead to a rich appreciation of reading Ais0 literature.

Every parent should realize this fact when they are singing or
humming softly to their baby, for usually, this is the ear4iest of four

re sharing experiences whichsI will discuss. It may hetrue that you aren't
able to sing'digicult songs with a beautiful voice, but the soft melo-
dious tones of-Weimple lullaby are withinthe reach of all paren)s and
every baby is an appreciative audience. It isn't important at the
selection be specifically a lullaby with pleasant words, forte infant
is responding to the love in the voice and the security of the arms
rather than to the words.' Any verse, simple in content, with, pronounced
swingidg rhydhm-and some repetitiod may be Used. The soft, singing tone
of the voice and its effect upon the child make it a lullaby., One parent
has written that "even in faraway times when children were sung to sleep,

.

what you might call a professional lullaby was never used by nurses who
knew their business. They knew that for an actual sleep-inducer anything
with a short, sharp swing and a melody capable of indefinite repetition
ouldido." She continues by saying "I have been told that I dropped off
soonest to a rouser knowd as 'Hold the Fort'.". The words are not so
essential, for it is the sound of the loving voice that appeals. It is

this association of sound of'words with pleasure in the attention of the
parent that kindles an interest in "literature."

Examples of songbooks:,

. *

Lullabies and Night Songs by Alec.Wilder

Lullabies from Around the World bNLynne Knudsen .

Complete Nursery Song Boek by Inez Bertail

Many of these early experiences with....cbaby can influence his enjoyment
of reading. It has been said that children two become good readers are often
those who think andalk well. SO from his youngest days, help your child-
to and talkic (But remember, children differ, some who are poor
talkers ecome good readers later on.) 0.- .

t .

When the child reaches th age between,six and seven months, simple

little rhymes or jingles may' b' used with the lullabies. If he hears,

language at this early stage, e is likely 6 develop his own skills more
rapidly. Se your first play with the.baby should include lots of talk,

47
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... namely, 1) spontaneous conversation, 2) nursery rhymes, and 3) jingles.
All 'the time, he is learning to distinguish between sounds that are very
much alike or easily confused. He is developing a sharp ear,for differ -

-ences. All of this fill help him with his talking and later, with his
reading. As with singig lullabies, the words atfirst make less differ-
ence with a baby than the rhythms and almost anything that swings along
will;do. However, as soon as young child really takes notice of words,
orperhad, when you think he is about to do so, Mother dOose should have
her chance or rather the child should have his chance at Mother Goose.
These rhymes not only ring and sing with no music at all, but they also
are little `camas which serve as a child's, introduction to stories. Each
of these nursery rhymes is, a miniature drama with a moment of .suspense

and a decisive concluaidn. Many others have a surprise ending, for example:

Jack and Jill went up the,hill
,',to.fetch a pail of water,-
Jack fell down and broke his crown,

and.Jill came tumbling after!

Examplei of nursery rhyr books:

Lavender's Blue, a book_of nursery rhymes by Kathleen Lines

,In'a Pumpkin Shell illus. by Joan Walsh Anglund

,The Tall Book of Mother Goose illus. by Feodo;Rdjankovsky

Mother Goose
.6

and Nursery Rhymes by Philip Reed

f Ring o'Roiai illus. by Leslie Brooke

-As.eopn as the child is able fodiredt thd use ofhis hands, finger
plays may be introduced. In this form, the child is able to enjoy the
rhythm in the, words as he hears them, and to give outward expression of

that enjoyment. The child w I be delighted `with his achievement whenit
he learns to participate in " at-a-hake" and "This Little Piggy." Finger,

plays maybe used in two ways. While using gestures to tell the story, the
words may be 1) read or 2) sung. Naturally, ,the very little child responds
more readily to the music and motions since the singing sounds are pleasing

to, his ear, and the movements of the parent's hands attract his eye.
Although their tastes broaden, the world of poetry "%peen introduced to
the child in a most enjoyable way. Rhymes and jingle should be used

continuously with the finger plays, and in fact, all of this material is

so closely interwoven that it may be used every day throughout the first

five years of life.

Examples of finger play bods:.

Let's Do Fingerplays by Marion Grayson

Fingerplayi and Action Rhymes by Frances E. Jacobs
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When the baby begins to like.pictures (no certain age), the parent
may introduce the world of picture books. HOWever, never force books or

any of these experiences, when the child is ready, he will pleasantly and

,openly respond to it, It is only when the parent and,chi/d are mutually
enjoying-their reading experience that the bond strengthens between them
which leads to a respect and satrirfttion with literature. Watch the

reaction of your,child very carefully, if it's unfavorable, change your
rhyme, song, or try a different picture/book. Respect his mood and
chpice; let reading wait until he wants it.

\ 4

Long before a child can be a reader or even a listener to books, he

must experience e first mysteries of reading, namely, recognition. The

time when thit sta% happens in. a child's life is, completely dependent on

each individual child, but if the parent is able to supply' encouragement.
it can be an extremely satisfying time for a child. The books that are
best for the youngest children operate on this principle. A child's first

picture book shOuld provide a collection of familiar objects of his,every-

day world. 'However, more important thwthe familiarity is the need for
xolor which is clear and bright and pure, with uncomplicated outlines.
When youlre selecting picture books for children, make sure thif at least --

SOW of them have brilliant colors. We muat remember that we are dealing
with very new experien , nothing should be taken for granted. The books

should not try to st ulate the imagination. They should give pictures of

this little new -form world where all is in itself freih.and new and mar-
velous, pictures on which the two-year-old can exercise the new-found art'
bf speech by palling things by name.

6

. Examples of beginning.basic picture books are listed in the following
handouts.

Eviry child develops physically, mentally, and emotionally from birth
onward throughout the preschool period and later at his own rate. As your

child approaches three, he is onthe threshold of much mote controlled
activity which will soon develop. Certain characteristics of a "maturing

reader" may include:

1) an increasing span of interest

2) lnngpxrime period al, attention and

3) more lesponses and remarks when read to.

. From aboutithree to five years bf age, your child can acquire consider-
able skill in describing what is going on in the,picture, much as the act-

'%.eiwity of the characters, the re ationships between their -qnd the role played

by the environment. Discuss the activities with your child as you read'

picture books together. *

Selectionof picture book8 and stories for the young-child of thit age

is not very difficult. By using several favorite authors and titles as

al
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examples', the following list gives'the parent` certain qualities in books

that appeai to children.

A. 'Subject content --look for these:

(1) Action and adventure

WWere the .Wild Things Are by Maurice Sendak
.

(2) CharaCnirs they can-identify with ikd familiar situations

Play with Me by Marie Hall.Jts-
ir ,

The Bear's Toothache by David McPhail

(3) Humor

Animals Should Definitely Not Wear Ciothing by Judi Barrett

Horton Hatches. the Egg by Dr. Seuss

(4) Animals

Make.Way for Ducklings by Robert McCloskey

The Lion and the Rat by Jean de La Fontaine

(5) Simple Plot and Surprise Endings,

Ask Mr. Bear by Marjorie Flack

(6) Repetition

. The, Judge by Harve Zemach

Too Much Noise by Ann McGovern

B. Illustration

A (1) Color and Action

And to Think that I Saw it on Mulberry Street by Drv.Seuss

Leo the Late Bloomer by Robert Kraus

n

(2) Truthful interpretation - - illustrations should match the text

Three Billy- Goats Gruff by Marcia Brown
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The Very Hungry Caterpillar by Eric Carle

Because childhood shquld be a time of exploring many kinds of books,
adults who ;ink with children should know the different types, both to
prevent children from falling into reading rues and to, encourage them to

try books of many varieties. Types,of picture books to share with the S
young child have been listed below along with outstanding authors and

titlesr

A. Mother3oose

The Real Mother *Goose by Blanche Fisher Wright

Brian Wildsmith's Mother Goose illus. by, Brian Wildsmith,

B. Rhymes and Jingles

The Rooster Crows by Maud and Miska Petersham

A Great Big Ugly Man Came Up and Tied His Horse to Me
by Wallace Tripp

C. ABC Books
1

Bruno Munari's ABC by Bruno Munari

Ape in a Cape by Fritz Eichenberg

D. Fairy Tales and Foikiales

The-Ully,Duckling by Hans Christian Anderson

The Monkey and the Crocodile by Paul Galdone

E. Imalinative

There's A Nightmare in My Closet by Mercer Mayer

F. Adtime

A Child's Good Night Book by Margaret Wise Brown

Relistic

Sam, Bangs, and Moonshine by EvalinOess

H. Poetry and 'Riddles

It Does Not Say Meow by Beatrice De Regniers
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I. Wormation

The Storm Book by Charlotte Zolotow

J. Concept

Sparkle and Spin by Ann and Paul Rand

K. Beginning -to -Read

Arthur's Honeybear by Lillian Hoban
I

It should be remembered that gne ofthe most important purposes of
reading to children is to make an impact on them - -to make them curious about
what is inside abook and to feel glad when they have found out. In,order
to make anO.mpact the following points should-be remembered:

(1) Use animation and expression

(2) Speak slowly and distinctly.

(3) Soft; clear voice

(4) Don't hesitate to read the same story over and over again

(5) Enjoy what you're doing

Storytelling and, reading albud are the parents most powerful charms
tfor luring.children to books. By skillful use of the entertainment-value

of the many, stories available, the parent persuades the child ,o-iiiidertake

the trials of learning_ to read as well as

1) introduces them to a wide variety of literature

2) increases communication between parent and child, and 4

.3rdevelops aural comprehension.

Fortunate children are those whose parent se the effort during the
r

preschool years to give them a generous amount ook*experience, who

see that they have books of their very own, who teach them to care for
them properly and treasure and enjoy them.
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TOPICAL SESSION HANDOU7k..

PREPARING CHILDREN FOR READING .*

Kay Wallingford
Austina'ublic Library

WHY?

-leading is the base upon which virtually all formal learning rests,
...if a student can read well he can learn much,...if he reads badly,/.,
he will earn very little."'

- 'Arther Trace, Jr.
Reading Without Dick and Jane

WHEN?

The time to begin is in the baby's first year, ceS*Sinly by,the age of
4 weeks.

.

. 1) Spontaneously converse with your baby.
2) Sing lullabies. .

. it
b .

3) Share little rhymes ind.jingles. .

'4) Introduce Mother Goose nursery rhymei.
5) Teach the shtld finger plays and.rhymes.

Eighteen Months
1 hare books with pictures If familiar' objects - simple-ABC books'

y be ideal at this times

2) Make a "Feel Book":,-- with examples of interesting things to discover"-,

3) The child may look at books upside down.
4) Cloth add heavy cardboard books are recommended.
-5) Child may need. supervision while lookingat books, as he frequently

tears thew at this age.

/-

Two Years
1)7 Read together books with simple pictures, few details and clear color.

- '2) Talk to your child about the piCttires: ask the question "What is it?"

or "Where is the kitty?" .

3) Simplify stories by interpreting them to him, using his vocabulary,
people and experiences he knows, and especially-4.as own name.

4) Share books with unique sounds and repetition such as M. Flack's .
,

Ask Mr. Bear.
5) Have patience.-as your Child may want the same story over and over again.

6) Imprbvise and read stories which tell of famflian actions, people, and
objecAs.

V/Three Years

1) Interest span increases, so books with owe plot and action may be used.

2) Shitre books withihformation about nature, transpoitation; etc. wbven
into story form or told,about in ajiasic face4000k. v

1) ?lBryour child to "read" the story back to you or to explaincthe pictures.
.4) /Inquire about storytimes offered at your public library...'*

--,
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Four and Fiv Years
.

.

1.1. As the control in listening toletorieg increases; select books with

more .d tail in 'pictures as well as plot, ,
4;

'2) Introd ce pbetry, especially humorous rhymes as in Edward Lear's

A Non = nee Al habet. . .

3) Share stories telling the !function and growth of thirigs as in Virginia

Burro '- Mike.Mulligan and-His Steam Shovel. 40
4) Answe the many whyff. questionswA the chil4with information books

such e'Charlotte Zolotow's The Storm Book.
'

gtx Years d Older
, .

1) Con nue your storytime with stories of -greater length, mote action and

pic ure detail. . .

2) Select "concept books" which concern topics such as time, length,
,.

dimension. Try Miriam Schlein's It's About Time..
3) Try some "Beginning Readers" such as Lillian Hoban's Arthur's °

. 4Hdheybear. These readers concentrate on a controlled vocabulary

and are smaller in format than piptute book's. -

. ..
Nss,

HOW?
dP

S.

Reading depends upon verbal ability:
1) Recognizing words by ear. 14,,

2) Speaking language easily and correctly. .

3),_Putting words'into sentences that are understandable.

4) Raising questiops about stories), songs, and poems.
Verbal ability is often completely developed before the child enters.

school - thus, 'PARENTS ARE THE MAJOR INFLUENCE IN A CHILD'S DEVELOPMENT

AS A READER.
. The role of the pareht is to reapos'dito the child's inieiative, curiousity,

- and desire-tovlearn. There are any ways irewhich'parents can build a'

. child's readiness for reading:

o 1) ''Reading aloud to him regularly.-
21 Setting him an example in the enjoyient of reatig.

It

3) ,SUpplying him with picture books. *-- , i

4) Giving him experiences tcytal)c about. ,

5) Listening to him'and answering his questions about words-and:other
'things. . ' .

..

.
.

6). Carrying on conversations with hit itmealtime and while working

abound the house. . . .

.*
. ,

.7) Using correct speech.
,m60..

mr
8) TalkIg about the'things he Nis 'doing.

-.le . .

. '

. . . .'

.Books for lisle with the very youngest - )

Lullabies . -

.., Lullabies And Night Songs - Alec Wilder .

Lullabies from Around the World,- Lynhe Knudsen,
Everyhild's Book of Nursery Songs - D'Outid.Mitchell
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Mother Goose
vOr
and. Nursery. Rhymes

.4

The Real lipthen.Goose - Blanche Fisher Wright

Brian Willitsmi 's. Mo r,Goose - illus.tfv,Brian Wildemith
In a PumDkin' ell iqus. by, Joan Walsh Anglund i ,

Tall'Book of the Goos, - illus. byFeodor Rojankovsiy-
The'Rooster Crows - Maudand Minim Petersham'
.Ring g' Roses - lus. by Leslie Bronke

* .:... ..... .
.

A

Fingerplays and, Action Rhymes
.

. Let!, Do Fingerplays - Marion Grayson
, liA

lingerplays and Action libvmes - Frances E. Jacobs
1'st:4-Cake - Dan Siculan

AlPhOtt Booksm - Valley Larrick
ABC- Garth Williams

ABC - Bruno Munaii

ti

4F,Marjorie lack 114(

'Ilicture Bo

lib
- . chIckand the Duckling - Mtrra Ginsburg

good Morninsearm - Wright.
I' Like to Be Me - Bel Oddes
Milton. the Earli Riser - KraUs
Papa's Going...to Buy Ne Mockingbird - Higgind

'Very Hungry Caterpillar Catle
10.

'books foeusewith the'pfeachooler
Angus and the tNclf.s. - M. Flack

..-.11arthi4omew and the Oobiec0= Seuss4
Bess Word Book Ever - Sdarrt
Chiold's Goosi.Niiht Book - M. W.- Brown

Dandelion n,Yreeman
Dreams .- Keats

Anderson .(many editions).
Grimm (many editions)

011

e

Fairy Tales -.Mins C.
Folk Tarns. - Brothets

Pros Went a-Courtin'
I KnovNan-Old Lady
It goes Not Sav Meow

AirJu4e - Zemach

- Langstaff
Bonne '

- DeRigniers

e Wav goInDucklings - McCloskey

,n\

4iikelkUllist and His Steam-Shovel - Virginia Burton
.Millionioof Cats - 944 ,

. Monkey and the Cropdife - Galdone
Mr. GUmvy's Outing - Buriiniham-
One-line Day - Hogrogian ,'

,
.

Sam,'Banns4and Moonshine - hess
Sylvestjr and the Magic Pebble ti Steig
Tale of Peter Rabbit - Toter ,

' ,There's a Nightmare in my Cldset - Mayer
Too MuChNoise - McGovern _

-lake the Wild Things Are - Sendik
.-it

5
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Books for use th t e older chilic.6-8,years
Anatole series.- Titus :

Andy and the. Lion - Daugherty
Biggest Beal, - Ward

Dick Whittington lad. 114. Cat - M. W.

Duffy and the Devil r 2tmach
Funny little Woman Mbsel
'Great Green Turkey CreekMOnster - Flora
-Happy Lion - Patio
How Do You Hide a Monster - Kahl' °P

How Droofus the aragon0J,Cat His Head :-. Peet

Bow to Lohe.Youtaltuncp Mbney - WhitS
Little Tim and the Brave Sea captain'-ArdiZzone
Lentil - McCloskey '

. Thidwit,the Big...Hearted Moose - Seuss

s'4 '

'44*growiNi

For the BegArining Reader...
Look for books by

Benchley
Berenstain
Bonsall
Dolch
Hog
Lobe
Parish
Seuss Se-

lb

In case you would like to know moul.t.

CHILD STUDY
151.4 B4

'155.4 Ge

,ate

155.4 Ge

155.4 Pf

155.4 401

155.422.Ch

BdadlefMuriel
'A Child's Mind; how children learn during the

years from birth to a five

Chukdvsky, Kornei
From Two to Five

Gesell, Arnold
The First Pine Years otLife

Gesell, Arnold
Infant_ and Child idlth'e Culture of-Today

Pines, Maya
Revolution in Learning; the years from birth to six-

,
. .

Strang, Nth Nplimi.004111 .

Helping 'Our Child Develop' His Potentialities '..,"

critical

. ,

Church, Joseph '

Understanding Your Child From Birth to Three
J- .
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Baby Learning Through Baby Play
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First Adventures

Larrick, Nancy
Parents Guide to ildrenq Reading

ding.

ii

Smith, Lillian H1
The UnreluCtant Yeats

Carroll, Celia
Storytime. This, booklet can be purchased at any branch

of the Austin Public Library system for the
printing-cott of $3.15.
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. BETWEEN GROWN UPS 'AND -KIDS .

LEGAbASPHCTSOF,CUSTODY & DIVORCE

August "23, 1§77

1. 4LDIVORCE
,

A. DO I NEED AJAWYER TO GET A DIVORCE? A

k
The law does, tot require that a.person.have a lawyer

to file -any proceeding in any court. 'However, because'of
the impartance.of divorce, you should-be represented at every

.stage ofa divorce proceeding. -If for any. reason you did' A
secure adivorce without an attorney, and the divorce was
found to be improper for some reason, you'sould face serious
problems many years later. These might include.a bigamy
charge if you have remarried, questionable social security
rights, questiOliable inheritance rights; the status of
children born of subsequent marriages, incl other problems.
If your case-fnvalves,a'contest by ,your spouse, or" involves
children, or any-signifiotnt amount of property, Alen ou
should-undoubtedly hire a laWyer immediately to p$ote t your
interests.

A. HOW 'MUC DOES A DIVORtE COST?

The cost of.a divorce is broken down into two separate
areas, the "Coste.and the "attorneys feed." The "costs"
pr "Court Costs" as thy are sometimes called; are. theeamounts
of money you must play To the dburtin.orderto have your case
.filed, the Akoney you must pay to a process server to serve
papers of your spouse, and the amounts wh-irch must be paid for
other necessarvekpenses. These expenses can include the
cost of hiring a court reporter to writedown questions and
avwers'in certain proceedings called "Depositions." In many
cases only some of these expensbs will be incurred, but you
should disduss them with your lawyer at the beginning of the .

proceedings. The attorneys fees in most cases are directly
related to the amount of,time the lawyer'will hale to spend
,gn.your case. Mostlikwyers bill on an-hourly basis for
divorce work. Ther e, if your divorce involves a great .

'deal of disagreement between you 04 witir spouse, it is likely
that your attorney's fee will be higher than if there is

-general agreement. You should be sure to have a firm understanding`
with your lawyer about how the fee will be determined, since this
is frequently an area oflitsunderstanding. Most lawyers require'
the-payment of a retainer fee against which the ,r time will be-
charged.

A.



C. WHAT IF I CAN'T AFFORD A DIVORCE? .

\
g

A .14 .
. .

.

. . If you are unemployed and are not able to pay.a lawyer,

you ,may qualify asSistanCe,from a legal. aid program. Foy

example, in Travis County, the Legal Aid andIlefenderlociety

provides 19w income residents of TraNAS Coliatylegaf aid in

consumer, housing, welfare and family law. Ip A4stin, their

address is1713 East 6th Street and their.telephone number

is 476-63 Alternatively, the laws'of any states say that

if you of afford to hire a lawyer, jivdt`yoUr spouse could

pay for' , then 'the court can order your spouseto.pay your.

attorneY.. You should consult your attorney if there is some

question as to whether or not you can pay sfor the divorce.

D. WHAT IS "NO-FAULT" DIVORCE?
. , -. -

. .

"No-fault" divorce laws mean that neither spouse needsito

prove that the other has been guilty of any misconduct in'
order to obtain a divorce. The_only.charge generally necessary,-
is that the marriagp has failed'and cannot be saved. The
main_thrustiof cases in "nofault" divorce is fb resolve .

financial matters, custody rights and otiver similay problems;
."fault" of a.party is not considered in determining whether

of not a divorce will be granted.
.

E. WHAT IS T BY RESIDENCE REQUIREMENTS

4
L.

Every state requires-Nt a person seeking divorce be

a resident of the state for a certain period of time.' This
period varies' from state to state. In ,some ,states you'need\
only reside there for six weeks in order to be eligible to -

file for a divorqe. In other states a much longer rgoluirement

exists. One of the first things your lawyer will need to
know in determining whether you can obtain a divorce is how

long you ha" lived in the state. In Texas, either the Petitioner

or. the Respondent must have lived in Texas for six (6) months
and in the countywhere the suit is filed for ninety (90) days.

,F. HOW .LeNG DOES IT TAKE TO GET A DIVORCE? .

,
.

Ih Texas, where-no part of the divorce is contested,-a
1. divorce can be obtained after ehe expiration of 60 days from the

date upon which the papers have been file&in court and a .,

copy Served on the other spouse. Op the other hand, if the
divorce is contestedorit' may take a'Admber of years before
the divorce can be completed. After discussio,' your lawyer

.4 _may be able to-gime you an estimate of how long itwill take
you to get a divor 41e. .

lilt

a

go

vqp WILL MY liCE BE A PUBLI,c MATTER?
cs.

,Every lawsuit filed in court is 'a public matter,
unless there iS a special order Qf the court. In many
cities, newspapers list the names oftpeople who are'seeking

a divorce. Court files, unless a good reason is given to
the court, are public, and anyone who wishes to see them may

do, so.
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H.' HOW IS IVORCE BEGUN?

sr

The first step .in any divorce proceeding is the filing
the Petition. At the time the Petition is filed, the

urt may be asked to issue'a Citation.naming' your ipouse.as
spondent. Once this Citation has been issued; a Deputy

heritf.or aome. other Pucess Server will be given the'Ciiation
and a copy & the Petition and will be requested to give
these papers to ybur spouse. Aft*'the paper have been
served .upon'your spouse, he or she will have a certain
amount of time in which to file an Answ(r. Once the Answer
has.been filed the divorce action can proceed through whatever
procedures may then be neca#sary.

I. WHAT WILL MY PETITION ASK FOR?

Your4,etition will4basically state,all of those elements,. .
which you want the Decree. of Divorce'to incorporate. f,if you

Al- want, and are entitled, to, child support then your Petition
. will ask for child support. If you wi to have property

divided in a specifidhway, then your' 'tioncan ask t

that 'it be divided in that ,way. Alte tively, it can .

o simply ask for'd fair and reasonable division of the property.
' It will also request that the court enter a formal order -

granting you a divorce. In essence,-your Petition will.
a for all of the relief that yoU want from the court.
A*thin4.whicheyou do not as for may not.be granted by the,
coure7 ,

- t. .

`'i J. HOW WILL MY SPOUS£ LEARN ABOUT THE DIVORCE PROCEEDINGS?
,

For a general detcription of thig questidn, see the
'',discussion in "H" above. If ybu Believe that it is possible
that you and'your spouse can work out a suitable agreement
-fgt.' child custody, division of pripperty, child support, and
other'matters then you may wish to discuss with your lawyer
the possibility of adviiing your spouse before the divorce
is filed in court. Sometimes, talking about it with your

.spouse beforehand can resolve some of the problems in-a
divorce. It would be best to ask ypur,lawyer if you should
-discuss these matters with your souse before being advised
of your rights and obligations in yOur particular case.

K. WHAT IF I CANNOT LOCATE MYtPOOSE- rri ORDER TO'HAVE
HIM OR HER....NOTI,FIED OF MY SUIT 11101,1 DIVOP.GE?

if-you are honestly unable to locate your spouse, you
. can usually get a divorce anyway.. The lawsof Texas provide
thatcyoU can give notice "by publication" of the Citation and the
Petition in a newspaper. A slivorce accomplished In this
manner taketijonger, because more time is permitted in whicb
an answer or lesponse may be filed by your spouse, and it is
more expensive.

6d
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L. WHAT WILL MY SPOUSE DO IF HE OR SHE DOES NOT AGREE
WITH WHAT I,ASk FOR?

If your spou does *not agree With ally of the things
Wich you as r your Petitidh, then he or she will file
an Answer' in co and, he may'file an Andwer in any case.
The Answsx cSn'eit er generally deny that you are entitled
to the' relief for which you ask, or it can state-epeCificaily
areas in which tbere is disagreement.' In the event that
there is such disagreement,, a Judge will final.y decide all
matters in dispute after the facts are presented to'him at a
trial. .

M. IF -I SUE FOR DupRcE CAN MY SPOUSE AGREE TO A
° DIVORCE WITHOUT A FIGHT? `le

% t -'

Yes,-if your spouse agrees With all of the relief you
have asked for in your Petiti n, then you can get a di4orce

-without having it contested. Additionally, in Texas you
ha e. the right, if you and § r'spouse can so agree, to

'..enter into an agreement.

N. .CAN-MY SPOUSE AND I AGREE TO USE ONLY ONE LAWYER?
.'

If you and your spouse have agkeed to all ofthe ,

relieT.which either of you need, then it is,npt necessary
that more than o/A lawyer be involved. Howeveri 'both you

curt spouse :should recognize that a.lawyer cannot represent
wo parties who may have adverse interests. The lawyer will
tell you that he represents only one of you; the other, if.
there is any question at all, shod-04 consult a lawiyr even Ilk

'if it is only to make sure that the Agreement t or: the Petiti
says" what it appears to say'. i

.
_

0. WHAT IF I KNOW THAT MY SPOUSE WILL 'BF VIOLENT-OR
ABUSIVE TO ME OR OUR CHILDREN? .

. .

. .

.
.

4'

rf you.have good reason to belie e that your spouse
will be- violent or abusive, or will qttempt ,to harass or
otherwise-bother yini (hiring your diverce proceedings, tell
your lawyer, and he can ask the court to issue an order
prohibiting your spouse from bothering you. If such an r- .e.

order is issued bythe court, and if your spouse violateg
the order, then he or she may be subject to being held In
COntempt'of Court, and may be put in )ail under_approprlate

. J

circumstances.

4
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P. WHAT IF I DON'T, HAVE ENOUGH MONEY TO L
BEFORE THE DIVORCE IS COMPLETED?

ON
U

If youripouse hays fundd of is earning money and is
capabld of supporting you, 401'you neither have nor are able
tb efrn enough money %a live on--the court can order your
spouse to pay you enough money to live on while the, divorce,

proceeling. An order such as this, however, is only a
. temporary order, and your spouse will not berequired to support
you after divorce. -In Texas,.-thj spouses have an equal duty

A to support their children until they are 18. .

Q. IF MY SPOUSE SUES ME FOR DIVORCE CAN I ALSO SUE
FOR A DIVORCE?

In states which have passed "no-fault" laws, like Texas,
it makes little difference who sues for di#orce, since, the
court does not grant a divorce to One party, but orders that
the marriage be dissolved or terminated. - If your spouse
sues you, your lawyer can file what is known as a "cross-claim "
in whichiaou ask for a divorce also and the filing of which ,

prevents our spouserom dropping the case and leaving you .
with no Suit pending. .

R. CAN A WIFE HAVE HER MAIDEN NAME RESTORED?

Yes. If yb desire to have your" maiden -name resored,
you should let y r lawyer know as soon as you visit him.-
He can have that equest incorporated in papers that go
before the Judge, andthe name change can-be included in tha
Decree of Divorce,.-

S. CAN DIVORCE, PROCEEDINGS BE DROPPED?.

Yes, a,divorce, like any other legal. proceedirig, can
be dismissed at- any time before it%is granted ky the court;--
provided your spouse has not filed a cross-action. Howeve.0
any costs which you have incumr and anYfees which your
lawyer has earned will,have to be paid, and if already paidl
will not be refunded. If your sp 4apse has .sued you for
divorce, you should see'to itthat the divbrce is actu.41y
dropped, the spouse says that it will be. If your sOse,
tells you that the divorce is being dropped, but in fact it
is not dropped, then a Decree of Divorce could-be taken
against you by "default" because yoU failed to. file an
Answer within the proper time. Your lawyer can obtain a
papeesigned by:the,judge or anotherauthoriked court official
indicating-that the case was disMissed on a,particular.date.--.

-.T. SHOULD / DISCUSS PERSONAL MATTERS WITH MY LAWYEk
EVEN IF I DON'T WANT THEM TO BE A PART OF THE DIVORCETOCEEDINGS

Yes, you should treat your lawyer ag someone in whom
you can confide personal matters. Your lawyer will not be c

.able to help you to the, fullest extent-if you are not complekely
honest with him in telling him everything which might posSibly.
become a part of the divorce.- Blling him inadvance

ti
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'about personal matters which you do notant to become a
part of the divorCe proceeding's, it may be that he can. keep
them out. If you do not tell him, then these matters may'
come up as a surprise to your lawyer, and he may not be able
to prevent them from becoming- a part'oi the proceedings.

U. IS IT POSSIDEE TO DISCUSS MY MARITAL PROBLEMS WITH
A LAWYER WITHOUT INCURRINt'qk LARGE EXPENDITURE FOR LEGAL
FEES. ?'

Yes, in many cases a lawyer will be willing to discuss'
youi problems at the beginning for a small fee. When you
first call the lawyer for an appointment, you should state
that you only. wish to discuss the prbblem without necessarily

A beginning an action for divorCe or dissolution of your
marriage, At that 'age, you shouldask what the/fee will be
so that.You cari deCide whethet or not you would like to have
the appointment. Most lawyers will bill on an hourly basis
for.the diicussions that they have with you. Therefore, it
is important to determine what fees will be involved at the
very beginning -in order to avoid any misunderstanding.

V. WHAT IF I AM DISSATISFIED WITH Ay LAWYER'S SERVICES --
IS IT POSSIBLE TO CHANGE LAWYERS?

Yes, it is possi-tle for yOu to change layers atany
time. Remember, you hire a lawyer.to servey6u; if your
lawyer does not serve'you_satisfactorily, then you should
get a different lawyer. HowlOvere you must remember that you
will have to pay the lawyer for whatevqr services he has
renderpd as_well -Aijor.any Costs which he has advanced for
:you. Any new lawyer that you hire will undoubtedly bill you'
for hip services in familiarizing himself with the case --
thus, you end up paying twice: once, for your first lawyer
to lehrn aboubiyour case, and again, for your'second lawyer
to do the same.

W. DO I TO APPEAR IN COURT AS PART OP THE. DIVORCE
. PROCEEDINGS?

Yes. Even though your lawyer Nill do most of the . .

work, 'yOu must still be present to testify at the trial of
your case and at any other proceedings in Court where testimony'
is necessary, such as a hearing to compel your spouse to pay
temporary support to you during the- divorce proceedings.

,
X. WILL MY CHILDItEN BE REQUIRED TO COME TO COURT?

4
4

Ui
-

less your children"have some .specific knowledge
,

which i pertinent to decisions_which will have to be
made by the Judge, your children will ordinarily not be
required to come to Court.

tis,

Y. SHOW SHOULD I DRESS FOR THESE COURT APPEARANCES?

You should wear neat, clen, simple clothing, the same
kind that you might wear to worg

a

in an office. Avoid excessive
jewelry-aft makeup. 'Do notcome,to Cou ;t wearing blue
jeans, shorts, or soiled_ clothing.

,......' 63.
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Z. HOW SHOULD I CONDoeff MYSELF AT THESE Cap APPEARANCES?

You should4be,serious, courteous, and eventempered.- A
divorce trial frequently s private sublects,.and it
is easy to become emotionaWy involved when present in'
Court. \However, it will bib to your advantage not to becomt-

,

angry,,aritagonistic,,or. overemotional. Also, do hot attempt
to become, overly frldhdly with the .other persons at the
trial.

AA. WHEN IS A DECREE OF DIVORCE FINAL?

This varies from state to state.'. In Texas,'a Decree
of Divorcetis final'as soon as theJudge has signed it and
it Jias been entered on the Court'records. If you are considering
remarriaget.you shbuld advise your lawyer and discuss with 4
him Texas' 30-day waiting period*for remarriagir..

BB. WHAT If.I AN DISSATISFIE)) WITH THE' JUDGE'S RULING?

It is usually possible to appeal the ruling of a Judge
to a higher Court. Hoviever, unless there is some strong, .

legal, basis tkipon.which to do so, your lawyer may advise
against this. Appeals of this nature are expensive and are
frequently unsuccessful. You should discuss this with yOur
lawyer at the earliest opportunity; if you wish to 'consider
an'appeal, since there are important time limitations.

A
C. WHAT IS A COMMUNITY PROPERTY STATE?

Texas is a community property state. community
proity state is one which has passed Laws which give a
special status to property acquired by husband and wife. -41,

while they are married. Such'propertx is known,as "community
property." "Community property" means that the husband and
wife both haye an interest in the property even though it
might have been purchased with the earnings of one spouse
and not the other. ,If you live in avdbmmunity property
state, your rights in property'owned by.you or your sp2use,'
may be affected. Your lawyer knows how such laws will
relate to you.

DD. CAN I FREELY USE MY PROPERTY DURING THE PERIOD d"

WHEN THE DIVORCE IS IN PROCESS?

Yes, as a_general rule. However, you should not ,416../N

dispose of your-property in-such a way that you receive less
than a fair price for it, nor should you give it all away in
order to attempt to defeat any rights which. your spouse may
hire. A judgd can, under certain circumstances, treat an
improper 'disposition of propertx, as though it had not happened,
and you might receive a 'smeller amount of property Is a
result: If the Court has prohibited you from disposing of
the property, you must follow the Court's order. Talk to
your lawyer about this.
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EE. CAN MY SPOUSE BE PREVENTED FROM USING MONEY WE

HAVE IN JOINT BANK ACCOUNTS?

,_/ If
patty to withdraw the money, then yourApouse can

remove all of the money from the account unlegi he or she
is prohibited from doing so by a Court order. A simpler

method of.pr ibiting a spouse from removing the funds from

a joint acco t 'is for you to move all or pgrt Of the funds

'into a separ to account. You should, however, do this only
with the con ent of your lawyer since such aotions may- take

on the appe rance of an attempt to cheat your spouse. Such

Action sho d be accompanied by a statement from you or your

lawyer.to our spouse or his or her lawyer that °the funds
are'being removed for safekeeping. It must be known that you

are not ttempting to keep them and secrete them as your own

'funds.

FF. CAN MY SPOUSE BE REQUI4D TO PAYDEBTS WHICH WERE
ACCRUED DURING THE TIME OF OUR MARRIAGE?

The Court can order your spouse to pat the obligation.,

but the Judge cannot prohibit the-creditors from seeking

-- payment directly from you,' if your spouse does not make the

payments'. thus, if the Judge orderW your spouse to make the

payment and he or she Fefuses, and you 4re compelled to make

the payment, you,wo have to-pay. However, you would have

a right to seek that amount of money from your spouse as
repayment.

II. CUSTODY OFLCHILDREN

A. HOW IS THE CUSTODY OF A CHILD DETERMINED?

When your divorce comes before a Judge, it-will be the

duty of the Judge-to determine which spouse'shall have the
custody of the child or children of the parties.- The function

of the Judge is not t determine which p4rent is more deserving,
but how the welfare of e child/will be best served.
Ordinarily, all of the ch ldren are placed in the custody of
one parent, since this is usually the best war to serve the
welfare of the children. However, if the' Judge 'determines
that the children's welfare will be best served by giving .

custody of some to the father and some to, the mother; then
the. Judge has the authority to do so.

B. ARE OLDER CHILDREN PERMITTED TO STATE A PREFERENCE
AS TO THEPARENI1 WITH WHOM THEY LIVE?

Children who have reached an age ate which they can

Make a logical preference are permitted by the lawAto state
a preference. In Texas, 14 years of age is controlling.
However, effective two days from now; i.e., August 29, 197-7,

a new la0Will take effect which provides that upon request,/
the Cdurt must confer with a child 12 years 'of Ige or older

and can confer with' a child under 12. This ,statement is not

binding upon the judge, but will be considered by theJudge
when he makes his determination as to'which parent should'.',

have custody.
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C. CAN THE CUSTODY OP A CHILD_ E CHANGED?

Yes, if the circumstances' surrounding the original
grant o custody change, then the custody-itself can be
changed. As in determining custody originally, the welfare
of'the child will always b 'the 'first consideration.

D. IS IT NECESSA FOR A CHILD TO APPEAR IN COURT IN
C NNECTION.WITH A CUS DY HEARING?

No, unless e child has reachedsan'age where he ,may .

state a preference as to which parent has, custody, the child
need not appear in Court. The facts which Will help the
Judge to determine who should, have custody can be bought -

out by taking testimony fit= various parties, but the presence
of the child .is o n rily,not necessary. . * i

. .

E. ARE THERE' UMSTANCES UNDER WHICH MY SPOUSE CAN'
BE PREVENTED FROM, SEEING OUR CHILD QR CHILDREN? t

Under ordinary circumstances, if your spouse ist paying
any required child support,,,beor she is entitled to exercise'
such visitation rights as .the Court allows:: However, if-you
can establish that your spouse's presence is harmful tyour
children, tbeh your spouse can be prevented,from seeing
them. Thus, if your:dpouse is violent or uses abusive
language, or is .c.firgtening to your children, or Visits them
while under the influence of alcohol, then the visitation
rights may, be limited or prevented. However, the limitations-
can be imposed,only:.by a Judge, You cannot decide by yourself
to limit' your spouse.'s'rights of visitation.

F. ES TEXAS HAVE ALIMONY?

T as does not haVe permanent alimony. During the
pende $y of the divoice_procee0.fig, however,'and only during*
that/time, the court under cert&in circumstances can order
alimony payments from one'sPOuse to the other.

G. WHAT FACTORS.RE CONSIDERED IN DETERMINING WHETHER
/ OR NOT TO AWARD CHILI? SUPPORT?

. .
'41n Texas, each parent has a legal obligation to contribute

to the support of his or her children until they reach the
oge of 18.

H: WHO WILL DECIDE THE AMOUilT'OF CHILD SUPPORT TO. BE
AWARDED?

-

O

,

If you and your Spouse-are unable to come to an agreement
with' respect to .the 'amount of child support to be awarded,
then the Judge will make that decision after hearing testimony
as to the needs and ability of the parties to pay:

1,
4
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I. WHAT FACTORS ARE ,CONSIDERED IN" DETERMINING THE
AMOUNTS. OF CHILD SUPPORT? .

In every case, the 'Judge will consider theTheeds of the
child who is, to receive, child support, as well as the ability
of the othe'r spouse to.make such payments,. The general goal
of the Judge is bo permit the parties to continue to live in
essentially the same degree comfort that tl*y;lived in
While married.

'J.. CAN' THE AMOUNT OF CHILD SUPPORT B CHANGED?

Yes, the Court hai the - . power tO change the amount of
iL child support'set forth in the original Decree. In order to:

biing about an increase or a decrease in the agOunt of these'
paymentei it is generally necessary to,show thatkthere has '

been some significant change of circumstances. Thus, if a
child has incurred numerifustedical expenses, an increase-in.'
the amount of child support payments may-be required to.help
compensate-tot these extraexpenses:Converselyr if the

iparty paying child support payments is ill,and loses'a job,
the payments may. be reduced_

K: CAN'PROMPT PAYMENT OF CHILD' SUPPORT BE COMPELLED BY

THE COURT? e

yes, if your former spouse's payments are undependable,_
and alwa s late, you may petition the*Court to have an Order'
compellng prompt payment. If your former spouse continues

to be dependable the Court_can hold hit or her contempt

-10t Co rt. Under certain circumstances, a ur may order a

non ying spouse to be jailed until paym nt is, made, Past.

du amounts can be reduced to a judgmen .ana collected -from

e spouse's assets'. If your spouie h moves. to a different
state and is delinquent in child support paymesItse you may
be able to benefit from a "Uniform Support Law" wch has
been enacted by all. the states. Under thii lai, past due
paymentssof child support can be collected by an office irk
the state where the nOnpaying spouse lives.

L. CAN THE PAYMENT-OF CHILD SUPPORT-BE-AVOIDED BY A
DECLARATION OF BANKRUPTCY?

.
No.. Child support obligations are debts which cannot

be avoided by & Declaration of Bankruptcy.
*.4 .

M. HOW DOES DEATH OR REMARRfAGE OF PRE PARTY WHO IS

`RECEIVING CILD SUPPORT.PAYAENTS AFTCT THE PAYMENTS?

If a. part `having custody cf.:children dies, the,obligation .

still remains on the Other parent to continue_ to support the

children.
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N. IF THE PARTY HAVING CUSTODY qi THE CHILDREN REMARRIES,
AND THE CHILDREN ARE" ADOPTED BY THE NEW SPOUSE, WHAT IS THE-
EFFECT ON THE CHILD SUPPORT"OBLIGATIONS.OF THE FIRSTSPOUS.E?

In order for a net,/ spouse to adopt the children of A
former spouse, it is necessary that both of those parties
agree that the adoption may take place. If the former

? )
spouse agrees that the adoption may take place, and the new
spouse does adopt the children, then the obligations of the
former spouse cease upon the adoption. At that time the
adopting-spouse is treated by thy' law as the. natural parent
of the children, and, in the event of a-subseqlont divorce,
the adopting spouse would be responsible for the support of
the children'adorld.

0
ESTABLISHMENT OF CREDWALWING DIVORCE

A. CAN A WOMAN OBTAIN CREDIT'FOLLOWING A DIV41SE?.

Women wit separate prcTerty or who work outside the
home hate been e main beneficiaries of a 1973 statipe
which prohibits the denial of credit.solely on the basis of
sex.

Since June 1,,1977, creditors gmst determine as to
each new account whether the applicantlsspous will e

'permitted to us the account (if the acsdunt is open end
credit). If th answer is "yes ", the cfeditor must report
the account to the credit bureau inamanner which will-
reflect the partiiicipation of both spouses. For accounts
already in existence on June 1, 1977, this Federal regulation
requires that creditors must determine from a review of
their files whether an account is one which should deflect
the participation of both spouses.

Dra fted bv:

Jo Betsy ,Lewallen
Certified Specialist in FamilL;Law- ,

Texas Boa0 o4pLegal Specializatidn

STAYTON, MALONEY, HEARNE & BABB -

Attorneys.at'Law
P. 0. *Drawer 1687
505 West 12th Street
Austin, Texas 78701 .
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'In espy Texas day care'bnd prechhol programs today one can meet overatwo hundred

caregivera.of young children 4ho have the initials. "c,q.A." after their nAmps. These.

three lei4mrs, which/stand for,"Child Development Associates," tell parents that their
chtld'S teacher isitspicially prepared to proiide quality care for theirthild.' .

,
- .

1"A
4'

.
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SUMARY OF

TOPICAL SESSION

CREDENTIAL.AWARD SYST.RK
e

garen"Sordelon
Early ChildhoodDeveloplant Division
Texas*Department ofermunity Affairs

HANDOUT

A Child)Development Assdikate.(CDA)sis a person who has'earned a pew-kind .of

credential iwearly childhood education/child development. The CPA credential

signifies that its holder haiheen assessedond found -to be competent in helping..

children learn'sndjdvelop. Hip;ingItt: CDA credential sews, that a person is re -

cognizecenationally for h*. or her etense in caring for children, by early
Ochtldhowd education/chtid development professionals through the CDA Consortium.

'[ha CDA is ified.to assume responsibility for,three- tlifive -year-old children

in a gro $ and to work with their parents. -

... ,..'

.

. ' . '

What Does A CDA Do? :.--

4.

'
,:,47

. oI
4 CDA has many talents and skills. She or he is able to cAre for a group oV

children while tending to their physical, social, emotional and tsdiellectite; 'needs.

The CDA sets upeand takes care of the child care center room. In additidn, she or
.

mo he keeps,inconect with parents and 4ielps them to become involved in the center's

program. ...

.

'.. " Every CDA is persopellx.responsible for the children 'she
Each mustebe able to; .' 6

.
.

--, set ,up and maintain a safe and healthy learning,envillenment;

-- help children use both their bodies and-their minds;,

-- encourage'childieemAtik Velieve in their .strengths;

lc-- 'help children sad iddltsget along in group; r , . .

.4 -- provideca link between what the child is at hose and whatshe

1-
at the child cake center;
do many other things which d4ii related

*
to children't programs.

_ .

or he careSfor.

vot

Wbo Is Eligible To.,.Apply Fork CDA Credeftial?

4
* .. ,The CDA credential is4availeble to many Persons who are working in early chird-

whood development programs. To enroll as i'candigate for the CDA credenti oneaual
.,4keet four eligibility requirements: -

'. 116 ) Ai., .
. .

Age -- Yo0 must pe at leaet 16 yests old. . 4 -' .

Access to Center -- Yollmust have access to an approyed child -divelopsent il

center, where observation by arseitmentAaatris plasiblp t.

Training ; -'You must have.ha me.formal or informal training in early

childhoqd education/child de pent. 1
'4 s

Experience -- You must-have had 41 least eight (cons utive) Sorhs of 'run-

time experience, or 6 months of part-time expe de workinewith children

-' of three to five in a group setting.
...° J

- .,
c .. ;

. . .

If the information on your rollment Form indicates that you meet all.of these

rdetiremente,the Cqnsortium a s you a set of application tpriale.
-1.1P

:.

'ar

eillbe -doe 54
11.

40!

What' I .The Child Develo Associate Consortium '

$

*The Child Development corpotition

composed of 39-..Development

ociate'Consortium a privats,4stional

gro and two public members -- the total representing a

membership of more than half a million pers4ha who lire directly concerned with the
edutation and development of young children. '

...) ') ',

,..

Since 197k-,,when i"(was founded,, the Ccnisobt?um has diveloped.1 system`to -assets:

and recognise ptrsons with the qualities and skills importint in working with chil.dranh

This'system, the CDA Credential Award System, is now, in opemption. Through th

Consortium, early childhood education/child development professional. parjiciplte in

;regulating their profestion. Only the Consortium can ward the ORA credential.

,70'
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Noy Boaerlhe CDA AssessmI Process WOrk?
--; /

The, CDA Ca piiltdates. erformance with d(ildren, staff and parents will be
as sued by a foir-mamber team. This.team intrudes:

.

., 0 " . -I,

AP you 'the Cat} ;
I

'

-r r.,4 YraiperVh your day - today wog, has' supervised you at a school oCcenter
orim a. ogrameend is familiar with local preschool programs;

1
a Parent - Community Representative who shares the viewpoint of the community the
Candidate serves, and is familiar with the specific center in which the Candiddt 'a
is being assessed;

a specially-trained Consortium representative who is assigned t% the team by
the Consortium. .

110

ese assessment team members will gather different sorts of data. For instance,.
1.-be asked to put together a Candidate's Portfolio con/ainingsamples of what
with children each day, This may include curriculua ma e rials, examples of

home-center coordination, planning charts and the 1 T Trainer will write a wide-
ransing'evaluation report.

of
Parent - Community Rape ativewill observe you ad

,will find out how parents of children in your room rest o your work. The Consortium
Representative 411 observe how you refate to %group o children, and then Will'hold
a follow-up interview. All of this informatiaris, pf course, kept in strictest
confielifib. . I,

This information is put toget
. .

receive a frank prAile of Your st aagtiu and weaknesses caring for a group of
children, along -with recommendetivaa foi improving your ills. Then the teas dbcides
.10hether or not you should be recollenibd.fA a CDA cred tial.

4

er and studied by the members of the team. You

What'Are The-Benefits of Becoming A CDA?

The CDA credential is concrete evicktnce A your ability to work effectively
with a group of children.
1The CDA credential prOves your ability to demonstrate the six ODA competencies.

-7 TheCDA credential is a seal of approval from the early childhoodiprofession,
se repfeuented the 39 organizations that sake up the Conso ium.

A number of sth 8, including Texas, have granted official recognition to the -

CDA credentia by making it ohe of the options bf which child-care workers can
sect state regulations. The number of these states grows each year.
Because the credential is a national award, it gives you professional mobility.

a

Its value travels with you, would you move to.a new area. t
-

In the process ofgkasesement . for the credential,, youwill gain new awareness
of the style of yool work with children. ,

At the end of esiwesment, you will receive A composite profile of your streiliThs.

and weaknesses allla series of suggestions for improving yout work with children.'
0t._ CDA's'invariabli saythat the issesseent'experience has increased-their self-

* image and confidence in their work in the classroom.

Is CDA Treinina_Availekle? .1

.

Many community colleges:ere lrently offering CDA competendrabeeed trainielor
persons who Want to get more professional preparation Who're they apply fot the CDA
credential. If you are interested in formal CDA training, contact the dean of instruc-

tion of the community or-junior college nearest you. Or contact:

1/11

Mrs. Carroll Parker -- Di4ision of Post-Secondary ProgrOrs
TAXAS Education Agency, 201 Assn 11th Street

Texas 78701 (512) 475-3589 4 4 /

The Texas bepaitment of Comiunfty Affairs' Early Childh461 Development Division
has published a set of CDA_Inspructionaliaterials developed and refinedovir aeriod Alk
of years through the.efforts of the Department, other state agencies, andVbmmunity
college chil8 development program in TOMS. Each,of the six books focused on one of

the't CDA comp c s and ovides learning activities to help one acquire the coope-

r tencies. The CDA onal Materials Can be.purchased by contacting:

% ' 'Texas Depar nt of Commutlity Affair;, 3eandittl Watson, ECDD Director or
Early Childhood Development Division Caroline Carfoll, CDA Project Director
P.O. Box 83166,-tspitol Station J" (512) 475-6386 br Toll Free WAT6
Austin,.TeXas 78711 (1-80? 292-9142 (Texas only'_

.

How Can I Apply For The CDA Credential?: Persons who have received CDA training OE who
feel they already have the skills nod knowledge riquired shduld apply for assessment
and credentiaiing to the National 04, CoOliortiuu Inc. Contact the Consortium, by

'writing: The Child D'velopment Associate Consortium
7315 Wisconsin Averhie, Suite 6014 .- .

Washington, D.C. 20014
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THE ROLE OF THE FATHit

Redato Esppoza

Introduction 4

This essay is,not concerned with the,biological act of
fathering. Uther, it is an examination of these behaviors that

-. seem:to be required fiom an adult male for the survival of the
Thefe are good reasons to believe that the {dace

. of the male in the family is derived, rom the nature of the
human species, in which a slow post-natal development and the

' need for close supetyision of the baby demands male assistance.
,.Thus, biological paeRtnity is not a prerequisite for paternal
-behavior. There are eXanplea of human societies -in which most
of the behaviors that we associate with tle. fat er are performed
by other males, most commonly maternal uncles.

-kg

Roles * .

171

The discussibil of the role of ttie father requires that we

first clarify the meaning of Cerfaintterus. A role is defined

' by a set of behaviors that are expected from the person perform-.
ing that role. Social roles serve to organize our social exchanged
by reduCing; our uncertainty about what to expect from others.'
Some4roles are rigidly-prescribed,-socially determined through
laws and regulations, and violations of tillese prescriptions can

result-in formal. sanctions. This is the case of some profeasional
rolesOuch as doctor or policeman.

.

.. -
6

Since r es are-learned, there is considerable variability ,.

in.the actu erfo6ance of r9lt's, both in terms of one person)
°vit.-time (as in.the learning process) and in terms of differences

'between different people who occupy the role. Thus, we often, ,

kmake value judgments on how well fetole is performed by others

or
constitutes

puraelvassethe standard against which we judge performance
that constitutes t social/3r definedifontent of .the role.

o,

Many iocfal.roles are defined in relation to other related
or complem4dtary roles. The rOle,ef father is defined both in.
terms pfthe role of son or daughter% but also in toms of the
role-of mother. Variations in the role of father and mother can
arise from-the division of, the tasks necessary to insure the.
integrity and continuity of the family as a social unit.°
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,Conteeptitar fathermw.

,The-examination of the rolvof the father in contemioridry

Amtricalfildicates,a slaw departure from what has long, been.

.Consitlfred theliaditionaJ. Oatiltachial dominance of the fa4her.

clearly, npt the only poseible_arrangenent, assit is'

demenattated by the exfstence of other cultures in which the
family, configFation is Chaipacteiized by more. than one .male

(pblygyny or mote than one.female (poliandry). The' social

`and cultural r.00ts,of mbstimericanfamilies, however,, can be

traced to the,Greek,.Roman andHebrew patriarcha./-
. Scmq contemporary developments are seen as'' weakening or

atleastithreatening-to weaken the salience ofthe.father in

v the family.:Work'demands?in our contemporary SbdietOma
diminish the amount Of .time that fathere 'spend with their

''., families. The impact of the length of thewcik.Week and the

distances between home and place of Work :seesred:have differential

effects 'depending on the socioeconomic, level andttpe of bccupation

-Of the father. Professional- managerial typaworkers'tend to

work longer hours, while blue collar workers hive won shorter`

Work weeks. This, however, does,apt necessarily mean that they

apind the extra leisure hours in direct, active interaction with

their chil en. .

The owledge explogiongdasociatediwithraiid te4ologicak-

change can increasi.thk.distance between parents and children.t'

_Novel school curritule and-feat-.4change'in social values tend

to ihcreaee the distance) een the older generation'% world

and tit of .younger memo s.of society. The traditional role' ,

ok the father as a guide itto, society and his sense of.security

and competence derived from operating in familiar ,grounds can

be -easily lost, thus weakening the father's self-concept as .

a ccitpetent individual.

The relationships between husband and wife arit....0hatkaing as

a consequence, of the sexual revolution. The sex role changes

associated withA more egalitarian philosophy can result in'a

- threat to the trlditional male. dominance, thus,affecting,the:

performance-of,the father functions. The family is a complex

social` system in which changes'in one level produce!clmag&s:in

another level.

Divorce is,the _single most important development affecAng

' ' the dole of'the father. The recognition of the right of adults

to slek'their: own happiness, and the realization-that,keeping

a marriage together for the sake of,children les= ineffective

illusion, are important elements that explain the contintikng

Increase in divorce rates. ,Greater opportunities for women.

.
-
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in the labercuirket'provide the economic
divorced women to survive-edanomically.
divorce ii the increase of themumber of
most' of thei father-sheen; families.

The gather-child relationship

4a...
leverage that allows
The main effect of
single paten; families

Until recently. the bUikof psychological research on parent-
child elationshipe focused on the role °tile mother, the effects
of separation and paternal *privation. Then close depehdence of

::the infant from his mother, the satisfaction'of basic needs, the
--eare and protection ehe provides can explain rhe development of
attachment and lowfor the mother: ,The explanation of how the
child.deVelops love and attaChment tOthefather, however,
requires fUrther elaboration. ;nithe process of socialization,
that .issthe transformation of-the child into a fUnctioning
16M6et of-society, the father is a central figure: The' father

representp thiPsotiety within Oft family and he also represents
the family unit to'ihe-larger soCiety.. The father incites children

incorporate the prohibitions. and vanes of society, and he
symbolizes the authority of BLit*. ',The father is, the agenerwithin
the family that ries mostdeocial and economic values aad*skills
necessary for. e continuity of society. His job is to free the

'',children e dependence oh the mother and face the wsponsibi-
lities as adults in the. society.

OK-
To Freud, this pt ceis of accepting-through the father the

-AZrms and values of society was accomplished because, the 'child

identified himsellyith his father: His eNplanation of why -thin

would be the cases marked a.milestone in our"View of sexuality,
and it has influenced researchersand"practitionera for decades.

----'4;zeondtne,t0_Fieud, the a wer of she fathei derives from

the aotkcipateefear.the 'child experiences' of being-castrated
becauseof his sexual attr tion to hisAnother. The resolution

of, this conflict, the Oe us cdiplea, 1.8 accomplished through

identifiCation with the ether, puttirwhimeelf in his place,'
becomihg himself -like hi's father:* .

4

goCiOlditical and7social learniniOtheories also consider
t

identification as an imOitant_process,' but Ohe Choicjildf the
'father as a model fot identification is based qn.his'perceived
powpr to dispenseor withhold rewards. Iiiitationby_ttle child

of these Pehaviors.is selectively reinforced'hy Parenti.'
.

,
Sex- typing

, 4.6 critical aspect of,the role of the' father is theta
providing amodel fOr.sex apprOpriete behavior to his children.

-
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This'model isimportat for the saw sex child (the male), but
it is also a great influence over the Imrdeption that the41r1

-acquires. of whae,a man, a husband and a father should be. This

anticipatory socialization for marriage and parenting has a
greet impact*on the transmiision of role behaviors, and it becomes,
a source of both continuity and.dhange-in the definition of

11.

,rolfappropriate behaviors. Our beherioi as'parents has been

_ molded to a significant degree by oure,own.experieices as Children.'
.,

However, the potential for change now is greater than 1efore,
because mass communication media provides alternative models
that i*rease the range of,choices open to young people.

... .

The father - child, relationship does not take place in isolation.

The father has a greater role than the mother in promoting sex
typing in Children. Fathers tend to reward bot culinity in.mas

boys and femininity.in girls to a greater exfen than mothers.
High nurturance aq4 participation. in child Care the part of

a dominant fathis fends tcOenhance his son's masculinity. In

addition, peerous and mass media provide powerful Influepces
that -can undermine or'support the father's.

.

Father absence
.

.
.

The father-child relationihip is part ,of a complex set .of ,

relationships that link all members of_the family. Thus, the
...

lnature of the husband-wife relati4ship has profound effects i.'

'overrhe children. If the relations are mutually supportive.
and satisfying, the mother reinforces the procossof identificatioh'
and .the positive feelings betweed4fatherdnd.son's These feelings

constitute.a powerful motor to increase trush; chhesiveness,
yrs autonomy and sociallytesirable behaviors, and to decrease conflict.

Father absence israften associdted with poor adjustment, boi
it is particularly marke4 when the abatAce is due,toseparation,
divorce or desertion. :e younger the Aild when'the absetice takes
place, the more detrimental its effects. However, tge way in which
the mother interprets to the child the absent father and the'.
dynamics behiiid the departure are critical dimensions.--The impact

of father absence lesaened by competentland secure women, who
often enhance the cald'i-mascU4inity even in the absence of a
continuing real life_ Adel:

Summary ,

Lynn (1974).has /sunimarized 'in the following maseralizatidns
what is known about the father's role that is supported lay some

research. evidence:'' '

0 k-
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1. In most culthres, tiro father is most frequently the dominant
figure, often commanding deference:from his wife and children. .

'2. Children generally see their father, more-than tkeii mother,
as purturanti punitive., strong, powerful and, fearsodk. The father

is most comOonly viewed as the breadwinner and the mother as the
homemaker and child rearei.

3. Parental- -discord is often associated with poor adjustment,
lea of popularity, lowself -esteem, poor achievement, lack of
initiative; low leadership, lowered-I.Q. and learning problems.

' ,

4. ,.Maternal dominance tends to lower the son's masculinity, his
identification with his father% but fathero:ance does not
have a,similar-effect over daughters. A d it father that'is

also nurturant and partCcipates in child care is more likely t6
have sons Vhb are high'inmasculinitr%

The lack of father's love dnd support is often associated with

ow scholastic achievement in boys:'N,q..

44
6 -. .-Father behavior is related to delinquency in adolescents; \
alcoholism, triminaljecord, extreme aggspasiun, punishments,

rejection, and erratic dcipline often characterize the fathers

of delinquent boys. lovlag and rational fathers, on the other hand,

tend to promote compitenceAn their children.

- 7. Unloving, authoritarian, punitive fathers tend to' have

'dependent; withdrawn, anxious and dejected children.

8. .Length; absence of the fathet is often associated with poor
'adjustileAt in children, especially in the case of divorce,

OW-

or,

separation and desertion.

Thede generalizations indicate that the fitheitrole is

important indeed, and that every effort should be made tq provide
assistancg and support to those families that *ice the'loss of

the father, even, for short periods of time. The form this aupfort

ahbUld<take, the mostIdequate source of support, the delivery
'system, and other specific aspects constitute one %f the must.

A critical issues facint:the American society. The children of

today are the men,.husbands and fathers, women, wives and mothers

of.tOmiorrow. Human hapniness4And survival is at stake.;
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MUSICAL -ACTIVITIES FOR-BODY, MOVEMENT

Winna Gene Pelson

Today w will be wo king with musical activities to enhance
.body movemenk:.

You have been be rink this one for manyyears,but I give it
to you againibec believe in, it so Much

What I hear I forget
What I see I remember
What I do I know.

IP .

So this wilkbe a doing session. Hopefully when you lemye,eyou
will know the elnts of movement because you will haye experienced
them. They will be yours and you will have a "feel' for merging
movement with music and music with movement - And will join, me in

saying

ase the music makers
And we are the dreamers of dreams
World losers and world forsakers
On whom the pale moon glams
Yet we are the Movers and shakers
Of the world forever it seems
One man with adream at pleasure
Shall go.forth and conquer a crown
And three with a new song measure
Can trample an empire down."

k

It wail once said "Without music life would be. amistake."
'How truAand without movement there could be no music. In fact,

without movement there could be- no-life. The sign of life in all

living beings is movement. Experience Gene's heart beat: Sing

"Little Wheel":

Children by nature move - let them move.

..'Movemfnt is the core of all learning.

All are accepted.
All achieve.

Record - Joy of Music
Sing and Dance

ic"...."
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Record - Going Places Herb Alpert
Tijuana Taxi
Spanish Flea
Walk Don't Run
spalkii Black Forest

, Think, feel, move, imagination.

Present Eleients of MUsic

1. Where to. go in space
(level, direction)

Z. Time speed

3. Strength, weight, stress

4. Flop (deg& of tension
fr& and constrained -
interaction of two).

Movement Categories

LoComotor
Nont7locomotor

Combination'of two

Now practice everything we learned with Wheels record,-Train

record from "Orange Blossom'Special ".

1.

Move and &est

4
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A KID'S EYE VIEW OF EXCEPTIONALITY

Jean Berry Smith

Parents and irofessiOnale who live amdiwork with handicapped
.children are often tempted to view them in terms of :what they can
and cannot do, their specific abilities and disabilities. "A

Kid's Eye View_of-ExceOtionality" is an attempt to point olit the
multitude of factors which determines what the handicapped-child
becomei, and to give parents and workers a subjective "feeling''
for what the disabled child experiences every day". This presen-
tation is not designed to give technical informatioriabout the
field of special- education, but attempts through simulation and
role play to give grown-ups a "kid's eye view" of the world from'"
the perspective of the small child with a handicap. The objective
of the presentation is to increase awareness of the importance of,
the child's self- concept and how itodevelops, and.to help partic-
ipants discover ways to encourage feelings of'dignity and self-,
worth'in children withapecial problems.

Many personality theorists,talk about the "looking-glass
self." This concept, simply stated, is that the sense of "me"
develops according to the-vay in which other perionesee us and
'their attitudes and actions.toward us. A child's sense of self,
thefi, is largely a product of other people's behavior toward him.
Thus if I see my.child as bright and beautiful, I treat him so; I
tend to emphasize those actionsfand attitudes that I see as bright,
and beautiful. He learns to see himself as. bright And beautiful
and tends to develop new behaviors that fit his forming self-
image. By the same token, if I see my child as inadequate and
incompetent, I tend to emphasize his failures and mistakes,
setting in motion the development of his self-image in a different
direction. If this description of the developmelikof self-concept
is at all accurate, it becomes increasingly important to discover
ways to help the handicapped child form a positive self-image in
order to maximize the abilities. he dries have.

The first pert of "A Kid's Eye View" ie a simulated first day
in the first grade. Although this simulated first grade is face-
tiously over-structured, most adults are able to identify bcrme.of
their own early school experiences with the instructions and '

aiatetides of the '"teacher". This first grade 'is built on the
hopefully passe approach that allsixyear olds are developmentally
alike and ready to read and write. All of the "first graders"
participate in a series of activities which includes copying,
tracing, reading, following oral directions, and speaking in.front
of the group. However, through theuse ocmirrors, typographical
changes, tape recorder, headphones, etc:, the participants are
given simulated visual and auditory handicapst Theactivities are
largely failure-oriented, with attention being called/by the teacher
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to mistakes, lack of following precIse directions, losing the

place, etc. Several times during the activities participants

are stopped and asked.to report how they feel. They are asked

to g in touch with feelings of anxiety,inadequacy, and failure, .

which are invariably the result of the activities. The group,ts

asked co discuss the experiences in terms of .a develOping self,

isms and.to identify potential positive and negative influenoes

of early school experiences upon,the self-concept of the h

capped child.

The second set of activities of "'A Kid's-Eye View" deals

more directly with the "looking-glass"self".. Handicapped children

are frequently the filbject of much controversy between thesignif-

icani persons'in thrir lives. ThereAs often conflict between
mother and:father, 9r parents and teacher, or.teacher and psycholl.

ogist, etc., over what the child's needs are and how those needs

should be met. This activity"is designed to help parents and
professionals identify those potential conflicts, their effect

on the child, and ways to reduce those conflicts and help the
414"b child develop a more consistent, positive self-concept.

Participants In this activity are assigned roles and asked to

take part in a discussion about a handicapped child and hii needs..

They are given role cards and a,statement of ficts as follows:

0

FACTS
0

Name: Joey Carver .

'tirthdate:s July 11, 1970- 4P

Chronological Age: ,7 years, 1 month

1.Q.: WISC, Full-Scale I.Q. v 65

Diagn9sis: Organic brain syndrome,with mild.mental .

retardataon
Family: Natural- mother anfather

Younger brother, -age 4

SOLE CARDS-

Group Leader:- You are the GROUP LEADER. It is your respon-

sibility 40e discuisLon about', J"

t.Find ou t each group member feels .a

Joey and what they think should be done or

him. Do not _express you; own opinioas, but-

remind the group about each other'4110iniOns.

:Your role as leader is not to-help the group

operate smoothly, Out to play the devil's

advocatesand raise questions. Stimulate.-

conflict by Anting out incompatible' obser
ations, and recommendations. Remind group

embers to stick to.their iOles! After' a 10-

15 minute discussion Joey, ask the

group members to becoNe Joey. Complete the

a2 §0 pf,
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Response Sheet. Note difficulties en-

, countered in determining a self-concept.

$4ber:. you are Joey's MOTHER. You have felt guilty,
about Joey'shandicap, so you have overPro-

,

tected him. You have notlet him play with''
other children beckause you did not want hilq,
to be bort, either phYeically or emotionally.
When hebegaa school you requested.a special
class and told the

rfao7htiomspe:7811:: is

him. You are becoming frustrated as he grows
up and'wants`to do things
not so easily protected now, yei you. still
!eel that it is 'your responsibility to sbrround
hi&'with rove.and protection.

patIler:( You have never quite been able,to accept. Joey

As a handicapped child. You have always felt
that Joey just needed to set out there and
stick up for himself with the rest of the kids.
You resent the fact that hi,is-beiow average,-,
but you feel that it is' his own fault b&caose
he dims not t'ry. To you he seems to be a
Sissy, and you, have little patience with,that.
You have tried to talk to -Joey and-tell him
that there is nothing wrong with him, if he
.would only try. You Ara afraid that Joey's
little brother might try to imitate him, sa
yousapend,mudh time with little brother in

, to

A "masculine ictivities,, You take little

. interestin Joey.

Teacher: You are Joey'sTEACHER. 'You have Joey in a
special education class. Although you-iecog=

s
nize-his.handicaposnd.see that Re has, very.-

flittle self- confidence, you feel that Joey
has the potential to be much more independent
than he tau Are encouraging him to
:tangs for himself: You are trying to get ;

Joe to playrwith normal children and you
,thiak Wihould be in a. regular class.

Psychologist:. Yoli,are Soey's AHOLOGIST. You first aaw

Joey when he wts threeieate old. You have

tested him and found him to be brain damaged
with mild mental retardation. You believe' in

being very frank with children about their
problems, so you hive tried zo explain brain
'damage and mental retardatia to Joey. You

have tried to help him undeistand,that he will

V
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never do well in school; andthit he will'.
always be a little,different from- the ,other
children. You want him'Co learn.to accept
himself as he is.

..0,
.

--PSychiatrist: 'You are Joey's PSYCHIATRIST; DU view Jot

as the center of apathological family. His

'biggest problem is overL.aependence
mother, who makes his fatheejesicus By over=
indulging' him. There is much conflict betweeri
mother and' father,. and you see Joey as -the

object of conflict: You believe infamily
therapy, so you tried to- "explain it to mother,

father,,and Joey in a tha(apy session. They ..
011 did not' accept yout help. You feel that'Joey

should be removed from the home an& placed in

a residential treatment center..

nd

i

ig
After a discussion about Joey, the gr up is asked to "become"

Joey and complete i Response Sheet,-answer the following '

questions: - .

Ho0 do you fee bout yourself?-

do others think about you?.

'1.1hli is your place in the famay?
What tings are you capable of doing?
What conflictedoYoujeeP
What arewyouirtiwn
What do you think you need?

- If Joey's self-doncept is largely thsresult of how others see

htm and behave toward,
q

hip, will haxe-a very difficult time

ing any kind consistent self-conct,imuch,less a positive.one!
,

In summary, the hadicapped child must be 'viewed and treated

as &whole person. What he is and becomes as a person is-q,rogplt

of.iuch more than the identification mad treatment of his hica-
'capping condition% ''Iridtors sudh as parental attitudes, emotional
development, physical ability, professional intervention, educational
experiences, social opportunities, family constellation, and many
others dontribute,to his adjustment and eventual degree of self-
sufficiency and feellhg of self-worth.. Parents and professionals

who'work,with young children, particularly young children with:
handicaps,oneed to become more'aware.of their roles in helping
children develop good feelings.abotit themselves. "A. Kid's Eye view

of:Exceptionality" concludes with a-brainstorming session in which
participants ar9 asked to.identify wats-Iff-which t.o help children

with
.
this process. Possibilities include:

-eaphaSis on reality based,success'experiences, without .

overprotection
1r'

,
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Cin

.
-"unconditio positive regard"-i.e., letting the child know

that he is accepted and cared fo!,r as 'a, person, regardles's of

his perfo nde

4

I

-hone4st d dii ect communication among 'those .who live and work ,

with the d '. /

# .. a ,...,

-respect for the child's individualip

'-minimizing of- competition and Coinparision to other children
4

9

-.sincere pi'iliee4or effort as well _as results 4
416.
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EARLY LEARNT' FOR TODDLERS:
. DEVELOPMENT OF 1- TQ 2- YEAR-OLDS

0
Kay Box Edwirds

c.

4

. ek .

Learning about the developmental stages of children can help 1:

'adults know whir to -do to help babies gigow in happy, healthy ways.
' Each child Moves through these stages at his or her own speed.

0The,
re-are no .clear steps for'One Vete toshe next,, Many overlap,

. some take plate indifferent orders, and some stages reappear even,
: though the child is supposedly over that period.

100 ,
.

It is important to re that thMe are .no absolute
divisionsijoetween physical, language,, mental, and socio-emotional

- development in other areas. pr example, children's ability' to
move alputand,:eee things in/Mentes their mental development.
,The mom chAJnieen'see and do, the more they,haveto thip about.
Thi'more children'smile, coo, or say, the more attention they
receive from adults, and in thieway their social development is
'increased. Moie and more the toddler bedomes drawn into the

. family routine and is aWare of others around him/her.

- .

- thildren's energy ilogirected tothe development of skills
in one arep,their development in another area may slow down of
eventevelsev, When a child is learning tmi walk, for example, he

-or she may talk vellittie or may be unable, ar unwilling to say
he' or she u to say. -This is normal.and,temporary.and

does notMean that the child is being stubborn, . This is a problem'
thht will correct itself.

r

. o
A 1

: Physical DevelOpmeni

Some children start walking as early as nine or ten Months,
others nbt unti0.8 months Qv even a7litile older. This is not, a

-cause far concern. It is simply a natural'Oifierence in'children.
Toddlere'begin,walking in about the she way--feet wide ,apart,..
unsure Ore themselves, tummrei -sticking out, arms waving as they
itryto kee0 their balance. The fall' down witha.plop every few
steps, especially if,they try t4 go faster or turn -around,. then,

pull themselves up to try all over again. At first they walk just
III for'the slkeof walking. peftoddlers get about on theireowni
1 they become very active moving quickly from on thing to another:

SOmething new will uapally'catch their attention and they're,off
after a bright color, a new toy - armeat anything at all. The'_,

explore anything t ach--wastebasksts,'drawera,'light
plugs, plantsetc. plaype or ne roomisn t spafe enough
for them and they want to mole aro - outdOors too.-1They'like tb

pie and pt111 things and drag them round, totlay.with sand and
dirtsand water," to teeth for thingq, to try to climb up steps or.
drawers or anything else that is

87 4
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The hand-eye coordination of toddlers i till fairly un-

developed. They spend most of their wakint time using theirlarge

muscies. Between 18 and 24 months children learn to walk forward
and 'sideways, sit down easily in a small chair, and climb into a

big grown-up'chair. Small children are neurally curious and as
they dove around more.easiky and quickly, they often-get into f

dahgerous-things They like to move upward as well as forward,

and cOmbing lisfun. Stairs also fascinate them. They learn to

crawl up stairf-before they learn to get down.

Abottt this age, children can use a cup and a spoon to feed
themselves, but they still dpill quite-a bit. They need finger .01L

foods, and need foOd cut into small bites. '1Kte,

,1 , their hand control is alse-improving, and small children
like to stack blocks, turn pages of a cardboard book; throw a
ball; put pegs into a peg board, put boxes inside one another,

etc
,

P
Toddlers begin to lose their "baby look". They-get morp4'

teeth add their hair grows thicker.and longer.
. - 4(

They need plenty of sleep to give them- the energy 00 play

and to grow Atrong and healthy. They may sleep Abqut 12 hours

a night and also take an afternoon naps for an hour or two. As -`

they _grow they can play:Jim:a- longer-Alma without setting

er
Toilet training,, kgins for most toddlers at ails stage'of

deyelopment. To succeed they mustbe developed mentality enough
to understand what is expected of them and physically enough to

control their muscles. Children usually learn bowel training

fifxst, beginning around.18*months, Toddler* will gradually learn
tocontrol. their own bowels and bladders when'an adult lets them

qknow in al gentlypereisteAt wow what ie expected of them. "Always
compliment your toddler when s/he has success usingithe potty

4, chair but be careful not to.be critical when pointing out that

s /he. did not. Usually t'e totherbecomes *rained first putting

s ' ivill give the
her child on the at.the right times, but the child earns

What is expected thiway. Pretty soon he orksh

signal. Children learn to keep dry between two'and three, firs

in the daytime and then it'night. Many will have "accidents" f r
mother year or two,'especially if they ate tired or excited hr

so wrapped 0 in play that they don't think about going to the

bathroom until it is too late.
be

Sp Mental Devilopment

This is a time of curiosity, with childrenlinto everytAng

and anything. Young children are naturally-curious, and this

curiosity should be,endouraged. These early experiences form the
bapis for learning other skills, for making sounds, words, or

moments until they learn how 'to do the Toddlers learn quickly

0
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,- and develop rapidly.4 Around the time that they learn bo talk,they
begin to remember where they put things, or where cert,in things
are kept, lik4,4 ball or, the cookies. They like to taint for a toy

,0Coyered with a cloth or a howUntil it is found again. They learn

to go around, objects instead of running'into them.or trying to get
over.themni They begin to imitate-almost everything that catches
their attention, espedially what other children mptd grown-ups are

doing. /

-

41P ThrOughoutjh±s period, mental deyelopigene pis closely' linked

to motor and language development. \Sometimes it almost seems as
if can "see" 18 month-olds thinking.,. Iyeir'ability to Oink ,

came seem in th way they use.words; often the Same words, with
and movements o a change of voice to meareldifferent things.

. *.

The phrase ' nk" may be used to ask for a drink as well as to
explain/whae or she. is doing. One word may referto an entire
grog4 wordei.. For example "does may be used for all animals.
"DadIpmiy he used ior'all men.' They know what they are doing

. ..

. . and they are thinking about how to describe their adVions,-but
therr words are still limited.

11)
..,. , .

lLanguage Devtopment
.. . '-;,

. . 'a.
.

.... Language develo begins at birth when infants first hear
sounds, see, touch objects and begito associatesounds with
meaning. Theirsmiline, cooing,eind maim sounds need to be
encoura ed and praised. Childre learnto recognize names of

lir
famili bjects, such as bed, bottle, car,' on cat.. they are

'also ab to match objects with lames' ana are very pleased with

this new abl ty:\-- They continue to learn new simple words.4;
Frequently the use a single word to vean a doniplete thought.

-"Milk.for-exaniple, may mean"I Fent More tank," or "I see the
, iniver. 4 , '.1

4 ,
4

:
4

.

.

This is a most important period for.language development.
The more nwl words, children hear, the more rapidlyey learn-'

.. I to talk. Children learn to speak id pore or leas effe-sam way,
.

.', but they learn to-do it at diiierent ages. Some don't start
.. . 1

1
talking.until, they-can talk and get around Iiily. Otbers milk

tilrier; then walk, and s ill °these learn to )bath at the same

'time. Ech child; has hiior.her.oerk lea frig pact and S etyl.,
i

,

ad' ,

w
il.

.

, .

l,
4- Learhing and saying new. words are f n for children.", ey i

.. enjoy their new ability to imitate'other . They repeat wor s

. , over aid overagain,until-they sound ri t,Eo them or Until the

4
, . ''Nords bring some,ieaction for adults' or others.

14

I,

.. 0t ,

1 1.
t

0

\ Socia4,-Emotional Dev lopment p
. .

Mc:Idlers can get around by,themeel e , tting into p ace,

and things and gain more .control of the little rld aroun
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They show a/W1;11 of their own and that they don't.went adults to

get, in their %seat times,. .1tcause hiefilbr judgement is immature,

A the toddler kts often demanding, negative' and unreasonable. Do not

feel you have to submit to the toddlers immatu e Whims. In fact

you have_ to heip'hiiintr learn to limit the emends ase out--

,.114xsts. As a cliOdegrowimilha looks to R e s for Controls*

which form the pattern orrcontrols s/he WI eventually establish

. 'themselves. 'Hawse. they don't know wbaemight hurt theM or how k

they should' behave,- they 4..eep hearing 'de from, others. This cah

lead to a battle Of wills betweenpparents and their toddler.

Ch dren' begin to throw temper tantrums if they are frustrated,

totki scream,if a try is taken away on if they have to stop

playing or came inside. Usually as they develop the'ability to

say What's). wrong; the.tantrums decrease.

Young,caildten'begin to' imitate ad ps copying good'thinge as

wellas bad. Imitating-is an impottan tage in the child's

development and shows'an awareness of.the world. At this age ,,,.

children have no'idesof.how.tp,play with'other,children a may

push okshove and grab a toy away. They are soself-cent ed that

they do not think of others, but this too Must develop ,time.

Theydoill play alongside ether children rather than with them.

They will.also play,simple gimes with an adult such as foiling,
or throwing a ball: Young children explore everything. They use

all of pleir senate: 'and often 'taste or touch t'gs they should
not get into: At 'this age they need a lot ofcsafe space for

moving aboue.and for walking and standing. It is best to remove .

breakable and dangerous objecti out of their reach. Youngsters

increasingly' enjoy playi': outdoors. They delight inspending

. houfs practicing welkin imbing, and moving in all directions.

They enjoy smaller model = o adult objects such as trucks,'shoes,

dishes: .Toys '-do n4 hall be expensive. Children like playing

with' pots and pans, sP nd plastic bowls and boxes. They

especially like dirt i and'splashing in water.

1/4

Manychiloken develop fears it this age. They may :be f4ight-

ened,by sudden or loud noises, such ass vacuumaleaner or a clap

of thunder, Babies Who used to be friendly often around this age .4114'

begin toile afraid of stringers4liNhen an adult comes into the

roam they may stop what they are dqing'and stare atthe person as

if to size him up. Sometimes they won't let go. of-eheir mot r

'but cling to her and dOn't want tio benUt of her sight:, They

usuai4ly outgrow this stege'qpickly, especially if the adults give

them comfort, love* and reassurance during this Period. Scolding.

and upsetting frightened children'only makes matters worse. ''they

need reaaqurance and security. This is the beginning of ,the trust '

that will help th contintif to learn and explore.

at Toddlers Need Fiom Adults'

ti

I

,

Safety ip especially critical for odnillehildren. They have

13 87
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no ense of.dangeroor what can harm them.' Particuilrly dangerous
arethousehold cleaning materials and other poisons whlEh they -may

get into. ,Put these tn16cked cupboards or out of reach. And

remember toddlers can-cli0 surprisingly-high. In learningtb
'walk and clfiti, children are able to,get intm places they couldn't

-reach before. It is the parent's day. to provide the protection

et and supervision yonngsters'need.- Toys' should be unbreakable and

include objects of different sizes. Be sure that these have no
sharp edgei or pieces'that-can be pulled off and swallowed. Small

lightweight', plastic toys are dangerous as children can bite off a

piece of the plastici Rubber or.heavy plastic toys are better.
Toys' should not' cantain anything poisonous, and should not be

_ painted with a lead-base paint. Move furniture with sharp a

out of the4ay: 'Keep scissors,Itnives, and other Warp obj s

out of reach. "Child proof"rmoma.as much as pbseible, and put

a barrictjacross' steps and prohitited areas. Cover unused

electric sockets apd keep electrical cords but of reach. Leave'

things that they cantt-hurt aid 6lat,ean't hurt them in easy-to-
reach spots. Forrlmstance, put pots and lids- in a bottom drawer
or,cabipet in thetitchen-where.childrekean safely reach them..
Open and'elosing the door,wiil be as much fun for them as the

spot and pans. , t

ng this.rapid;learning period chilgen need, encouragement

td talk, exploia,,and inwestAgate: Talk to them about what you,

are doing, .what toyS they: are using, that they( are doing. Speak

s4owly and-distinctly-to help thempundlIrstand bore easily. Don't----'

use baby talk - give them ageod example foothey will imitate. s
Ar hat they hear.' , Ir.

'f.

... %Menthe toddler begins making words and" phrases the efforts

':may not sou like words to you. Don't keep correcting a Oiles'
speech and dWt kelp tellinga child to be quieC. Encourige their,

effort and gradually they will learn to prOnounce words correctly

and'speak in sentences. Thieperiodlof learningint understand
learnidg to talk is6critical, for'it'forms the basis for later J

leatning., The happy, exploring child who,is rewarded with words of

0
enc4r4iemene And adult auention wip, glow into'an independentt-4

'''' learner. »

11P .- /.,.

Sing to the cildten, play games like-peek-a-boo, pet a cake
'and, Wide-and seek. ?raise their efforts; smiles and patsare good

wayelif eneikraging. Read to children, pointing to famikiat,

objeetain EfiepiCturea: As ihea
,

*latention,intreases, toddlers

-like tmflistep to_simple stories, rhymes and songs. Point out,

. and name objects and acttons'in 'the houie and'Yard, 60. Get in . e

.' the-habit of talking about rOutinethingsrl- *rips to the grocery
atom, the meal being cooked, flowers in the, yard-, etc. Common

place dings are new and'fhseinating to young children. Theke

.

areAbany inexpensive material's that can giveyoUngsters tours of
enjoyment and development.., Little children often find in empty . .

.

, . --,

0 *

r
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box more intriguing than the fancy,gift.that me inside it.

,Because children pq things° in. their mouths,, it is itelirtant

that all toys are large.enough so thAt chsildren,can't swallow

. ..hant
.

,
. :

I

.0

. .

: . Take pictures of the child and come Of His pvOrite toys.
Mount the pictures on heavy cardboard or in a photo book and; ....

v "
,make a*personalized storybook,for tAtirchild. Toungstersenjoy ..r ' -

stories .and pictuies_about-themselvei... ' ..

.
,

.

Don't warry if children tHis
-

age eat less than. they did when

they wereinfants1 Yorcing children to eat will probably only '

makethei-rebl. Children won't feel like.eaving when they are
4

yelled at:Or ordered and corrected all the time: Sometimea they

may want to eat only one'think,:and are hesitant to try new foods.
ButAliis phase usually pauses if force is not used. The important 1

thing is to.offer,a good balanced diet and to make mealtime

enjoyable lor-everyone.
./

- 9
. - , .

'Sleep is'inportint for growing children. 4bddlers need a map'

in the middle of the f11%nd a full night'd sleep,. If they argue

and getupsei at nap t , let them play quietly on their beds, .

looking at pictures, listenYng tong record, or just'resting. They,

may fall asltbp after all. Moit.-ohildrefi fuss'at bedtime ppw and t

then. If this becomes. allabiCtry changing-their bedtime to gee ,

if you can meet their needs.. When you tell your Child it is-time
.for bed - let him/her have 5-10 minutia warning. TheB7inhounCe"

it is tine and if s/he resists - firdly affectionately put

.him/her to bed, inapite of,Protests. -
, - \

/
, I

. ; . , .
,' .'

..._

.

Children also like a set routine' at,
,

bedtime. This might.

include a short itory, a hug from each adult'in'the family Olti

taking aspecial animal or blanketta bed. "rherAtill outgrow /
1the routine eventually, but:meanwhile it gives them the security .,

:

.

they.need , -

.
R 2.

.

Help children learn to cooperate
;

`and respect the rights _
. . .1.'

of.lothersk : This m4y.f ustraie children and sometimes seven, lake

410.4110m angry, but by'bei 'ki firkand setting' reasonable

;Amite adults can help .chill gradualAt learn what ia expected,

of them. don't become tens inxioustjust because your child

suddenly showthey,havemind of'eheir own. TheyMay slei stubb
. ana, disagreeable-. This ddesn mean there is anything wrong wit

. them.'
fir .... .

..' ,

' Try to, be .patient. 'Sometimes children need to, have the same

things repeated over.and,over before they tearh. Adulgeshoull
realize everyone takes time to learu-nev things, and toddlefs are

in the process of learning many new things all aConce. ,They aYe
too.young'to'reason with, and they don't like their play disturbed

They don't like to be given direct and fleqUent orders or 'to hce

'scolded: And they don't ,have the itisoning abilltor language to

tell you so.

9:2 '
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,§itce the toddler is no-tayetold enough to Fake decisions
about the routine of hts/fieuTday,Alkhe adult'must decide routine
procedure '(bed; bath; meals, clothing, etc.) flor him /hey'. In ,

; keeping the routine, your brief efplanationa will oftenkneed.to '.

be Supported by gloving
t
him/her physically.towaid what;yOu want

him to do.

, 00 , .
..,..
0

'Tell children what they should db - more than you tell them
-...

what not to do. Use a, positive approach. There are times when

. , an adult must say "No" or "Don't" or 1$top". But also add what
you want the chil t do. /But doh't expect young children to

..-.....,
,., .

remember.

Don't leav avung child-unsupervised and certainly not
in the care of noeher young child. . .

.

.Be honest ith children. Never sneak away whenthey must be
left with another adult or sitter. Tell the child, cilMly. whi

you are leaving and assure him or her that you will..be baciik It

fs a good ideioto encourage trusting relationships 'with other .

adults. This helps children learn to, love and, trust 'other people.

CO rect.children; punishment may. be an egAsttive'way of
to 'disruptive behavioi, but it does pot teach them 1.p.at. Is

appropriate. Firm but loving guidance is- helpful Wnd neftseary.
If you must'disciplines child, try to make the disciplining
refivant or in-- -lino- -with the babel/Lox _you.. want to_cortPer...e

:4 Remember to expeci.consistent obediencefrom a toddler is-to
6pect_something s/he is too immature to deliver. An adult'adds
to a toUler's proftems when the wild's actions are judged "good"

,or "bad "' all ol the time. Too often we call a quiet, clean end/
bedient,child "good" because s /he is less bothersome' than is a
ittyl bnruly,and boisterous child: But the toddler's natural

1 behaviorpattern is ofie of childish impulsiveness and s/he ttods,
nof-yet know what "tad" and "naughty" mean. Certainly 'encourage:

the toddler tti folNw him/her curiosity and inferestslin his/her*:
own way. However if this'freedom interfires with the comfort gr,
.rights o others, or with hiilher-ownsafety or with ,family
,routine o ing, limits tan be set. Limits should:be Of such
a nature that thqy break off unacceptable behavior, withOut 1

-r .considering the WEhavior "bad". Whet a baby -bec es a toddler
he/she really begins to shoiOndividuality. The hi d'needs very I .

ankh to se Accepted for'the individual ape is.

Watching toddler, begin to g=o Up is faicinati g. Keeping

up With a child thisage,alf dig can be exhausting. tt helps the

. adult !s patience ilndeense of humor to take sole fi off' and let

someone 'else take thetesponsibility,fot a while.'

Toddlers have a zanylovableness all their own 'AV adults
understand that they still have to, grow into real° bleness and

. that they need both freeatim and controls, life wit the can bee.

a delighp. ' ,
0 Or .

r
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"EARLY LEARNING FOR TODDLERS

4.*

Kay Box Edwards
Small World, School.,

TOPICAL- SESSION 4ANDOUT

Day to Day Ideas:
;

The foliowinglsterialatanbe used in "many ways:
,t

1),

.

Objects o f differenesizes, colors, and shapes for sorting

(buttons, blocks, spOols, large beads, etc.).

, 2) Familiar pictures for naming (people,.animals..toys, cars,

trucks, cup, ball, doll,'etc.).

3) Books - books about'animals can be used to .teach sounds (i.e. '

"the cow says moo"). Books with different textures are fun

to touch and can increSSe a child's interest in books. "Sciatch

and Sniff" books will help the.child lean? how things eMell. These

are also available-in most book stores.

t4) Motor to's -toddlers need to exercise'their muscles and learep,

balance. and coofaihation. Allow many oppOrtunities for them to:

; play with-push-Tull toys. )

- climb 2 or 3 steps.
- slide on a small,slidei

- stack objects or blocks," or line them up in'rows.

- put together three to four piece-pUzzies.

5) Kitchen objects = toddlers do'not need special toys, a kitchen .

_ _cabinet...W.14A with puts and pans, plastic bowls, lids and other

'unbreakable items ein,oecupi'atoddler fora long time.

Remember:
Change activities often.
ProVi0 enough to keep child's attention but not clutter. -

Let child Catch when he/she wants., *
-

"Child will not share readily - doeinOt understand others rights of

needs', on 1S his/her own needs andirights.
DivertlEhild's attention when conflictiarises: take him/her by the

hand'and remove from situation while offering something else to do.

,
Schedules aAy vary as child's need for sleep and food is not consistent

Potty training is eagle* when there is no pressure. 'Prai 0 works ,

better,than'shaming or gettileg angry. 'Progress can be low and

flexible.-
Child need

walk, cr
Skpace an
Child wan

to exercise, explor , manipulate, chub, cruise, throW.,'

p, run, speak, pourand hopefully retit.&Give him/her

-time to db all of this. 1 .

tp, feed self; give him/her finger'foods and spate and

time to do this. a

And Remember:
, .

This -is only the beginning of growiam learning, changing and en

94 9 1
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t
Whdi'might be true "about your toddle? IP

0qe Year
,0

1. Average height - twenty-eight to thirty
e*

inches.

2. Number of teeth - six.
3. leverage weight - twenty-one to twenty-five pounds three times

weight:
.

4. Sits alone.
5. Can stand and may walk alone.

*
6.. May walk but may dtii1Prefer,to creep.

birth

7. Holds cup and.spoon beginning to feed himself (appetite pormany
-) decressini).

8. Plays, with simple toys, especially likes, noisy ones.

9. Can pidk up small objects with' thumb add fingers .
4 , 44:1

1+0. Learning' to climb. .

;11. Is slowly learning toilet control.
212. Is.iiependent on parents for. physical care.400
13. learning to pull up=ings.
14. Enjoyi tearing and c in,gpaper.

a

15.. Likes to pull hair.
16. Sleeps about sixteetvi,hours.'
17. Says a fei\words (single words only wttha wide variation of sound.
18. Wavim bye, bye,jsptty hakes.
19. Recognizes greanhgs and people by sight and voice.
20. Loves attention- - responds to approval.
21. Repeats performances that get attention)
22.

23.

'agitates. .

Stops certain acts on' command.
.4 '

_

4 *7

Eighteen Months

1. Abdomen protrudes.
2. Often'has daytime bladder
3. Climbs stairs. I

4. Use a spoon fairly yell.
5. .Builds cube towers.
6.. TOsses a ball into allbox.
7. :rums pages of books.
8. Likes to tear paper.

0. Walks'on
1. Runs wit

control.

crayon strokes cr
broad base, leet wi

a stiff, propulsiee.g
Uses whole arm action to a ay' bail.

3, 0/faculty'. ihicoordin ling hands andfeet. , !

lie: Likes to lug, tug, pu h, ll.and ponndin rapid suc iisiOn.
45. 'Takes off shoes, bat and mittens, abd unzips zipper .
-16. kes to close doors, flush tOilets,!n4 up a:"Puddie,, dust with cloth,

ke things off shelves, and.pend'motherdIsh when finished 'eating.

17: Never in one place long.l l ^ 'V' ...
s.

.

,

18. Says five to thirty ufords. .% ,, 1 .

. C '

19.. Can Aederstand More Olds than had say.- -

20. 7Repeetsamrd nd toudda over and crier.
,

4-21, 'Blas an abund repertoire of _sound Sndgesturei - .

22. Some tibrdsan .phrsses incomplete ..

%21. Favorite 'cords are- "bye, bye,'" "thank you, " "Oh', my," and "What dat ?"
. .

24, is 'always into everything.' .
---

.25. Atientlis span is short; but does learn inspurts'how the householat.
Operatesi"and where thingi'are.kept.

,

..it. -

26. Responds.to'vetbal directions, but9N8st still be managed mostly by action. .

.95'
.

.
; i 1

y
.1 .*
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, HOME GAMES WITH TODDLERS

Bring pleasure, security, self esteem, intellectual growth to parent

and toddler!

Bait °sating

1. Sit at,tmble. with-baby on your,lap.' Place twine; shoe string or

lord lo the baby wtil pick it up' and pull.

2. -Tie something to string so baby has to pull string to get toy.

3. Place three strings pm-table with Only one that has bject tied to

it. "See what the child discovers!

Hide and Seed'.

Cover toy with blanket as child watches. See.ifchild
Encourage witev"Where did it-go?"' "Find the toy".

AN,

looks for toy.

Place favorite toy in a bo (easy' to osn). Say "Can you.find it?"

"Look in the box". Encopra a child to find toy.

Fetch
, .

Rolla ball out of child's reach. Encourage the ch(d
. toting it to

'you. . .
.

Have the child bring household articlei to you during the day (washrag,

pan, etc.).

Ftll'er up

',Tutting thiugs in jar or,box - then emptying out again
with blocks, large wooden,spool, lid,. teething ring). .

Searching. games

.±%
Puesmall box inside a I ger

11 .

fled. basket flOked

I'

box let child watch you get the smaller

bOicout:. Thmn ellOwthe lid to explore and try to figure out tpti to
!'

get 'the smaller box out
_ . . .. 4.1 .

/;'
Wrap a.toy looselydn papery- hevike the, child find it.'

.
i

-

Coffee can With slot"- lit child watch you drop tokens in (pOker,iliis

large buttpfls). E0Couage child to ,shake them out; drop theta in.
ak ... ,

.,

Games with Groceries

Show child grocories as you'unpack them
Let child helpgou,put'groceries away.

1 Sort bones, cank, vegetables'. .

'St.rt large'cane, small. tang. .

Sort cupboard things, refrigerator thingst.
Stickcans, boxes.

-Reel onion,skin, coin husk;:bsnana.
Roll cans, potatoes, oranges

)1
4 -96 93
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Sound Games

.

44
4

Name sounds child hears. ExaMple:- airplane, blender, Cat, truCkAorn...
-.Wave child-imitate sounds.

Puzzles

,

1. Tae piece of cardboard,'and beginning at edge,
cut out a agate, so missing piece can be slid
into place". Do same with triangle and circle.

2. Nest cut pieceout of middle of a.cardboard.
Have, child fit cut Outs into spaces.

3. Invent other puzzles; Color,' texture..LBut
remember, only one cue' at A time.

Ball Roll
.

Rolla medium to large sized ball back and forth, saying:
"Your turn." .

"I have it." ,,-
a.

"That's a godd roll`. ",

"Go get it."
I.-.

. .

Water ?lay

0

In the bathtub - different0sized containersNto fill and pour from.
/ , ' =floating-things, sinking things. 4

Is

,

- butd s pivttcher with spout.
- different sized containers.

pour, fill fip,get empty. (Talk as child does these things using
is empty.") Let child

Watgh water
-action words - .'Watch the water pour," "Now that cup'

spill and be messy

0

60

"Shell Game"
41

-
-

'

Hid4tunder one of llreehans or boxes-.
Let hi d hide.toY for you to find.
-Hold obi cr'in hand. Let child discover ich hand.
Repeat game 'many times. Child will oy-successes.

Let child discolkr where toy is.

Games that ,

I

each 'Body Paris

Let-child toubh your eyes; -Dose , e etc. Name parts. !You point to
child's eyes, nose, ears, etc." Na .parts. Let child point to his own
as you name. Ask, "Where is your uth?" "Shg me your eyes."

"
97
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A KID'S EYE VIEW OF EXCEPTIONALITY

'dean Berry Smith

THE HANDICAPPED CHILb 'n"-

WHAT DETERMINES WHO HE' IS ?

p

intellectual
ability

family
constellation

social
opOprtunities

and capping
Con itiona

t

a

mire* SESSION HANDOUT

parental
I attitudes

other;

0

emotional
develop*nt

physical.

ability
,40

. . p..

.
'.-N.'......

professional..,

intervention*

1 0 i
`x. j 1

I educational

experiences
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A KID'$ EYEYIW

41

You are JOEY: 4

411114. .

RESPONSE AJMEMO

,

How do You feel. 'about yourself?
.

-
N

r

.1

r I

1:

.16

ghat do others thilic about You?,-

4"

-.7.14hat,is your, place in the *family'?

What things ?re you capable ofidoing?
.1

r

What conflicts do you feel?-

'What at your own &pall&
e

Whst-do-yol think you'nged?

.

tN,

a

e'r

/10
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NUTRITION AND FEEDING OF ,CHILDREN

Rose.Ann Shorey, Ph:D.
:.Departmept of; Home Economics.
The Uttiversity of Txas'afAnstin

h

.

Statement of Cctncern.-,r.Good nutrition s. \Oital for optimal physical

and tal develdpment ,of children; dt.establishes the fbundetiOn for '.

ad t health. IEven in our highly developed and.efgluent country, however;O

malnutrition-exists and affects the'Vulnerable infant and child. The'Ten
:State Nutrition Survey and other studies more limited in scope-document a
flaring reality; many childien in the U.S. are poorly nourished, 'for
some, growth is visibly impaired; in others,thesigns,OlmelnutfittOP

.may4416.more sub ,-ranging fcOm tUssiness and lassitude to frequent
illnesses,, Many parents do not recognize the nutritional significance of

. the above symptoms nor do they realize that the child distracted by hunger,
and malnutfition may fail to interaet with the environment and,- thus, fail
to reach full intellebtual potential. Good nutrition for the child is more

than surviVal. Roger Williams notes that Pee-Wee, Puny, Norm and Super-
.

all surviva, but that nutrition may be the often overlooked difference .=

between their dlrelopmental performances: Every parent wants to secure \,

the' very best environment for the child's growth and development. Know -'

ledge about nutrition has'expanded tremendously in therlast decade. -My
purpose in this brief presentatidn is to discuss three areas of.concern in
the nutrition and feeding of children: (1) meeting nutritional -needs for
optimal growth and development, (2) developing good food habits to lessen
the risk of heart disease, diabetes, obesity and.dAntai caries in later
life, .(3) accepting the capricious appetite and strong will of the child
as related to feeding practices.

Meeting nutritional needs for optimaltgrowth and development.--Parents
have as one of their goals. the furnishing of 'Optimal' nutritiop to `their`
'children, eitherdirectly or through concern about child care Services.
OptiSal nutrition may be defined'as that pfiysiological state in which no
alteration in nutritional status could.result in improvemenflof well-being,
thet:atate-ithere'igenetic.lor envirounientatfacters, but net nutritional

factota, libit mental and physical development. The concept of optimal

nutrition is not compatible with the idea that "more 4,is better." It

implies that once needs are met and thefe are stores of'nutrients'sufficient
to meet common stresses'and Illnesses, the individual is not benefited by

, further intake of the nutrient. In fact, for some vitamins and minerals.,

'toxic symptoms ate.tecognized. when high\,. ntakes are maintained for periods

of time.

The optimally nourished child demonstrates many of the criteria of
good health including emotional and physical growth, general vitality;:
healt1.0 appearance, good appetite, resistance to infection and an energetic

'y approach to activity. .

t.

Recommendatiops of Thempood and Nutrition Boardof the National .

Research Council of the National Academy of Science are frequently
Ilea as criteria for amounts. of nutriente'that should'Oovide adequate,,
raurishment for most healthy peo*e in the U.S. 'These Recommended Dietary
Allowances, termed RDA's serve as useful guidelines for the evaluation of
the ddequacy of nutriet intakes for mpst age groups ind'guide foods pro-

f grams in the U.S., such as the School Lunch Program and federally financed'

101 9
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:7111.d care centers. It is important to note that there are manu nutrients.

.
-obtained in.food for which recommendations have not been established;,,

The diets of children are not adults diets scaled down proportionately

to child'size. Ih the following table, the, suggested, nutrient allowance of

a typical mother, 23=50 years-of age, 128 pounds, 65 inches tall is shown.

"Nutrient alloNpnces fot.two age groups'of children, 173 and 4-6 years of

age, are also khown. Numbers An parentheses represent the, percent of the
Mother's allowance that is suggested for the child.

.

.

, .
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COMPARISON OF SUGGESTED NUTRIENT INTAKES FOR MOTHER AND CHID
.i9 OIVENIN THE 1974 RECOMMENDED DAILY DIETARY.ALLOWANCES

Nutrient Mother -1-3 Years
28 pounds

Child
4-6years
44 pounds

Energy, kcal 2,000 4. .1,300 (65Z) 1,800 (90%)

Protein, grams 46 123 (50%) 30 (65%)

Vitamin A, retinol ..1 ..

equiv.. 800 400 (50%) 500 (63%)

Vitamin I), IU None 400 -- 400 --

. .'
Vitamin E IU - 1'2 7 (58%)

,

Ascorbic, Acid/Vitamin C.

milligrams 45 40 (89%)

Folacin, micrograms 400 100 (25%)

Niacin, milligrams 13 9 (69%)

Riboflavin, milligrams 1.2._ 0.8 (67%)
a

0.7 (70%)

, 9 (75%)

40.(89%)

:200 (50%).

'12 (92%)

1.1 (92%) *

Tiamin, milligrams 0.9 (90%),

A .4

VitaminbB6, milligrams 2.0 . 0.6 (30%)
-.1.

Vitamin Br2, micrograms 1.0 464.0 (33%)f

Calcium, mlpigrams 800 ' 800 (100%).,

Phosphorus, milligrams 800 800 (100%).

Iodine, micrograms , 100 60 (60%)

i'
b. Iran, milligrams 18 15`(83X)

. Magnesium, milligrams 300. 150 (5.0%)'

Zinc: milligrams 15 10(67%)

X.
,

,

0.(45%)
.

1.5 (50%)' ..

800 (100%)

800 (100%)

.* 80 (80%)

10 (56%)

, 200 (67%)

10 (67%)

A

4

d/A
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As indicated'in;the table, the 4-6 year old child weighing 44 pounds,

or about 1/3 of his mother's weight, requires 90% of her energy allowance;

65% of the protein; 75% of the Vitamin E; 89%,of the Vitamin C; approximately ."

90% of-thiamin, niacin,,and riboflavin; a'full 100% of the calcium and

phosphoroua, and 83% of the magnesium. It is difficult to envision the

.4-6 Year old as requiring many nutrients in roughly the same amounts as his

mother or teacher. flow -can we then accept the practice of jiving teachers-

a bigger plate of food than students?
.

How difficult iv it to design menus that provide for the s for

_children?. For convenience, the foods required fox diemaintenan e of good
nutrition can be grove4d according to the majo* nutrient that thh supply

and the amounts of each group that should result in goo l nutritio can be

shown. The. following table summarizes the amounts of the major f d

groups that should-result in a, well nourished child., It-is impott nt

that a variety of foods, raw and cooked, be offered. Since there re still

nutrients for which no R]A's have been Astablished, the only way t ensure

good nutrition is through variety. The comment's-in the table are.s me

suggestions to improve food choices in keeping the current recommend tions

of nutritionists. The emphasis on fresh vegetables is stated to help Meet

the recommendation for -folacin..

The Minimum food intake required fox good nutrition'for the 4-6 year

old child could be distributed into meals as shown below, Fdc the smaller

child, thesize of the serving would vary but net the freque#cy.

J

A

0
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DAILY FOOD PLAN FOR THE 4 =5 YEAR OLD

Servings
1

Milk Meat .

cups oz

Breakfast

.Snack

Lunch

:
Snack

Dinner'

11

1/2,

.

1/2,

.

1/2-

1/2

Totak 3

1 10

0

ruit-Ve table Biead, Cereal,- Fat

Vit C Vi
serving.equi

A't hers
e t

Starchy Vegetables

tdp1 slice equivalent

1/2

1/2

- --

---

'1/2 1

1/2 1

.

r

4

1-1

1

1

1

1/2,

1/2

,

/

1

1

1' ,

1 1/2

.

1/2

2'

5 1 1 . "2 . * 4-5 . 3

Many of the tables of basic food groups allow for slacks as appetite
demands. I disagree with this emphasis. For children, snacks must be
viewed as an integral part of the food plan and not just an occasion for
extra calories. The inclusion of alligh qualitilmateinadurce in' the
form cif milk, egg or meat group at each snack time is important tb ensure
good retention of proteii nitrogen bythe active, growing body. E#ch
calorie the child consumes must carry with lit a full complement of
nutrients 11 he is to be well nourished. Nutritionists refer to the
"nutrisnt density" offoods as a measure of the amounts 0 nutrient per
calorie. An egg is high, a soft drink is low enough to be classed as
"empty calories." The process of 'growth requires' the concomitant pre-
sence of all nutrients including protein, calories from fat and carbo-
hydrate, minerals and vitamins. If the child is distracted or tired at 0
a meal, it is . mportant that the next food offered be of good quality,
that it supply a balanced mixture of nutrients. This fact emphasized the
point stated above, that snacks be viewed as an integral part of the diet
and not an opportunity for empty calories. ,



1

Food Group

2

MIN)MUM FOOD INTAKE FOR GOODiNDTRITION FOR CHILDREN
\o.

Mounts Per Day or- Comments

Age Groups .4

1 yr 2-3 yrrs

Milk and cheese
- ' (cups or equivalent)

2 2-3-

Maatiroup (ounces) ,3

includes egg, lean meat
fish, poultry, liver,
peanut butter

4

A

4-5 yrs

3

5

t

Fruit and vegetable groups (pup.
Vitamin C source 1/1 1/2 1/2

Vitamin A source--dark
green or deep yellow

1/3 3/16 I1 /,4.lft4

Other fruitEianA. At least,2 servings\

vegetables

Bread, Oertali#tarchy
' vegetable ( %'s'lice . 2 , 3-4

equivalent

ti

1

1 oz cheese gives 4/5 the c'atium
in :1 cup milk

,Ski:Ed or 2% fat milk productshiill

lower the contribution to4ard
_saturated fats of this g4up

1 egg, 3 Tbsp cottep cheese or 1 oz
cheddar type cheese givers protein
equivplent to 1 oz of meat

2 Tbsp peanut butter supplies approxi-
mately the game amount of protein as
1 oz of meat but,ig Twice as high in-
calories

Tender, lean meat, broiled chicken or
.

baked fish has more protein per oz
than fried or fatty Meats or pro-
cessed products..like Weiners, 1,pn-

cheon meats or fish sticks

Citrus,.berries, tomato, cabbae,
cantalope are good sources oX
vitamin C

Orli cup of tomato j s the
vitamin C equivalent of 1 cup

citrus juice, canned, frozen or
fresh

:Real juices contain 'more than the.

Sugar and vitamin C of powdered
juices or juice drinks.

Carrots, sweet potatoeo,spinach
are good sources of vitamin A

A-getab should bt properly' cooked

with minimum amount of water

Fresh, unsweetened fruits and a
variety of frtsh vegetables are
suggested

142 cup cooked rice or pasta equals

'1 slice bread
Whole grain or enriched breads carry

feUex empty calories than cakes or
most cookies

Whole grain products.have vitamin E,
B and minerals not found In similar ,

106 1_02 amounts enrichedproducts
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I.
Food Group

a

'MINIMUM FOOD INTAKE FOR coop NUTRITION FOR CIURFN

Amounts Per Day-for Comments

Age Groups

4

1 7r 2- yrs 4-5 yrs

Approximately 1 Tb/day
4

Most chi/dr6 4ve no
additional caloric
requirements so that
snacks should come
from the above groups.

14

a

.-

1.

I

GA

torn, soybean, cottonseed and saf-.
flower oils area coerce of pcily.
unsaturated fakty acids and vitOkin

'.An'apple dr a slice of pumpkin or

. raisin bread is a better. snack

than cake, cookies, br sweets
since it contributes to meeting

-overall nutritional requirements.

To' 3 ,

ti

C

ti
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TO emphasize the importance-of snacks, they could more approprtarely,be
termed, " midmorning oz mid-afternoon nourishment."

I

'The daily food plan shown above assumes that children receive a good
breakfast, but few actually start the'dayvith a breakfast agood as that

. shown in the plan, for example, 1 cup milk, 1 egg, 1/4 orange, 1 slice wheat
bread and 1 t spoon palyunsaturated margarine. 'Children receiving leis' than
this fox\br .ast rely evendmore heivily on snacks and lunch to obtain their
dailyquo a of nutrients. For these children, the inclusion ,of a protein source

1\.at the mow ing anacktime is important. Milk, zA a beverage, at the very,least;-
should be ncluded-to supply protein.

-7

Children cannot consume rge quantities of food at one time. Again, with
)

reference to the meal plan, it is an unusual child who eats more than 1/2 cup
milk, 2'oz. of meat, 1/2 :cup g en peas,l/8 cup carrots, 1 slice bread and 1
-teaspoon polyunsaturated merger he. Snack timet are vital'places for the inclu-

. .

lidon of foods. needea to insure gbOd nutrition ,If these times are used
for "empty calorie" foods high in sugar Or'fat it is almos possible for
the child to meet his daily needs in the regular meals, an if he does

I °

his calorie needs may be exceeded and he will become obese. A snack-for
-midLmorning, in this plan, could idtludie 1/2.cup milk, 1/4 cup'cantalope
balls, and 1/2 slice bread. In-the afternoon, 1/2 el* milk, 1 slice
bread and 1 tablespoon peanut butter would meet the plan. These,snacks
are.substantial contributions to-the daily total intake. In contrast,
a. glass of punch ancl'a sugar cookie would be little except add calories to
the diet. . t.

(

4

Menu planning'is essential to aneure the'overall_quallty of the diet.
For example, contrast 'the foliwing lunches:

r

1. 1/2 cup milk
1 1/2 oz baked fish
In 'cup carrots, and peas
whole wheat muffin

1 tsp polyunsaturated margarine
1/2 cup apple wedges

,11: 1/2 cup chocolate,milk
2 fish sticks with catsup
1/2 cup corn
white bread with butter
1/2,cup jello ,

Both menus supply aboutge same number of calories. but the accounts of
trace minerals, B vitamins vitamin A and other nutrients vary greatly.

Protin soUrces used in menug shauldbe relatively unextendedbvstarches. .

Children may not be given ariNadequate size serving or cannot eat a large enough
serving of a casserole or stew to obtain the 1.'1/2 oz. of meat required. In

child pare facilities, the use of standardized recipes will ensure that
casserole to serve fifty children contains 4.7 lb cooked or 5.9 lb uncooked
meat, the amount requireto give each child 1.5 dz. In addition, casserole
dishes are often extended by saturated fats, an undesirable practice. Cold
cuts'or eonvenience meat products contain a relatively high proportion of
fat and a lower proportion of protein than lean meats4.if the cost of these
products is balculated not on a per pound basis but on the basis ofthe amount
to obtain the protein in a 1 1/2 oz serving of meat, convenience meats are
often more expensive than lean meat, fish, qr poultry.

S

.\
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. Rich dqsserts,.or thoie,pontainin largely."04Te calories from sugars
and fatd may, if .served on the.same,p1 te, detract from the.. eating of other,
more nutrttidus, foods. Unsweetened fresh rats, fruit breads, whble grain

(f'T--,--muffins or certain types of cookies are'b e ter choices for the child than
' jello, 'canned frdits trityh syrup, and /or most store=boughtgookies orkkes.r, .

I, .

Breads, cerealsaad starchy vegetable) serve as major sources of complex
carbohydrate, B complex vitamins and minerals. Whole grain products give a

better complement of nutrients per calorie than highly prodessed or refined
products,

. , .

_ ..
, ___ 1

.
.

,

Good dental health is promoted by the elidination of sugars and high15_

processed graii products fromthe dtet, particulariY in-between meals.
.

. /
, t

Developing Blood food habits.--We cannot merely lisigoods for the child
to. eat .to achieve optimal nutr4ion, we must also consiaPthe developmeni of

,

good food habits. Contrary ta'pdOular opinioa,.children dd not instinctively

choose a well Valanced diet. 'In a study thit is often quoted', ttildren who had
just.. been waned were given a free choice of foods. Over a period of timeithey

-.4erected a reasonably balanced diet ant enjoyed good health andiacceptablegrowth,
, by 1928 standard. This study has been cited as a reason for letting children

eat whatever they want, and hopifig their diet balances-in the long run; .

however, reference to the original work shows that the children had not
been,pteviously influenced in food choices and that the choiceS that were
made available to them included 'Whole grain products, meats, vegetables,
milk produCts and fresh fruits. Allmere "gboCchoices, that is, there
were no "dessert choices" such as candies, cake?, sat drinks or cookies.

The data suggests that given a selection of Wholesome foods.kith no dis-
tricting sweets, children'will, if they have not been pre - conditioned, and
over a periods of time, select a reasonably balanced diet. Few children

exists who have not been biased/by the'sweet taste of sugar.'
.

Developing good food habits and teaching good firod choiks is'a

challenge to parents of chil4 care personnel: Many/ihildrensaccept only

a limited number of, foods. ,continuing to offer only the foods that a child

accepts or prefers/strengthens the poor habits of the child. For, example,

offering weiners,uttered'corn aud'chocolate pudding will never teach

a child to accept'broccoli. Fol!# acceptance's are ixWreased by the continued

offering of small portiots of the foodsrefusea, by providing informatia
about the food, by prdvying a model for the child by eating the food and -

by reinforcing food acdfptance. Better some broccoli in the garbage can

thin no exposure at all to a new or previously unaccepted food. Imagination

,.,

in meal planning and/preparation can result in develOping-in children a
wide acquaintancewittl a variety of foods. .

4

A quiet, rel d atmosphere far meal time prompts good appetite and the e

enjoyment of ftod . Maintenance of such an atmosphere requires%.parent or

adult supervisiofi and interaction.during meal times.' This time can be'
- well utilized to educatecbildren about food' choices and the-nutrient

contributions 4 yar4oui food groups.

Recommen ations for good nutrition must be made in terms of odds to

be offered o Made available to a child.: No attempt should be made to

coerce a ch d to -eat food he does not want. The u a sweets or desserts

as rewards pr to promote plate cltafiing activities xfs a practice that may

contribute/to the developtent of obesity and may promote dental caries.

'Davis: !Am. J. Dis. Child. 36, 651,.1928:
/
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' Food habits acquired in childilood form the nucleusof adult habits.
There fa.generaL agreement that diary habits in the US wouid be improved
and the idcidende of heart'disease,.obesity, diabetes dental caries.
would be decreased by the following changes in food se ection and preT

pardien. Many`Of these changes were toted in the comments section of the

-le.second- t k.,
P.. 'ir 4

A. Increase consumption of fruits and vegetables and whole grains.

B. Decrease consumption of meat and increase consumption of poultry
,and fish. .

\ .
.

.

C. Decrease consumption _of foods high Ni.n fat and partially substitute

... Aply-unsAturafed fat ovil4urated fat.
D. .Substitute non-fat milk for whole milk. r

. E. Decreaseconsumptiog of butterfatAteggs and other high cholesterol

sources. .
k , .

F. Decrease consumption of sugar and foods high in sugar Content
G. .DeCrease consumption of salt and foods high in saltcontent:

1

Accepting the capTicious appetite.--Children exhibit fluctuating*:
appetites and vary greatly in daily food intake.' For thidreason, it is
quite importafit that the qsality ofeach snack. or Meal offered to them con-
\tflin a high amount of nutrition per calorie. A good appetite is a sign of

health and a hungry child will eat almost anything placed before him.- As
parents we have the awesome task of selecting; preparing, guiding chdices

that will Setermilmthe ft{ture health of our children. A sample menu
meeting the criteria presented above for a'4-5 year old child is shown

below.
0

. 6

Breakfast 1 Cup low fat milk
I poach04 egg
1 slice whelegwheat toast
1 tsp. polytqaturated.margarine
1/2 orange ,

1/2 cup low fat milr
1/2 cup cantaldupe balls
1/2 slice oatmear bread

1/2 cup low fat milk
1 1/2 oz. baked fish
1/2 cup peas
1/4 cup carrots
1 bran muffin
1 tsp. of polyunaitFrateed margarine and oil used in

food preparation

.

1/2 cup low at milk
2 'tablespoons,peanut butter
1 slice whole'mrbsat bread

1/2,,9up low fat Milk

2 oz. broiled chicken
1/4 cup broccili
1/2 cup mashed Mato
1 tsp. pdlyunsatuiated margarine
1 apple -

Snack

Lunch

Snack

Dinner

I
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SATING CAN AE FUN

Rose Ann, Shorey Ph.D.

The University of Texas at Austin

Dietary'Goala For Tte United States, Nutrition Reviews, Vo]. 35, No. 5, May 1977, p. 121t.

It. 4. ,
TOPICAL SESSIONI4ANDOUT

A

,
0

. . , ,

The complete Committee Print, "DietarNy Goals for the United States," February, 4977 is
for sale by.ttiv Superintendent of Documents, 13.S. Government Printing Office, Washington,
D.C..20402. Price: 95C Stock No.: 052-070-'03913-2. .

/

U.c. DIETARY GOALS ,

*: 4
. Increase carbohydrate consumption to account for 55 to 60 percent q£ `the energy (caloric)

intake. '.
.

. Reduce overall fat consumption from approximately 40 to 30 percent of the ener intak.
. Reduce saturated fat consumption to account for about 10 percent of total energ, intake'

and balance that with poly-unsaturated and mono-unsaturated fats, upich should account
.for about 10 percent of energyintake each. P /

. Reduce cholesterol consumption-to abbut 300, mg. a day.
'Reduce sugar consumption by aboUt 40 percent'to account for'about 15 percent qf total,
energy intake. ,

,=,,

q41

. Reduce salt consumption by about-50 to 85 percent to approxim4.tely 3 grams a day.

The Goals gUggest theFollowing Changes Food Selection.a Prepffration:

1. Increase consumption of fruits and ve etables and whole g
2. Decrease consumption of meat and increase'consumption of poult and fish.

3:. Decfease cOnsumption of foods high in fat and partially substitute oly-unsaturated fat
for saturated at.:

1., f

\;1°

11. Substitute -fat milk for whole milk.
.

.#
a

5. Decrease co sumption of butterfat, eggs and other h gh c esterol 'sources,

6. Decrease consumption of sugar and foods high in,su rlkonten
... Decrease consumption of salt and foods hi0in sat content.

t

_CURRENT DIET

\ ,

I 42% FAT

12% PROTEIN '\

46%
CARBOHYDRATE

1

V

16%
SATURATED

26% POLY-
AND MONO-
U6SATURA-
TE15

-

22% COM-
PLEX CAR-I
TOHYDRATE

24%

.\SUGAR

10%

SATURATED
20% POLY -

'AND MONO-
UNSATURA-
TED'

40-45%
COMPLEX
CARBOHY-
DRATE

15%
SUGAR

a

111
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DIETARY GOALS ".

30% FAT

12% PROTEIN

Or

58%
CARBOHYDRATE



Food GroUp4,

, .

Minimum. Food, Intake For Gobd Nutrition For Zbildren

Amounts,Per Day for
Age dioups'

1 yr. 2-3
. .

Milk and 4eeWi,j4c40 Or, 2 2-3

equivalent, A °;
.

4-

0 4)0

..1V;
% 0

_44

Mead group -Coftdie) 3 '14

-InclUdisPegg:lean
e fish, poultry; liver,-

peand; butter
4

A

`,Fruit and vegetabl
Vitamin C Source

in A

ups cups)
1/3 1/2

yr 4-5 ya

soUrce--darl;:. 24/8

yellowgreen o

. I

Comments

- -

'3
1

:
oz cheese gives 4/5 the alcium
'in 1'Cup milk / '

. Skim or72% fat mil.kproducs Will
lower- the coniTibution1towerd

. . saturated fats `of this 'group

5

11

fiuits and veget bles A:cre

Bread, cereal, starchy
vegetable (1 slid16 2'

equivalent-

Oils

unsaturated. fats' acids
Snacks Most children haveno additional An apple or a sliC ,qf pump

caloric requirements so that Snacks raisinread is a better ski
tsh9uld Come from the above groups:. cake, or sweets\in

contribute to meeting Overall nutr
tianal. requirements.'

4 t'

.1 egg, 1 Tbsp cOtiage.cbeese or .1'02
cheddar type Cheese glVes protein
e40.1.ralent to 1 oz ofwmeat

2 Tbpii'peanutbutter supplies apprimi
imately the,same amount of Protei
as,loz of meet_but is twice as
high in,ca1ories,

Tender,
or baked fish,haamore protein
per oz than. faired or fatty meets.

or prodessed products like weiners
luncheon meats O'r'fish sticks

/1

qt.
Cittis, berries, tomato, Cabbage,-
-cantsaope!are'good souces
vitamin C

One cup of tomato= juice, has the
`-vitamin C egivalentil of 1/2 cup

citrus juice, canned, frabk of
fresh

Real j uites\ ntain more than the
. sugar and vitamin C 1 powdered

. ..juices o jullt drinks '

Carrots,#ieet potatoes, spinach
are geod sources of vitamin A

Vegetables should be prOperly cooked.
,,with a minimum amount of water,_
Fresh, unsweetened fruitsancre
variety.of'fresh,egetables.are,.
suggested

0".

Approximately 1 Tb/diy

up cooked or pasta. equals
111 ice breid

Whole g 'n or enriched,brea airy
Sichpiy.caloties 'than cakes

most coo s

Whole plc) is ,have vitamin- >r;

D
6
and minerals not in 8114

enpunie in enriched products,;

Corn, soybean, cottonseed and se
flower oils are a sourci3Of poly-

nd vit. R
n or

k tha
the

1

112
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"I CAN'T STAND 'THIS FIGpiN.6 ANYMORE":
A Cipser Look ax4.tilling Rivalry .

4 PiXiire la Williams, Jr.
.., ..

.3otill abecial assistance from- ...

tvonpe*-"tamp' Os, Carmen Morales- and Dianne Wilson
, s.

....,..., . ,

.0-''''' '" I
ODUCTIOIA

..,,,
-̀.*sit In the *world around.us °day,' there are many kinds of ..rivalries

taking place; Rivalry is wor which ually means ,soave, kind of
Competition 'Between two o more im.tra, or things, Some

- ' examples -are rivalries b a iompinies, clothes makers,
. lasoltne,stAtions, athlet etre ationsl uriiversitVes,public

schools',_ political' parties, mageAtons, dogs and cats, fixi drivers, ,'
rock groups, television and,-rtidio stations, food stores, airline carriers,',
wives and ,husbands,, c.hildien and many 0. many other examples that space, does

_ not allow' to lie ,l4...ertcl in this paper. Each of these ri;.Taliries exists be- .

cause of peo e or animals wanting to survive (stay4 Live). This intludes -:
, being as d as, better than,'- or the-bent of what ,e3C1.13t13'. Whether rival-
, riii e good br bad is a matterof di,anion, but it -seems as' though. they

1... be with us for as long as there is ilife*.onaearth. 4

o .

r , '

Rivalries probably began with the first day of ..lif 'n earth. Most
of the earliest comp tion -was between the different ki ds of animal .

_ 'J
-groups thought to ha Awed on earth before man' did. They were 'rivals

,. because their means f survival (ways to keep, living) depended on it.
..**' Thus animals fought and killed :Other animals, Scientists state- that

this .was and. is normal and natural because it helps "maintain ti* balance '
of nature:" This is another way of saying that the fighting and killittg
helped to keep cob many of one paifOicular kind of animal from living on

w qi dominating Life on- earth. N ,- ,

.4. .

. ' A ,

Competitio# among and bet3en human, beigs is also based on survival. ,

'Humans 'haire fought- and killed *tie another too. Part of this rivalry was
based on survival, butnot as solely on the 'basis of "maintaining the..

4earth's 'life balarce", as was the case with animals. Rivalry among' humans J

= has existed to keep one individual, or group from'being dominant (human vs. - -V.

human), tb keep humans in control of lift 4naiearth '(human vs. animals), , .

umadto.provide a comfortable secure living place. h vs. environment and
...4(animals) , to provide food and clothing, 4hudikerve. animals,'"erivironmerit), '

and to provide for a better life, (human va. human, animals and environment) ,..,. These and Other reasons, not mentioned, help give some idea as to Qhy ,

rivalry exists. or - ,

-.

-There are several forms of rivalries. Some of these forms are as
..,--.-- ,follows :

1. Close rivals (nearby, happend often) ,

2. distant rivals Vear away; happehs- only- a 'few times/ 7: 4 '
a
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+ 3: overt rivals (open, easily seen or felt)
in coveit rivals (subtle, low level, not easily seen)

'5. .friendly rivals (for .fun, clean, no harm, nowinnersl.
6. deadly.. niyals (hostile, intend to. hurt, kill7rdestroY) .

- 7. 'time rivals (happen at set times; yearly,' monthly, weekly,
frequently, occasionally, continually) . ,

8.' arch rivals (main or only one). .
.

9, intense rivals (deeply felt; expressed, acted out)

SUch rivalries; along with other forms of rivalries not included
'here, are among the many factors that must be thought.aBout when trying
to understan the meaning and effect of the word rivalry. °Hopefullf,
these descriptions of tie kinds and forms- of rivalries willilead ma
better unders ding of what sibling rivalry its causes, problems
and effects. ,

.., Sibling is a term used to describe two or mate children who haver.
the dame parent or parents. 'Sibling rivalry means the different kinds
and rms of competition that happens' between and among children in a.
"family Rivalries between childten did not begin with children them-

selves. COmpetition.develops from what they see, hear, feet, under
`stand and learn from the world around them. Therefore, the blame.for

rivalries cannotibe placed ochildten themselies. Instead, much of

the blame'rests squately onthe shoulders of those who are responsible-
afar siblings' coneeption, rearing, and the situations in which they grow '
and develop.

CAUSE PROBL , AND EFFECTS OF SIBLING' RIVALRY

world Around them filled.with a variety of rivalries or the

pot ia such rivalries, it is easy to pinpoint some .of the major

causes of rivalries. For a long time many people have thought that "a
little competition" was good for everyone, even children. It was supposed
to build character, a winning attitude, a desire to excel, 6? to be on
top. This was deemed necessaryto be successful in America'd Capitalistic
society. However, more and more persons in recent years hAVe slowly moved
away from this kind of thinking. They believe that competition should not

. be the most .important part of our society and it shou16,mot be a major
part of how children are prepared 14 life. Instead of stressing compe-
tition, cooperation should be made more important. Alook at some of the
causes,,probleis and effects of rivalries will help explain why there is
a need fbr this changt-inthinking.

y. Jealousy: One of the main causes of sibling rivalrykis jealousy..

Jealousy means to resent or dislike someone for something he or.she has,
is or can do. .Jealousy causes Sibling 'rivalries because children find it
hard to share parents love, attention, affection, interaction and praise
with other siblings. Children find it hard to understand or realize that
parent sharing of love with another sibling does not mean that they are'
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loved any less. Stiaring,often Appears to children as ac ally cutting

up and diiiding their love or attention into smaller pieces when new

-siblings arrive. Although the amount of time spent with each child may
be so divided; parenta love usually stays the same for all siblings. This

becomes'mgre of a problem when seCondthird, fourth, etc., siblings,
arrive in the family. Each new arrival appears to threaten the security
of siblings alieady there.- The usual attention to and excitement of a new
sibling distracts att'ention'from existing siblings. They feel leftbut,

unwanted and unattended. .34alousy of the new sibling can grow quickly

, 'and deeply. It affects first.born, middle horn and last born jai different

ways. The relationships between siblingti-can be very negative if parents

are unaware of this feeling and do not take steps to keep it, at a minimum.
Hostility, anger,, aggression can occur between siblings if jealousy is not
checked early. 'COoperating, 'loving, sharing, and caring which are important
to getting along and living together happily, cannot he found in 'situations
where jealousy is allowed to develop and stay..

.

2. ;ex.,: Rivalries between:females and males, males and males, and
females amd females have existed for quite awhile. 'Males usually are
taught andwant to be stronger, better ,leaders, more athletic, mclet aggres-

-sive,'more adventuresole andmorp dgminating: Females usually kielltaught-

and,Ntent,to be givingarming,isuppOrtive, loving; threatening, and

non-cottetitive. _They learn this early in life and develop totpetition
along these linesi Most relationships between brothels and sisters are
based on'such early feefinmand training. pais cauSeOuch problems as
boys not seeing girls-as 'equals or peers, even as human\beings; boys-
stereotyping girls; boys avoiding activities thought to be non-masculine,
and the development of male-dominant/female-weak attitudes. Competition

along'such lines can be easily' seen in their play and daily interactions.
toys always want to win_when ehey do play games with girls, put them down,
make them feel infexior'and Itas intelligent. Sudh attitudes cau a

false-'s enae of security in-males. They, also help maintain the chauvin-

istIc (kale suprete) feeling in our society.- This has' a negative effect
on providing equal rights, opportunities, status,.and better fulfillment

of life for women. Sibling rivalry with respect to sexuality causes d'ote

of the early proubting of,sex discrimination. 0

3. .Acceptance: Not being accepted or being less accepted than a

brother or sister can create jealousy. All children need to feel accepted

' especially by their parents. When one sibling, usually the newest one
more successful one, receives more acceptance than another or others, envy
and sometimes hatred develops. This causes fights, arguments, And compe-
tition among siblings that affects their ability to get along, grow up,
and live together\as a family, Parents often punish these feelings, in

-siblings without really.understanding the root cause. Not only are the
litter feelings and rivalries continued between siblings but often negative
dreelings toward parents are developed by the non-or less edcepted sibling(s).

4. Favoritism: As human'beingS, we tenet() like some people more

than others. The reasons for liking some people:more than ethers include
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theappeal of,- admiration for,love a dedire to be like, success of, and

accomplishments of those liked. Favo means selecting, chossing,

liking, using, responding to one person or thing ;ore often thah others.

Doing this with siblings causes bad feelings to develop and /grow between

them. 'Rivalries develop because esth sibling wants to be the favored,

-esteemed, moat-liked one. Being-favored means' receiving and getting to be

the -center:of parent attention. Showing favoritism or partiality -tco one

sibling over -anther's causes rivalries to .grow and prevents family unity.

andhappiness. Mady timesthis not only affects sibling relationships
while at home, bqt alsa after becoming adults and moving away from each

other.. The closeness of kinships, friendships, companionship and together-

. pess often fails to happen. It is, unfortunate when this is nat a part of

siblineadtivities.k)

5. ttomparison
4

As '4umah beings, it is natural to compare people
and things in decid g wil$018 liked best, least, or not at all.

WhilN.
IL

e Lhis-mayobe alright for non-human things, it doei not work out

--that well- for humAns, especially" children. Most arents have fleas,
_odghts, goals, dims and wishes about-what they would like for their
children and thfmseives to be or attain inlife. These feelings are

passed,on,to children' through the ways in which parents interact with and

respond to them. When sone or more sibling shows or lives up to parent
lw

expectations; rewards, Praise and compliments are given. When.1444ings

?live 'up toparent\expectatiOns\or want and do things different from

thaeexpectations, parents often find Ott hard to deal'with. One of the,

fregi,lent things done to get siblings to ,take on parent interests instead

of their own'is-fdcompare siblings. -Suitt: comments as, 'Why can't you

' ' ,be more like-..?", "You should make good'grades like...?a,."Be a teacher

your brother is... " =are often used. Using comparison*: causes

:,.parents to denylsiblings their right, and the.qpportunity of individuality. .

'Sliblings become frUstrated, jealous, envious, insecure and disinterested.

`The effects of these feelings are shown in sibling relationships and

AterActions.WIth. parents and other siblings. Poor communication, lachf;

af4tlosenessi low self-esteem, friction,lackof trust and other such

.factors are. the results of parent,comparisons of siblings and contributes

tothe development of rivalries'.

6. Birth Order: Much has been written about how the order of --.

et \
bil.r0 Affects parent attitudes about and interactions with siblings.

Birth order refers to ordir in which each 'sibl 1.s born-first, second...

461
last. Unfortufately,"the order of sibling be as been shown to.

determine how parents feel and 'respond to certa siblin s. .he most

favored positions are first bores-(parent illeellerythie171 and last

7borns (the bar forever).. Parents with onev-40i7.d are different from

' time

e40, three or more childr en. ,Bach new, child lessens the

'time that can be givenopo any one sibling.' "Firit'borns are usually the

only children to have ell, of their parents, e, attention, and energy

during the important infant years. They deive more andring,talking
to, and attention than-latersborn siblings who have to share parents.

Parents being"so proud of first bores tend toil:dace a of their hopes
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in or with them. Everything they want or wanted to be is desired for
° the first born. It is most difficult for the first borns to share with
a new baby. They resent giving up what was once belonged to them only.
They can feel betrayed, angry, t reate d, hostile, scared and unloved
with the arrival of a new born, ese eelings put them in competition
with new siblings for parents std tion and: response. Furst- borne

, usually hive higher self-esteem, nfidence, and potential to cope due
to-experiencing more parental handling, attention, and social approval
during infancy. This also helps them to feel more secure'in the world
around them. Middle born siblings are in the least desirpd placikof the
birth order. 'First borns are 'usually ahead of them in most things plus'
have the prestige of being older:. First-to school,, to have a bike, to
get new clothes, are some Of the many.things oldest childrerk have, do,
or get before] middle siblings. Last borns are behind middles siblings
and get a special kind of love, attention, and foCus--"the baby". Last
borns are most protected by parents andeverythinwthey do is "cute"
but with middle siblings this did not happen. 'Middle stblings find it
almoit impossible to equally share parents with the' first and last bor4
siblings. Being'in the middle causes these siblings to develop strong'
rivalries. No matter whit.they do, they are still in the midd147:never :

being able to reach first born status nor enjoy the extra love,protection
and benefits that last born& enjoy. Last borns, "the baby" are.uivally
given too much parent attention. Parent ex0eriences with other siblings
alias last borns to geX and do things that were Wit possible with the
older siblings, The attention last borns °get fiom parents and that
parents require older siblings to give often causes problems. Older
siblings resent last borns for the "special" attention, respOnse, etc.,
that they get. Last borns also use their favored status to get back'
at older siblings through parents (complaints, tattle tales, etc.).
Set borns, by being'yOung, cannot always participate in the same kinds

/ of activities or at the same level. To have to include last Horns,
creates anger, frustration and-resentment: Older siblings make fun
of and belittle last horns. Deep rivalries develop between siblings, -

themselves and between siblings andiparents. This Causes many problems-
in the family life.

7. Age Spacing: Parents often want tnd try'to'have their Childr
born close together. The desire is to have tkerni;"grow.up" together,
be playmates and companions. The time between childfen's birt., of-IpaKes
Alk think this way is about 1 1/2 to 2 years. Some authorities and research
has shown that th4s age distance between sibling, birth may be too close,
It could cause soie problems that parents are not aware of. Some author-
ities feel that at least three years is a better period of time between 4
sibling. births. Cloainess in sibling age is said to cause-competitineness
and 'rivalries instead of friendship. There are too many opporEunitiA w.

for Comparison'between siblings when y are this close In age. As

tinted before, sibling comparison le envy, jealousy, dislike, and
rivalry. Often, these feelings have d effect on 4pmily unitY.y.
vision of loyalty and devotion, poo communications, status seeking,-
elfishness, low .expectations all can result from such-rivalries between P
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siblings. In addition, siblings are often not thatcloae in elementary

and hip' sChooli,anyway because of.theii own interests And set of friends.

How close,or how far apart siblings are planned, for still is and remains

v the. right of parents. The needs of parents should Ix 'one of first

considerations in planning their own families. These comments were given

to provide parents.with more information to keep in mind preparing for

children. 1* . .

8. Marital Problems; Many 0.111es problems which existbetween parents /

affects therelationships'between siblings. Sometimesrsibliags, caught

in the middle of marital problems, become victims of perents',efforts to

"win" in solving these problems. Parents Contribute to rivalries between

themsel=th.siblings. They give special attention, treats, surprises,

,and da s 1.things with siblings in order to be the favorite parent.

Being "favored" among the siblings causes some-jealousy and insecurity

on the part of ole-Parent. This could lessen his or her possibility of

solving 'the Marital issi0 and enhance the "favOred" parent's position.

In a negative sense, marital problems could cause ptrents to'be less"

attentive, reSponsive,;sccepting, loving and caring of siblings. This

leads,to competition iand rivalry among siblings inorder to get parents,.'

to give these much'needed feelings and actions. Not only are parents,

divided now, but so are the children with respect to relationships be-

tween parents and parents, 'parents and children (siblings) and.siblings".'

and siblings. The effect of such a situation is family chaos. v

Bight factors -- jealousy sex, order, of birth, age-spacing, favor -,

,
itism, comparison, marital problems and acceptance-- have'been talked:

about as causes o&sibling rivalry! There has also been a discussion

of the problems each factor causes and their effects. In,additioh to

theieeiglit factors, mistrust, criticism, individual skills and abilities,

status expectations, independence/dependence, self-esteem, stages of

1X10;wth and development, selfishness, thinking-feeling-doing needs, and '

-,* inse city are some of Abe other things that can cause rivalry.among

an etween siblings. It was pointed out that fighting, arguing,

c acing; poor communication, lack of togetherness, iso ation, abuse,

critiCism, hatred d frustration were some of the prdi) is and effects

of sibling.rivalriesan. To help avoid sibling competition And the many

bad'aide effects it causes, some helpful guidelines are g n in the

following section 'of this paper.

GUIDELINEg FOR REDUCING SIBLING RIVALRIES

gt 0

-,, Many times it is much easier to soy wile; wrong with or what the

problems are in situations than it is to giVe some helpful ways for

-7 4 / improving'or solving them. (Care must be.taken whenever suggesting ways --

to improve eibllng problem situations. It is necessary to be careful . -

, .

. ,
because parents and. their siblings differ from faMily to family and

.
.

within the 'family itself." What works for one family in one situation ..

mar not work for another family in the same situation. On the other hand,

some suggestions may work just fine for many parents and siblinv. The,
I 0

. .

a
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important thing to remember about t ese guidelines is that they are pieces
of information fot parents to know d consider when trying to find
stecCessfulways to-reduce sibling riv lries:

Guideline #1 Respect each child's \ight .to be an ndividual. Frisch
is different. 'At times, they will enjoy doingthand being a part of things'parents want them to do

4 and be. _They also -will, at times, prefer' to do.. thing
in their own way,, ,on. their .oLi, when they are ready,,

i iiitits whom they want and where they want to Unless this. ,
',. ' creates: some, real ' p rob lem, 'parents should encourage '. \/

4
and allow such iridividu.al freedom. This helps to) \develop ,. . oe 4 7

. .trust, securit#, self%esteem, special talents; confidenc,e;/ status and; tiost important, gives parents special opporrie, , , tunitties to xespeot , accept, attend and, respond to ea
v
. .

,, .-- " dhilci. This- action. can hap avoid many of 'theksibli gz . /.i . -rives help bring-out the uniquaess f.4. - .. a .

,.. ..I eachsibliilg. : -, ,..e- , , ..
Guideline P,rtoitid-i' each sibling, wth' the sauce 'amount eff to

4..- Always shoeng: eactk Child that he or title is st 1 loVed=
them feel, acegptetnd cared about. s also

.. . 1ps Eraild tieeufe. f ing abouthis or he place in
.ttie f amioly.'"*, At b:eit, 1 siblings want to 'feker equally4 . -loyed_by patents.. Pipbkems, (rtialrieS espeCially) arise
,,;wherotney do riot geethes,i fee'ings froms.thiir parents.

. Parent love shoulk tiot be seen as , a .coRanodity to bargain
. '1,usteed,, iC should be an ever present feeling which

' chilfien*knOW 'they sharia'I equal part of
) , '

,, ,' . Guideline. #3 . ,Reward- schildt.en. for their attempts to 4,o and finish
c- .- ' activiii.ea.). Trl and error. is still one of the main-.:4. . .,

'Ways ;that' -,leii-n. .' children are .not perfect ,and
. .\', ,, reillmake mistakes. Encouragement to -keep trying and '.

..
. :' praise.trewartis for :their efforts is very 'important... -.1 11-... . . to

..- . -
. , ". ' i ,These,actline help tellchildren 'that they are Eippre-

, elated, someone is dcrdeerned about them, help is av4iill.
' ' '', ...''. -aA-e,; 89meone; cares sn' d

*
.is interebted in '-their activities.

.;. ..; ' .. If 'each' hild can zetzeive this kind of attention from
- i parents-',itiere)will-be little time spent-trying to outdo

, - ,4. . .
-, - ., . 6,thek siblings arid more' time spent" on improving' and .

'expanding, sect. , , ; ,
...

. : " . I

- , ,_.:
,

', .Guidel'Inie #4,, Gi ve each child time ,and attention, '11*.f§ is especially
'. , . . important to children- ,s . they grow and develop. Although

it'will be h#rd foe pitents to .give ,eaph child equal time. .
. s and. attention all the time; they should work hard to come

close to doing so. Children quickly notice when one
sibling'receives more than atioit iher. *This causes ankety,
'uncertainty and ean 'Set the stage for a rivalry to develop.

i
. *

4
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..
Equal time' may notlalwayd be required, bdt,tiMe enough to

satisfy.the need must be given. The .saying that Iti. it's

not the quPntieY.but,thesuality..." helps to further
.

-emphasize this guideline, :

.
.

.

Encourage childr#n'to be more cooperative and less com0e- '1

titive. Competition has its place and all_thildren-sooner

or later w341 ta

s

part in. some. Buf in.order,t'fOrlemiliep .-

to have more succe and happiness while living-together,

muctr cooperation is needed.. While siblingi witl ha'expected

to do many''things pn their own, while many situations will

require that they workt ether as 'a team.: CoOperatipg to .- .

Guideline #5

1 i
at

make famitly life better,an more fun.cpn help>children see ? ..'

how impOrtant'their role is. Knowing that someone or every-

one.is,epending on them for t eir share makes Sibling.

feel wanted"valuable 10,neede They feel more like an
i

import] part of the Tamily'rath than little or non-

need member. Parents can -arrange amily- activities and,

tasks so ,that each. sibling has many 'o ortunities .to coop- ,

erate. The chances to'competg will co but they.should

not be made, to pit 'sibling against Siblin sb, that it

-destroys' family 'unity, makes for, differences etween

siblings and .prevents sibling appreciation of =.ch #'

Guideline #6 Help children recognize and undergtan

-so that they can improve siblengrelationships.
siblingg express ill 'feelings and emotions Bit do .not

really mean them. Thege are what*theyhave seen others

'
do and/or are the only ways they know to express their

.frustrations. Most of .the time these feelings and emo-

tions are directed toward other siblings and'pometmes
toward parents:* Helping children to understand why they

have -these feelings:end learnink how to solve7their.'
c

problems in other Ways willreduce the friCtion that

occurs inaiblina relationships. As' siblings learn to

handle their problems, it increases self-awarenegs and

confidence. It also helps"to build sibling respect for

each other because parents do not always have to inter -

vene. Decreasing 'pVobleae among ,siblings lessens the

chance for harmful rivalries to develop.

Guideline #7 are children for the arrival of new sibl g. The

sud n or not understood appearance of a new sibling .can

make o er siblings uncomfortable with and unsure of

their fa ly status. Each new child takes ewe); from'some .

of the pres t siblings parent attention and time. Ex-

plaining the , why, where and when about new.siblings

sets the stage r their arrival. 4fhile stressing the

impbrtance'new f= ly operating styles with the arrival of

a nesiblingo care should be taken so as not to lessen ,

, a*
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the status of existing siblings. 'Having some time to help
with the new sibling, but ,plenty of tithe :or, their own

activities awdsinterests helps assure older siblings that
they will not be; displaced in the family'structure. One
the newcsiblidl arrives, little or no time will be spent .

in or rivalry 11 good preparati has heen
'don ounce of preparation wi twig e wort a
pound of cure in dealing with the problem 9f sibling rival -
ries*

. .
. Gnida3ine'#8 Encourage children todevelop relationshipitioth inside

'and

..

outside of the family. AYlowing Children.to only
have relationships with their own brothers akd sisters
sometimes increases:the chanOs of sibling ri41kry. Inter-
acting with the saisliMilY,membeie-most,of the files does

., not alloW for new understandings and experiences to'take
place.- The more children understand about in-family and

--..........!,*,......-..x ,,a-k., <,-,_,z,nt.,..o.f...f..mttAy,,trfvr.trcrverw-oyvb.n.6.iatre-T4ffwe-.-t-zriftztre
. cooperate, VlayT_Iwork, acquire new ideas 'and see how to ,

_ .

get along with.others. These experienies can help to
.4evelop security, self-worth, responsibility, respect for
rights of others, and other:interpersonal skills. In
addition,. children can increasd their feelings for other ,

siblings as allies. Being ab to lookout for or help one
another when playing and doing things outside of the family,
makes within- the - family -life much better. There are Less
ogportuaries to compete head to head and more for muttial

.

support. ,

Other guidelines which are important%but will,,not)ie,discussed
include the following: ,r

Guideline #9

Guideline #10

Be 'aware of and try hard to satisfy the needs.for each stage
of sibling's growth and development -

A

Give children 1;4h'special problems. the support and propert_
services to Ca e for those deeds.

Guideline #11 Display healthy, friendly attitudes and relationships be-
tween parents as,models'for.siblings to develop' between
themselves. .0

-

Beuideline #12 B sure that children know, understand, and practice the
rules which govern family lifeand activities.

This list of guidelines does not include all that a family may,need
in i situation. -They do try to giVe insighte into how the problems of
aiblin: rivalry can be solved. Most parents. who have two or more children
have had to dell with the problem of sibling rivalries. Information about
this and other problems related to tearing children is important for
parents,. caretakers also, to know. Hopefully this paper Can serve as one
additional bit Of knowledge that parenting ones can use \in providing the

best possible situations for Children to grow and vievelop.
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LEARNING TO STALK ArND TALKING TO LEARN

Joyce H..-Coleman%
Our Lady of the Lake
San Antonio, Tegas.

Learning to' talk is one of the-most fisciniting and exciting
abilities that the young child develops. When you think about the
few short years that it takes for an infant to develop the ability
to express his emotions, feelings, and ideas in words, it seems-
almost iiracu1ous.

-
Learning to talk is not something'that just happens. It is

the result of the many experiences that the child has with language
4uring the firit years of life. The more that we learn-about hoi;

3"#01 children
realize how important the early years are.

beginnings,of0.anguage and speech stCrt with the early
cries, and sounds that the infant makes. Some of these sounds are
grunts, squeals, sighs, coughs, yawns, etc. These first sounds
are not learned. They occur naturally as the infant engages in
general body activity. All children, make these sounds, even deaf
children. Sometimes these sounds are'called coping.

41111
However, around four to sixsiontha of age, the baby begins to

make sounds like those of the language of his environment. If the
.language.is English, he will make English sounds.. If the language
is Spanish, he will make Spanish sounds:` This stage is called
babbling. It is thought that imitation plays an impoiliant role at
this time because each child makes the sounds that he hears. It is
also at this stage that deaf children stop making sounds.

44,

It Is a most delightful experience to observe a, baby making
sounds. When'the baby becomes aware that he'can make theselsOunds,
you will notice him "playing with sounds.,,You,will, also hear
different pitches. When We baby becomes aware that his taking of
sounds brings special attention, he will make even more sounds to
delight you, although much "soun0 playing" is for the pleasure that
the baby gains from making the sounds.

r v

While the child is ing to "play" witA sound, his ability
to discriminate sound is tdeveloping. Babies soon learn to
recognize the voice of the mother and other persons who care for
them on a dailybasis. Their voices. bring about squeals, smiles.
and laughs.

Around seven to Weight monthi'of age, the child begins to under-

saind the meaning of.some words. Some of the first words understood
will be Mainly, daddy, names of family members, baby,.and bye-bye.
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When the-child begins to understand a few words, he acquires an
understanding of. other words at a rapid rate. Although the child

may be learning to understand many words, he many not say words_
until eighteen or twenty months of age. Many children, however,
begin to say single.words around one year of. age. It is.these

f4swOrds that bring so much attention and excitement to parents.
Most.oarents are so anxious for their children to talk th t'some
babbling sounds are thought tdfbe words. It is not y that

some ma-aTa-a ma-a-s babblings have been interpreted as " a".

Soon after single words/are spoken, two 3nd three word coup:

binations like "want water", "go bye-bye", "fiby more", etc. are

put together. These combinations' of words are qhought to bthe
beginning- of grammar. When the childebegins putting words together
you will notice times when sounds are strung together in a sentence-
like, manner but are n6t understandable. ThisAabbering, as it is

,zet lacts,--..thamthild4-awarawass -and-441tarai.--
in, talking. Thib is a way of imitating people talking. During
'this,stage you will often see the child looking at and listening
,to people talking. ,

_

Between, two and thre ears of age, the chAd'understands
most simple w6Parand sentences spoken to him. He speaks in short,

sentences and carrys on simple'cqnvelhations. He listensto short
stories and names familiar objects in books and magazines,, Looking
at magazines ,and bOoks occupies some of the child's time at this ,

age if they are available to him.

If the child ip.actively curious': he begins to ask questions.
Sometimes the endlefs number of questions is irritating, particularly

if yOu are busy. But it is'the child's way of finding out about,

things he dOesn't understand. It also gives him ,time to practice

u ng some of his newly earned language skills.
\,

By three-years of age, the child's vocabulary will have in-

creased tremendously. You will hear plurals, prepositions,
articles, eonjunctions and possessive words in his speech. At

times he will repeat sounds and words. This is sometimes called

yttering. Usually speech repetitions at this age are temporary

,and should be ignored. Stuttering at this age is usually-a result
of the child'g thinking faster than he cpn thlk. Sometimes the
child's vocabulary is limited and he cOnot yet say What he wants
to, causing hesitations and repetitions in speech. A

You will hear the child saying words like mans, foots, mens,

mouses, etc. These words occur because the child has figured out ,

that one rule, or way of talking abdut more than one 'thing, is to
..add an (s) to the Word. hen children are learning the rules of
theirlanguage, they sometimes use them when'it is not correct.
Don't be concerned about these kinds of "errors". They are a

1 normal part of the child's language development. He will one day

use the correct word.
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Between four and five irears of age,'question asking will be at
its peak. It is important to continue being patient. At this time, 4

the child's speech probably will'beclear enough to be Understobd
by'most people. ,He. will be able to say the first sound of most
words correctly except'for the (s), (r), Iv), (1), (eh)* (0), and
(th) sounds., These will develop later. The foui year old's speech

.contains longer '`sentences than used previously, He can name and
describe objects in pictures, follow more complen directions, listen
to and retellAtories, and put events in sequence. Carrying on a.
conversation with a four year old can be very' enjoyable.

By five years of age, the child with understind most of. the

language that will be used in everyday conversations. He will ask
questions to get information about. how things work and the meaning,

of words. He will tell.longer stories and make up simple stories.
By six ycarssof age, the child is,rather skillful in the use of

r-na-wn -wow It ft,rt,

-1"-aktregi'

,44.
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As stated warner, the learning of language, doesn't just
happen becaude,the child'gets older. Language develops according

to the amount of language stimulation that the child expertences
and according totHe quality of.language that the-child hears
By lsAguage 'Stimulation, we mean the amount of languagethat the

child hears. By quality of.language, we mean the kind of-l.nnguage
heard, i.e. baby talk, slang, short simple sentencer7compleX
sentences, Malted vocabulary, enriched vbcabulary.

Since a Child's early,years'sre spent primarily with parents,
family members'and possibly day care teachers6 theie persons play

an important role in the'young childl,s langVagegdevelopment. Just'

think,tif ydu are a parent or a teacher how 144ortant you are to

your :-Children's learning how.to talk. You canAssist-theM in
developing language skills that will help them become well function-

ing students ould.later adults.
-

What can parents and teachers do?.. First think about all of

the ways that you use language. You use language to say how you
'feel, to ask questions, to talk about what you are doing, to
'describe objects, people, And events, to give information and to
solve problems to name a few ways. By usinelanguage the way you
do everyday, you*can give your children language experiences that
will help them learn language. It is not complicated or something

that requires special training. You must be "aware that your children

need to have lots of experiences hearing language, prefe ably from
adults and that as they.are learning to talk, they need o ortunities

to talk. This means that parents and teachers need to ale be good

listeners.

Now think about how you can use your language skills to'help

your child or children learn to talk. You can talk about wha ou

are doing. For example, if you are bathing the child, talk ab u

1"

L
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the'thinga you are using. Name them e.g., spap,,wash cloth,,tub% : .

water, powder. Tell. what you are doing e.g., "I am putting- he soap.,.

on the cloth so that I can rub it on you to.make you cleai. Npw I -

.4m putting water' oniI you to rinse off the soap".

Name and describe objects that thechild sees everyday. As

adults the names of things are known to us., We sometimes forget
that young children have to learn the names of a world ofthings.
We can help them by 'saying the-names of things as we use them and

.
as-the Child plays with them or looks at them. For examples when-

,- you are dr-eosin the child, name and describe.the various pieces

of clothing as ou.put them op., When you are feeding, him, name and

'describe the food being 'este& -When you,describe objects, talk .

,{bout their color, size; and shape. Talk,about how they feel,, smell,

Ind:what they-are.made Of. 'If food, talk about hots it tastes. All

langhage, it also proliides 'the child with,much knowledge about his

41%

Ae:he learni, to talk, ask the child questions. A'sking.the

child questions will give him the opportunity to use his new- .

language skills, It also give's the child 'practice in using his

thinking Skills. Ask questions' like, "Where is your ball?"; "How
does your\cookie taste?", "Where are you going?", etc.

When the child is able to sit and listen to stories for short

periods of time, read to your child. Children whose Parents read
tottheM frequ ntly during the early years tend to develop better

language skil and to do better in reading than children whose

parents do not ake time to read to them. It is-sometimes difficult

for parents to nd the time to sit down and, read to their children
but the time spe t with your child reading and telling stories can
be very,ikportant to the development of later reading skills.

While reading and talking to childrenexe important, listening
to children is equally as important. As adults we tend todo mist

of the talking. Ifchildren.are to develop their language skills '

sA

to their fullest extent, they need to practice talking. When

'parents and teachers listen to children they learn about what
children know, they discover things that are of nterest:to children
and they give children a feeling of importance. Everyone likes to

have the attention of someone that is important to them. tAt first,
you may have to practice listeningi but it can be worthwhile and

enjoyable experience.

As parents and teachers you want children to learn how to
exprkss.their feelings in a manner that is acceptable. You -can

help children learn how to do this by showing them how. Tell'how

you feel. Express your lovein words as well as hugs and kisses.
When you are angry explain why, e.g., "I am feeling veryangry now

because yohit sister.". When you feel sad talk about how yot are
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feeling. When you at, 4gay go. Children Neg. a Reed to
. /

.
'expreps feelings and emotionertoo and often have difficulty. .

doing.so. Your example can be very Important to the child's
I? *social and emotionalldeveloirment as well as his language develop-

ment. '11' '' . . "4
\ ._.

. . ..

. .

.. .

Reading, talking; and listening with childrennot only helps
them develop languige and reading skint, it also helps childre4'
and parents, and children and teachers developsa goOd relationship,
which is very important. Feelings that-a child deveOps,about,
himselkand others during the early years of ljfe.stay with him
as an Milt. :_.

..

..-
.

.

As parents allimmichers,you are apeeial people to each of.
your children. GOE'elch child the best you have to give of yoUr- .

/..-------;--solf4.----14---yeu.--(10:1--your-ehillirirrAs-14-ves--vill-bp'eniched-.--7-----"----'-----
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TOYS.--GET THE MOST FOR YOUR MONEY

AkJohetins Hulls, Ph.D.
Department of Home Economics
University of Texas at Austin'

,

d.
The,importince of play in a child's development cannot be over-.

eat ted. Play is the child's way of learning about himself and
. hi world. Through play the child explores the physical and social

wo d around him, tests and develops Social and learning skills he
or she will need'in thefuture, and discover outlets fol. the expres-
siod of crativity, c9riesity,, and individuality. The child learns
about himself through play as the child discoversowhat he or she can
do and develops thinfidence in his or her abilities.

Toys are the tools which children use in Creating their play.
Ai play is the important work of children, the tools of play,should
be of the best qbality 'possible. rn discussing the importance of
qUality toys, 'Hartley and Goldenson (1963) state:

"When we buy 'toys, we are investing our money as surely
as .yhen we buy stocks; -and the Commodity we are invest-
ing in may be more important than shares in e concern.
We should expect a fair return for our dollar in terms

-) 'of play interests, encouragement, imprdvement in skills;
and length of servite...andtprice is no criterion of the
toys worth...(p. )."

To be a wise buyer of toys for children,parents and other Adults
. must establish some basic guidelines to follow in_their toy;purchases.
Below'are suggestions of ways parents can become better consuWerswof

_toys for childfen of all ages.

ChOksing the Best Toys for Your Child

Select toys which are suited to your child's interests and abil-
ities. The bes&toys are those which enable the child to pillt.tice
those skills he has already acquired while alsoencouragingfEhe,child
to stretch these skille 'to higher levels of masfery., Toys which are
too simple will not hdld'the child's Attention. Likewl6e, toys which

are too advanced lead to OUstration and a sense of failure.

Suggested toys for different levels of development include the
41 following.1

.

lAdapted from:. ,
..

Hartley, R.E.And Goldensoh, R.M. The Complete Bookof Children's'

Play.' Revlied Ed.001New York: ThomaS Y.'Crowell Cow 1963.

. ,
Office ofEarttChildhood DeVelOpmeni, Texas Department of Public

Affairs:' Care Urged>in Buying of*To7s.for Children.'

.. 4. .,
, . , 10:, .1,9142 3.- \
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*Infant to Six-Months: Brightly colored, cuddly, large manipu-
.1ative toys which st)mulate looking and hearing senses.
Includes such items as bright colo ictures or fabric han

ings'on wall' near crib, stuffed animal that apeak, homema e

or cotmercial ib-mobiles. Around thre ontlis, rattles,

wooden rings, lastic bracelets, squeeze toya, cloth balls,
and-washable cuddle toys become excellent play - materials.

Six Months to One Year: Play materials include sturdy toys
that can be banged or thrown and objects to be picked pp and ,

held. Common household objects such as measuring cups, spoon
and cup combination and paper are good toys for developing
handarm coordination. Also include brightly colored sponges

and Other bath toys, non-glass mirrors and toys,u4ch introduce
size and shape. 'Old-fashioned clothes pins with plastic
bottles or tin pans, and graduated'cups facilitate "'putting
in" and "taking our" play which develops around one year.

One Year to 18 Months: Push-pull toys and other play materials
okthat can accompany the child as he learns to walk are a must.
Some children will be interested in dolls (all rubber without
hair andeyes). Simple books of starched cloth or heavy card-
board with bright colored pispres of familiar objects day be

t introduced if the child is in'erested.

18 Months t2 Years: Select toys which alliTi4 the,child to

fit things together and pull apart such as plastic bottles
with screw -tops, peg-boards (with large pegs), rubber beads.
Books and music become interesting for the two-year-61d.
Waterlksand, Inddirt'are excellent play, materials for digging,

pouring, and mixing.
'

Two to Three Yearsk Imitative play is developing and toys
which encourage imitation 8f real events such as play telepDpnes,
dolls,Lfor boys aria girls), brooms, mops, pots and pans are good.
Art mAterials such as clay and finger paints provide sensory
'experience. Other play materials include sturdy low-level out-

door cliMbers and slides, and toys requiring &ore finger and t
hand coordination (2 to 3 piece jigsaw puzzle; 2-inch colored f

wooden blocks, large stringing beads, trucks, and cars).

Three to Five Years:. Social contacts are developing. Select

toyi which stimulate imagination and encourage play with others
such as housekeeping play equipment, dfess tip, trucks and cars,
regular building blacks, and tricycle. Fine motor skills are

more developed and children enjoy large crayons and easel paints
with large brushes and large sheets of paper, clay, and chalk-

board. More detailed puzzles ..(10 pieces,'smell, taste and feel
materials; lotto: hammer and nail sets, and leggo facilitate
concept development, coodrination and creativity. Books,

records, and musical instruments are important.
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aim Five to Six Years: Five year olds are explorers. Include
science material such as magnets and pocket magnifying
glasses. Other materials inglig costumes for play, simple
woodworking tools simple dol use, rubber or wooden
animals and pe for ylay, miniature trucks and machinery,
balls nd h s. Motor skills developed enough for sewing
(with ng needles), st inging beads and necklaces,
mosaic blocks. Interest in numbers are facilitated through
clocks, domino sets, and playing cards.

Six to Seven Years: Physical skills are important. Include
jump rope, bouncing balls, marbles, roller skated. Bikes are
introduced between 6 and 8. Playthings need to be sturdy and
include large scale toys and machinery. True -to -life equip-

,
ment (hammers, etc.), dress-up play items, paper dolls, and
puppet aresalso important. Table games include dominos,
checkers, lotto. Games with rules should be simple.

Seven to Nine Years: Physical skills are still important.
Include baseball equipment, tether ball, tops and marbles,
dress -up clothes, and doll play material, ntiforms and
costumes, collections of items, group games, crayons, pencils,.
modeling clay for art objects. `Other play materials are
simple erector sets, things-to7do, quiz books, and handicraft
se's.

r

Re er-that eve y child is different from every other child.

While the a ve list s ggests toys whichfare suited for children at
the various a e lev , not .all chi rev will be ready for these 'toys

at the ages described. Somewill\be ready for specific toys at
-earlier ages, while others will be ready at later ages. It is impor-
tant for parents'to observe their child at play to determine his or
hep'current interests and the skills he or she is in the process of
mastering..., '

Toys which are versatile provide greater options for play. The

play of the child is not highly specialized. The more possibilities
for play in the toy, the more interesting the toy is to the child.
The most versatile toys are thoee which are simple in design. A
baby doll provides more options for play than a battery operated
doll which Tes, coos, or kicks its legs. Similarly, a truck which
can be used or loading andhauling a variety of materials including

people is more.versatile than a detailed model passenger car_designed
to carry people only.

Another group of vergatile toys are those which "grow with the,
child"'and Maintain usefulness for several years. A three-year7old

may use the toy in one way and a five-year-old'in a different way,
but the toy meetsthe developmental level and interests of both ages.
As noted by Hartley and Goldenson (1963); blocks are an excellent..

1.25
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example of a toy which growscwith the'child. The two-year-old piles

r the blocks, the four-year-old builds with them, and the seven-year-
qld uses them to. make towns for play people and cars. Other toys

which grow with children include balls, playhouse materiald, sturdy
trucks and cars; woodworking materials, clay, fingerpaint, and other

art supplies.

Toys should stimulate- theLchild to be an active' participant in
_

-1113y, rather than a passive observer. A wind-up-or bettery,opetated
toy' which turns somersaults, dahces, or squeaks may-provide a few

-hours of amusement but quickly becomes boring: In contrast, toys

14hich encourage children to use their own ideas and imagination
C.provide unlimited hours of play. Toys are tools for learning, and

when children are actively involved in play, they learn more
,efficiently.

'Select toys which are durable.: The toy should outlive the child's

need to 'play with it. Toys wich break-easily- area waste of money.
In addition, children are made to feel guilty and become frustrated'

den toys break" during play. Instead of teaching the child how to

"lay creatively and constructively, breakable. toys teach the child

to be destructive rith_his or her. possessions.

Simple toys are more durable thanecomplex ones as there are

fewer parts to break or lose. Construction pPthe toy is another

key factor. Dovetail joints are the most durable. Screws hold

better than nails and are safer. Rivits are less durable than nuts

and bolts. . .

"."

Also consider the type of material from which the toy is made.

liardwoods such as maple will take wear and tear better than pine

ind other soft woods. Inexpensive plastics are perhaps tie Least

durable. If a plastic toy is to receive a large amount' of wear and
.tear, test it carefully.to see if it will-hold up under use. Metal

,toys are usually good for a long life; however, sheet metal toys

may be dangerous. A toy joined by metal tabs will have a short life.

Select toys which are attractive and aesthetically pleasing.
Bright colored, well-degigned toys help create an appreciationifor

:beauty. When toys are attractive to the child, he dr,she is more
likely to late the toy in play.'

Last but perhaps most Important, select toys which are fun.
"ilartley and,,Goldenson (1963) suggest that children learn best when

they enjoy what they are doing. Remember that what may be fun for

adults, may not be fun fir children! ,

Toy Safely

Another consideration in the selection ofeoya is how safe are
they for children._ 14 1969, the Child Protection and Child Safety Act

1341 2 6
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was passed which setup safety standards for toys. While thevact
has resulted in the removal of many unsafe toys from the market,
parents will want toexamine the toys they Archase for safety
hazards. Some questions for parents to ask about, toy safety include:.

1. Does the toy have glass or plastic parts which break or
Shatter easily?

2. Wes the tpy have any sharp rpoints or edges? Are wood'

products free of rough edges 'and splinters ? tio dirt-
type toys haVe sue-don cups at the end instead of metal
points

3. Are,decorations such as eyes, ears, knobs, buttons; etc.
securely fastened? How are these items attached? Spikes
otsharp-pointed fasteners are extremely dangerous. .

t

4. Do toys for young children have small parts which children'
might break off and swallow? Are there an' long roped or
cords With whial-Aildren might. choke themselves?

Do electric:1 toys have the Underwriters Laboratory Ihc.
Seal of Approval? Parents should be careful.tO read the
directions pertaining to. the use of these tqys. Whija.the

label reads "dangerous if mis-used", parents need tow
consider whether they will always be able ro supervie4

el- the" child's use of the toy.
4 .

.

6. . Does the Oty haVe any motors or springs, which might catch
the .child's fingers or hair? f-

Does the toy contain "an"..dangerqus.substances?

8. Are infant toys sealed, in plasticto insure cleanliness?
Infant toys which are washable %re more safe than those
which are not. 1.-

.

N
.., .

.

By wise selection and testin toys, parents and other-adults can
insure` -the' child as safe a oy environment as possible. ,. ..

.

) ,
_

Money Savers

In addition to selecting toys which'are suitedto the child's
play interests,.of good -quality, and safe, there are other buying
tips" which will help parents get the most for their tbydollat.
Avoid impulsive"buying. Plan carefully for toy purchases baseeon
the child's needs And interests. Avoid being pressured into purchas-
ing toys whi.Ch are advertised highly on T31. Parents are encouraged
to watch the TV advertisements with their child: Use this infor-
mation to become acquainted with the toys which are available add to

133 I-27
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,deteriinewhethellthe toy-is suitable for your child. Remember,.

Barents know_more=abodt what their child would like than a TV

-advertisemeet.
:

.
It it more economical to spread toy purchases over the year,

,\ rather than spending most of the toy budget for Christmas items.
When children receive large numbers of toys at one times,-they a

-overwhelmed with the range.of.choice. Some toys are likely to

' :became lost in tile confusion and are seldom used by the child. A

child gefs more value from toya_which are presented one at a time

and when the child had time tO explore-the toy thoroughly before

anather A introduced.
'

It is also important to conside\ whether the life of the toy
-

is worth the price. For example, are ere items (e.-g.,'cake! -, i
mixers for playstove, batteries) which must be fr quently replaced?

' If a toy, has. consumable items, add the cost of placement to the
..

purchase pride to determine the actual cbst of he toy. Another

factor to consider is whether there are removable parts which, if

lost, render the'toy unuatable,- Toys with removable parts which

are interchangeaSiarea'better buys.

. c." \

.. Some of thebest toys for children are common household' items.
.

i

.,
.

In addition, man7 creatlIe toys can be made for the child. Parents .,

may wantto be elert tozhese free and inexpensive play materials
ally A , to supplement their toy purchases.

lbw

da

Care 'and Storage of Toydfor Long Life
,

lawrence Fradk has stated "the most helpful way pardnti can

enhance thtir playlife is,to provide materials, space and

opportunities for -the kinds of play activities he *ads". Parent

involvement iu theit child's, play adds to the child's enjoyment
of play and says to the child "Your play is important." Parents

scan also guide the child to discover new wpys,of playing'wUh

toy or combinin it with other toys for mope complex play. While

parents should not dictate how to'use a toy, quedtions such as

_"what do you think would happen if..." or "Can you think of

another way to..." open doors for Agventure. Positive-praise

and-genuine excitement related to the child's play, activities
piovide additional support for new experimentation and exploration.

Toys,are not used, when 'they, are inaecesaible to children.
When toys are crowded into toy boxels, children have to dig through

other toys to iodate a specific_plaything. In contrast, toys

located -on low open shelvet.are easy to see and reach when needed.
Proper storage for toys encolrages.the child to take responsibility'
for putting away their playthings.

.
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Sometimes an old'toy is-more appealing, when itje put away
Tor-a while and reintroduced later. While there are faNiorite
toys children will not wade- to put away, periodic rotation of
toys inciease their life expectancy interms orthe child's
ipterest. ,,Attention should also be given to keep toys-in goo
working condition. Blocks and other wood toys can be'protect d

fA116 scratches'by yearly waxing with paste wax. Rough edges can
be sanded when needed. '1001er toys 'become new and exciting when
repainted. Durable, long term toys, when kept in good repair,
can be passed from child.tO child and generation -to generation!

Toys are important for children's growt11.- When toys are pf
good quality, suited to the child's age level, safe, and kept in
good repair, children have valuable tools fdr growth and.learning.
In addition, varents'can. atsurod:that-they have received the
most value from their toy dollars.

.
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TOYS - GET THE MOST FOR:YOUR MONEY

Johanna Hulls, Ph. D.
University of Texas at Austin

TOPICAL SESSION HANDOUT .

Iilfant to Six Months: Brightly colored, cuddly, large. manipulatiVe toys
which stimulate looking, and hearing senses. Includes suchitem0 as bright
colored pictures or fabric hangings on wall near crime- stuffed' animals that
squeak, homemade 'or commeffial crib mobiles. Around three months, rattles,
wooden rings,"plastic bracelets, squeeze tay4, cloth balls, and washable .

toystoys become excellent play materials.

Manihs to One Year: Play materials include sturdy toys that can be

objects such as.measuring cups, spoon and cup combination and paper are
banged or tbroWn and objects to'be picked up and held. Common

good toys for developing hind-arm eoordination. Also include brightly
colored spodges and other bath toys, non-glass mirrors and toys' which in-

' troduce silze'and shhpe. Old-fashioned clothes pins with plastic bottles
or tix.pans, and graduated cups facilitate "putting in" and "taking out"
play which develoes around 'one year.

-One Ye r to 18 Modths:\,push-Lpull toys and other play materials-that can
*accomp y the child as heearns to walk are a must. Some children will '
be inte sted in dolls (all rubber iiiithost--hai-r-and eyes). Simple books
of sOnrc d cloth or heavy cardboard with bright colored pictures of fami-
liar obje Ot may beintroduced if the child is interested.

4

l& Months to 2 Years: Select toys w eh allow the child to fit thi gs to-
gether and pu11'apartguch as plastic b ttles with screw-on tops, p gboards
Oth large pegs), rubber beads. Books and music become interests g for the
two-year-old. Water, sand, and dirt are ex =llent play materials for dig-
ging, pouring; and mixing. . I

Two to Three'Yeara: Ithitative play is developing an toys which encourage
imitation of real events such as play telephones, doll (for boys and girls),
brooms, mops, pots and phns are good. Art Materials such was clay and finger
paints provide sensory experience. Other play materials intslUde sturdy low-

"level outdoor aimbers and slideg,and toys requiring more finger and hand
coordination (2 to 3 piece jigsaw puzzle, 2-inch colored woodenlolocks, large
stringing beads, trucks and cars).
"..

4

Three to FiAe' tears: Social Contacts are.develOping. Select toys which
stimulate imagination and encourage play with others such as housekeeping
play equipment, dress up, trucks and cars, regular building blocks, and
tricycle: Fine motor skills.are more developed and children enjoy larg
crayons and easel paints with large brushes and large she4ts of paper, clay,
and chalkboaid., More detailed puzzles(10 pieces); smell, taste and feel
materials; lotto, hammer and nail sets, andleggq facilitate concept develop-
ment, coordination and creativity., Books, records, and musical instruments
are important.
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Five to. Six Yeats: Five year olds are explorers. Include science material

. such as magliets-and pocket magnifying glasses. Ocher materials include

costumes for play, simplg woodworking tools, simple doll,house, rubber or
wooden animals and people for play, miniature trucks And machinery, balls

and hoops. Motor skills developed enough foi sewing (with darning needles),
stringing beads and necklaces% mosaic blocks. 'Interest in numbers are

facilitated through *locks, domino sets, and playing cards.

Six to Seven, Years: Physical skills are important: Include.jump

bouncing bills, marbles, roller skates. Bikes are introduced between 6 and

8. Playthings need to be sturdy and include large scale toys and machinery.
True-to-life equipment (hammersil etc.), dress-up play items, paper

dolls, '"a puppets are also important. Table games include.dominos, checkers,

ldtto. K. I es with rules shou14,be simple.
. . ink

Seven to Nine Years: Physical skills still, important. ;Include baseball

"y tether ball, 'tops and marbles, dress-up Clothes, and dolt play

N. material, uniforms and costumes, collections of items, groupAgames, crayons,
Ns,

pencils, modeling clay for art objects.. Other play materials are'simple
''N, erector sets, things-tb-do, quiz kooks, and handicraft sets.

N,
,.

. , ' -`:

Adapted from:
,.._ .

.
t

f

. .

Hartley, R.E. and Goldenson, R.M. 'The Complete Book of Children's Play.

Rev d Ed-', New York: Thomas Y. Crowell''Company; 1963.

Off 'e of 'Early Childhood Development, Teias Departtnent of Public Affairs.

Care Ux n Bu n: To s -for Children.

Sources of Information, for Toy Selection

.

Criteria for Selecting play' quipkei; for Early Childhood Education.

Playthings, De t. 2, Rif ton, N.Y.(Free).
.,

- .

.

,

Tixas Department of Community Affairt,,Office of Early Childhood:

Development. (Provides di ferentAterials for parenti.) -

\.

Hartley, R.E. and Gollenson,.W.M. The Cdiqplete Book of Children's

Play (Revised Edition). New ork: Thomas Y. Crowell Company,-

!.- 1963. (Excellent discussion 'age levels., Contains lists of

toys, books, and records: Alsd,has..p1S'ns for constructing

some play things.) \,-things.) . \ \

U.S. Consumer Product Safety CommiSsion
Dallas Office
500 South ESvay, Room 410C

rd lallas, Texas 75201
\ \

(Kit "It Hurts When They Cry" has good\informstion for infant toys.)

American Toy Institute, 200 Fifth Avenue, N. ., N.Y.; 10003. (Ask f4

free copy of "Choosing-Toys for Children f all Ages.)



THE BEST TOYS IN LIFE A FREE

A is for Acoustic Tile - with colored golf tees for a peg board:

B Band-Aids - the all-time hit "toy"2With innumerable.uses.
1.41.

C is for Clothespins - the plain_old-fashioned kind without springs and

s splinter free.

D is for Dough'- half flOur,talf salt, with enough water knealed in to
.. ....-- make a dough the children can roll and"cut, decorate

and bake. . , 41 ,
.. A

E'is:for Egg beater - the light weight dime-store kind - plus a bowl of
' .water and soap flakes to make noise and bubbles.

'F is far findings - buttons, beads, rick-rack, bias tapes feathers, glitter,

anything and everything safe from your sewing baiket

to string, sort, arrange or paste. onto paper.

G is for Glassine, or'any of that cellophane-like paper that'crumPlesso
noisily, uncrumples itself so eerily, and fits into crafts so

,handsomely.

H is for Hats - discarded chapeaux for men and women, for dress-up or, for

dgcorating.

I is for Inner Tubes - three or four laid Plat,on the lawn or on the playroom

floor - to step in and out of, "baskets" for a.ga
of beanbag pitch, make believe boats or just one td
roll and tug and stretch.

.

J is for Jell -0 - Children can "cook" as soon as they can stand on'a stocyl

set up to the kitchen counter. Limit your interference

to providing accurately measured ingredients.

K is for Keys - the mystery set ft fromethe house you used to liNie in or

.`the car you use to drive - the preschooleeto try on all
'doors awl the "sheriff" to.Oang on to-his holster belt.
Also kitchen equipment; pot, pans, egg beaters

L is for Ladder a.small aluminum step - ladder the youngest can carry around

with'him, to make his inevitable climbing a bit safer and

Somewhat more "socially acceptable" or a long rung ladder

Of for all the children to play on in the yard; make it,into

a ramp, the board for-a seesaw, or fix it horizontally at

the right height for a jungle gym. r

M is for Macaroni -'the shells, stars, wagon-wheels, alphabets and other

fascinating shapes -.fun 12.9alnt with brush or dye in a

.bow1,7of.vegetable coloring, then paste onto cardboard

In a design.
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N is for Nutshells - wa lnut halves,.;especia ly, for they make an ideal

tub fleet whether you r-the children provide'the
toothpick masts and paper sails.

O is for Orange Crate - which soon becomes a doll house, a two seated
. boat or plane, a..dog house or zoo...Sand or

plane it srooth.
a _

.P is for Plaitic bottles, freezer containers, wastebaskets, or other
containers used for water, sand;-possessions. Squeeze bottles

have a special- fascination' for babieWwho like.the sound they
make when squeezed, on up to school children who play store.

0

for Quilt - an old one, supplied along with a card table or big
clothes basket, to *eke a hiding place. Realistic ages

might like to cut doors and windows into the quilt.

R is f Rubber Stamps - endlessly interesting and totally stainless,if
'offered with a blotter soaked in vegetable coloring.

s - saved up from,the sewing basket or reels from used-up
typewriter ribbons. Children will paint and decorate,

string and hammer, build with thiead spools. Typewriter

spoola male good wheels for milk-carton tritins.

for Tools -*real grown-up one s. Some garden tools especially 'trowels,

are good sand anddirt toys.

U is for Utensils - from the kitchen, measuring spoons and cups of metal,

'nixing bowls of plastic, wooden spoons, molds, cookie

\-S is for

cutters and pans and lids to make music with.
4,

is tor ste - alwas left from suit§, for "dress -up' ". .
.

W is for W al 1paper - s plea, to cover boxes with, cut up and paste, or

pa er 4:11.1 houses with. .
.

\ t

X is for .Xmas 'Cards - sav d from lgyit year and brought out at tereihtervals
when you want children to be quiet. Apparelitly

fascinating to artnge, stand up in rows, color, cut
\ .. and sort.

.

Y is for Yours - anythIng that id,- is coveted by your offspring.
\

1

e

Z is for empty LET Aby powder can - Put a marble In it - it makes a goo0

\ rattle. Cut large end off with a smooth
\

\
can'opener and it's a telescope. Attach

\
a long string to twocans and you have a
fine telephone.

_ \ 1.40,

ad.

\
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a I
Attitudes

Television content heavily influenCes chil-
dren's attitudes about What is good and bad,
right and wrong, and what they want in life. -..
Research has found that television is a domi-
nant part of a child's life-- ometimescontri-
butes mo to a child's so 'al development
than his or r father. \`

The Family
'With the intriduction and wide usage of

. television, the family living patterns have
change& Familiei often orrange dinner and
bed-tirne_schedules around TV programs.
Families are watching television, and as a re-
sult are involved in fewer family ?ecreational
activities fewer family conversations, and
fewer social activities with other families.

.

. - nd Life Without TV
In order to find.out how television affects

their lives, some families have banned the TV
sea from the house for a period of a few

-*Weeks' or in some cases, a few months. At
first', they found it difficult to adjust. After a"
week or so, ,.families reported dramatic
changes in their family life style and their
children's behavior. Families did more togeth-
er. Families talked more Children did more
school work, and began reading magazines
and Itboks. Mothers reported that even
though, there- was more talking, the house
seemed quieter.
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Everywhere
In 1948; there were some 100,000 televi-

sion .sets across the country. By 197,3, 96% of

Americanmerican hdmes had at least one television'
set. The average TV in the home is on approx-
imately six hours a day.

Children,
.41. By the time "the average child reaches the

age of 18, he or she will have experistioced
some 15,000 hours of television; while having

, - been in the classroom only 11,000hours.

mmeraials, . .
Children view some 10,000 romrrfercials
..year. Their attitude ab5utft lauvu-ig habit,

produco, toys, and candy are affected by
rdmmercials. Young children are more i7ter-
ested in colinercials than programs. 0

,

-
Sex ism -

a

Most of the male ;characters in TV pro-
grams and TV commercials are__portrartsd, in
positions of authority and responsibility
such as banker, law-yer, technician, or doctor.

- Most 9f the female charactersare portrayed lh
..irr supportive rolei such as a,,secretary, mother,

or.purse. Men ape portrayed 'in mopt-kindv/Sf-
jobs than womes.1-89%0'l the narrator.voice-
overs are male-4/s. of the women in corn;
.mercials,are porayed ml the.kitchen or bath-
-dom, ye? only 14% dfrthe men in commer
cialt are portrayed in the home The average
age bf Male characters is approximately 38 i.
bu the average age of female character"'
approximately 24, "

. 137
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Occupations,
, Children gain most O1 their knowledge

about the occupational world frOm -television
commercials and 'prograins. Their attitudes
about work, careers, and jobs appropriate for
men and wren are influenced by,television.
However, research has sTioVvn that * por-
trayals on television of: various types 7f jobs,
such as police, lawyers, arld fire -fighters are
disturbingly maccurate.

Warning Televis,ion'rnay be
11-dangerous to your

choliiren's develolgent

Violence
Some 7.5 violent -episodes occur -per hour.

during 'prime viewing' time for children. A re-
f,' 'cent stud,y rfound that there are 12.8 violent

episodes per hour on Saturdays and 21,5*per
cartoon. Dozens of murders, beatings,, and
rapes are ,portrayed on television every week.

4

Aggression-
11The Ulip. Surgeon General's Scientific Ad-
visory Committee on Television and- Social
Behavibr reported that children can- and do
learm aggressive behavior from what they see

on a TV screen. Observed violence stimulates,
:aggressive behavior rather than the opposite:

1

Crime
Many court records contain sad and terrify'

,
ing stories of defendants learning how to corn-
lit a crim4rdm' a television show. Rec y,

C-1 three diffeCt gr6ups of teenagers atte pted

to r tiliPocery stores in the same evening us-
. ra-mitiotary tactics. Uping th

tigation, a lice found that the ids had
learned o t idea from a -televis on poljse ,

'er 'show broadcast `the evening befo survey

of prisoners found that over 75% got eir, ei
ideas about how to commit crimes from e-

es-

vision shOws.

Indifference e
Recent research has in-cheated a'veri, dis-

turbing phenomenon that televised violence
makes children less s,ensitiveAo real-life vio-
lence., Children are less likely to come to the
did of another.

p 1 °

.; 11-. .

r - Knowledge
.

. ..

3,r Television as a mass media has greatly ex-
nded children's underttanding and ,knowl-

dge,-of- the world in whiclj they live. chil-
dren, becauSe of /.are much more aware of

. important social issues, events,, and people irP+

they community, state,,country and woad.
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,,The Good Programs
One of the' Most .difficult aspects of a

NilllYV project is deciding whether to watch
TV specials and news events. Most families
ha% found, that the quality of their family
Weis-more importaih-then-a few TV specials.
Watching even one program during the
NO-TV project makes it harder for the family
to break the TV habit. '

Evaluate Whet Happens I
Families find that imOohant aad dramatic

changes occur in their children's behavior and
the family's interactions. *Keep. notes in your
Family Activity Diary. Lookipg back. over the
recorded results will help you. see better h w
much all of you have changed,

1

Tell ilies

Man milies could use the informa-

tion you ha of in your Family Activity
Dim. Prepare a reMlrt for other
fam,ilies. YOur results could help other fami-
lies break the Tiihabit.

Going Pick to TV
Television -does have some good programs.

- Some families, after their NO-TV project, go
back to TV. But they use the television differ-

cently: Tioly tyrn on the TV only forltpecific
progrs. And other families have found that
life for''them is better without the television.

.
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For some families, it is just impossible to
modify their television habits..The only way
they can regain control over their life
is to literally turn off the TV set--throw it out
of the house. Those families who have tried
this method, have been very pleased. But they
will admit that there were times that were
*ugh.

A Faniily Decision
Everyone in the family needs to be in

volved in the decision riot to watch television
'Only if everyone decides to stop watching,
can the family succeed. If one person

111Ii watches, then eyaryone else will be tempted
to watch.

Set Goals
Fatnikes who have tried a NO TV project

Piave found it best to set clear goals .Agr'ee
upon a specific starting day and ending day
Niga

141

What To Do With The TV,
Most families have ,foundlhat4leaving the

television in its usual place, is just too tempt.
ing. Move the television to a closet or out to
the garage. Or better %gaol a good friend
keep it. Most importantly, don't tell the chil--`
dren where the TV is.

Going "Cold Turkey"
Most families have found it best to totally

stop watching television. Go "cold turkey.",
Slowly reducing the amount of television
viewing often does not work, For some fami-
lies, the choice comes down to being all or
none So, make a firm decision and establish a
starting day.

Withdrawal Symptoms
Television viewing has become a habit for

many people, both children and adults Chil-
dren usually complain, cry, have temper tan-
trums, etc. Adults sometimes become moody
and quarrelsome The whole family is usually
more fidgety and edgy at first However, some
families believe.that the worse th withdrawal
symptoms are, the more t need to break
the habit. POW" week two, people do not
miss television so muc , and find themselves
doing other, more interesting things.

Be Firm
Once. the family has agreed upon a specific

time period, be firm Resist all the complaints
and excuses One exception leads, to many
more exceptions Soon you.will all be back in`
the TV habit

a

1

Encourage Other Activities
The farnilji members- will naturally drift

into other activities. Some children will start
reading magazines and books. Other children')
will become interested in cooking or making
models. Family discussions will become more
frequent. However, parents should encourage
everyone to become involyed igoother activi-
ties- especially family activities -suoh as out
door games, hikes', swimming, and picnics or
barbeques with other families.
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Other Parenting Ideas
Discuss TV ads about candies and shack

products..

Discuss deception in TV advertising with
your children. .

Help- younger children differentiate be-
tween fantasy and real-life situations por-
trayed on television. .*

Explain how the terror, pain, and violence
portrayed by TV actors is experienced by real
people.

Don't let children use TV as an excuse for
not doing some other activity.

1-, Look for TV programs$Foduced especially
3

Ll
,p,

for childreAlah
.

Stait early to develdp good TV viewing
habits. Many children are already legular
viewers at the age of two.

Evaluate Your Effectiveness
Keep a Family Activity Diary and note the

activities of your children, including who
watches which TV programs. Make daily
,notes in your diary for at least one month.
Then look back through your diary to see if
things have improved.

Pool Your Diary Information
Collect and compare diary information

from other families. Together you ,can evalu-
, ate what works in some situations and what

would wok better in other situations:
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ierirrnts are'often faced with difficult prob-
related to television. How much televi-

Sion should their ciiirdreii'Watch? What king
of television should they let their children
Watch? Can there be too much TV? How can
,they reduce the amount of TV watching?
How can they use television to help their chil-
dren? How can they cope with thriAl.,[non-
ster? How dip they make TV a positive part
of their children's lives?.

Child Rearing And Parenting
Handling television's effects upon children,

and hoyOchildren use TV, is basically a child
rearing and parenting problem. Recent re-
search has developed several approaches par-
ents could try.

Limited Viewing
Some of the negative aspects of TV are

caused by the large number of hours children
watch TV. Their academic development is en-
dangered. The children gee less exercise and'
less interaction with other children. Many par-

have found that limiNg their children's
television viewing time to a total of one hour
per day hashed very beneficial effects.

Content Control
Conscientious parents don't let their chil-

dren talk to strangers, yet many parents let
their children watch TV freely withn-d-riestric-

a tions. The content of television ptogramming
includes many topics which are inappropriate
for the Young children. Some of the negative
effects of TV can be avoided by encouraging
parents to monitor and coerce the kinds of
programming their children watch.

Purposeful Viewing
Families carejully select the movies they

will watch at theater. The fee4ings the par-
ents hive about movies are quickly perceived
by their children and are a source of the chil-
dren's understanding about values, morality,
and attitudes. However, little thought is-put
into deciding whether or not to watch TV, or
in choosing which program to watch. Some
parents have found it beneficial to use V for
specific purposes. These parents have decided
that TV should not be just a part of the back-
ground noise. Instead, the TV is turned on to
watch a particular program, and-Ithen turned
off. The process of selecting particular pfb-
grams can be an effective method through
which parents communicate their own values
to their children.

a

Direct Mediation
Children_especially young children, often

do not understand the action that is por-
trayed in a TV program. These ch. dren ac-
quire, misleading and erroneous idea from

television. Research has'shown that a parent's
explanation of a TV program while it is being
broadcast will greatly influence the child's
subsequent ideas and attituaes. Parents_can be
encouraged to talk--to talk to their children
while viewing TV. When par nts see siarde-

.,

thing they like or don't like in TV program,
they can explain it to their childr

Indirect Mediation -
Parents can help their children

their own values, ideas, andaspirations
cussing the content of 'TV programs.
ever, with some children, an indirect m
tibn is more effeCtive. Parents can discu
with each other while watching TV with thei
children what they like and 'don't like in the
program,. and their reasons why. With this ap-
proach, the children aren't being -"told" but
are still being effectively exposed to the ideas

and values which are important to the par=
ents.

Springboard Technique
There ate_inany issues which most parents

want to discuss with each of their children.
Issues such as cheating, stealing, and pre-mari-
tal sex are among those which parents need to
talk about with their children. But it ofteg
difficult to initiate such.a discussion. How-
ever, TV programming offers almost the en-
tire rangy of human problems.
on the topic of theft can be use
father.son discussion of the issue
The TV program raised the issue a
the son's interest. The parent can
opening to talk in a natural manner a
various aspects of the issue.

TV program
initiate a

f stealing.
d gained

se this
ut the

.



I CAN'T GET ALONG WITH THIS CHILD

Alberta Castaneda; Ph.D.
- Department of Curriculum and Instruction

University qftexas at Austin

"I just can't get along with this child." If you care for
children professionally you probably have said it. If your care

-,,of children is limited to your own offspring you may have said
it. People who say it speak in concern and love, in puzzlement
and despair. They speak because of a persisting problem with a
child--a problem based in differences between the child's
behavior and their expectations of the child's behavior. And,
they say it in guilt over their Amiability to accept or to change
the child's behavior.

It seems to me that there is a difference in the background
of such a situation, and your obligation is different, if you are
a professional caregiver or if you are a kin-caregiver, a parent.

'/4d like to begin this diticussion, then, by distinguishing between
those two roles, theri, talk about the parent who cannot get along
with his or her off Bring and, very little, about the professional
caregiver who can't get along with a child in his or her charge.'

Professional Caregiver and Print

A lot of the distinction between the two roles is tied up in
the word "professional". The World Book Encyclopedle/defines a
professional as one who engages in an occupation that requires
education. People who give care to children as an occupation are

- making ,a statement, They are saying that they have the skills,
knowledge and the disposition necessary to do the job. The skills,
knowledge and disposition that allow them to accept in good faith

k, the responsibility for many children and often skills specific to
the care of children of a defined condition or age. thus a teacher
or caregiver accepting a position claims expertise in infant care
or in early childhood education or in the care and education of
blind children. They do claim an expertise.

Parents; on the other hand, hold no certificates, claim no
experience, profess no formal skills. They are not professional

fcaregivers. They are engaging in a life role just as they have
engaged in many other life roles, such 'is, that of being a ctild,
or being a member of-a club, of.being a spouse. It is a social
not a professional role. Iy is a mattell'of being -- pot of
practicing. 1.

Being a parent is a full time identity. It doesn't begiecat .

seven or eight and end at, 2:30 or five. It runs around the clock.



,Once parenthOodltarts it continues andjt change It is

-
far the length of your life but your client ellanges. Y remain

parent. Your'uffspring does_not remain an intent or a t dlert

\ or an adoleicent. 'Being a parent to an infant\is quite d ferent

"from being a parent to a five year old or a fifteen year o d or a

thirty year'old. But all are parent roles.
.

\ e

\ ma professionil is caregiver to a-child-or-a group of children
cer ain hours of the day and certain days of the week and certain 4

moat s of the year, for some circumscribed period of timeand-in
some rescribed location. Raryly is a professional caregiver with
child n over enough time to see really drastic development \

change take place. This restricts their responsibility an your

involvement. *.

A parent's respOnsibility is not just for physical well being,
not primarily for cognitive development, not only for emotional or
moral development. Responsibility is total.

The level of responsibility, oflove and involvement differs
between the 'two roles. For example,

undreds-of-five year olds, perhaps
have been homeroom teacher

reading teacher to perhaps a dozen nine'year oldi; teacher; in the
to s 75 six year olds; remedial

sense a the identity of the role, to thousands of.elementary-aged'
children; teacher to hundreds of young adults. I've been parent
to two infants, two, toddlers, two children, two adolescents, bne
self-sufficient adult and one young adult about to become sell.-
sufficient, to' one musician - -a fact that never ceases to amaze me --
to one rock hound, to one male, to one female, to ohe seamstress,
to one fisherperson, td one traffic culprit, to one shorty,,-- the

, list goes on. Every facet of those two lives(f-Tam parento two
\ people -- has touched my role. Many of those thingi in no way
\\ touched the professional people who gave care to those children.

p
The responsibilities for teaching five year olds are clear to

-- I can help other people learn something they need. to know to 4

e

feel

to maintain a classrobm in which five -'year olds can learn,
feel good abourthemselves, develop social and academic skills. I

.have been a.teacher- of five year olds over and over and I know a:
good bit about five year olds but I will neveriknow as much about s.--

.any one five year old in my classroom as the parents of thit five
year old will know.

Parents have a special role to play)-- a personal, all pervad--
/ing one. .

Pkrents Who Say "I can't get along with'this child."
- ,

, 100-
Because a parent has beenn such intimate contact with each

offspring he or sheis often really puzzld,evedabashed, to
admit to the feelings behind thilletatement "I'can't get along with

this child." How is it Possible? I create this child -- literally
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'in the physical sense and intuitively in the personality sense.
How is it.possible'for me to raise a child I cannot get, alongwith? .

By the time a problem has been s ufficiently persistent for

a parent to speak out, he or she is ready toseek help. They

Often go to friends or books and articles, or'experts in parenting
looking for suggestions for better ways to interact with their

child. Suggestions are not hard to find.

Friends 'may offer good help -- reassurance more than anything

else. The professional literature reports studies that relate

parent and child behaviors and characteristics. It reports

parentlgehavior influences child behavior. The inference often

. _made is that if you will behave or not,..behave in this way you'

. will or 'will not have children with such characteristics.

There. are several reasons why this inference, should not be

drawn. They are:

1. A study witl report ceitaie parent behaviors but they
may not be the factors operating --okly one visible part of a

complex of factors. I am remiedetof the inference sovietizes
'drawn from the'research-findings that, of the dubtests'ofthe
Metropolitan Reading Readiness Test, the one most highly cor-
related with first grade readthg achieveient is the one testing

for knOwledge of 4umber names., Some people uste this to argue
that we should, therefore, teach children as a prelude to reading,
instruction to name the upper and lower case alphabet. That

conclusion is not-warranted. It is not the number name knowledge
that effects children's ability to read. It can be the whole or

any part of a complex of factors that allows a six year old to

acme to school 'knowing the number names - -some possibilities are
(a) adequate nativi intelligence' and memory, (b) attention, (c)

access to adults or older children`who"will name and rename the

letters, (d) the very presence of the letter in the environment,'
(e) probably parents who reward, meaning they probably value,

academic ehdeavors. Teaching the child the alphabet'in'achool

will not providewhimmith those things. There may have been--

Orobably are - -behaviors, attitudes,,,valheathat mesh with the
parent behavior observed that go with -(not necessarily cause)

child behavior.

.

2. Children are not only receptive parts of parent-child

relationships. A relationship is mutually affecting. Child

behaviors influence parent behavior ..not just today but for the

age of the relationships. Even infants, new research confirms/

take an'active part in interacting mAth others. How. the'parent

and child behave today is onIy.part a the equatiOnv:how both

behaved over time is the basis for today's relationship. .Behaving

today aeothe parents of children with. the charaeeeristics you

Admire will not automatically change-yoar
. .

sr
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37.1telationships are very complex-- vior is complex.

Rasearcheis record behaviot. Thebhoose what t will record.

In that way,they'affect the r4snits They decide how to describe

what they ate attempting to record. 40111.thAt way they influence

resdlts. %MP

4. It is interesting to know that one.sjudy resulted in

this conclusion

. * . .
.

"early restrictiveness by themother (prior to age three)
leads more consistently to conforming, dependent behavior

than later restrictiveness% Both boys and-girls show

* somq"aggressive reactions (althougn of an inhibited form)
4 to mothers' later restrictiveness." '

,

ut'if you do not like conforming, dependent b ehavior you cannot

ecome "restrictive" with yodr infanticonsistently unless that,

too,is your preference. I see great danger to ybur health and

your child's gtowth if you try to adopt behavior that is unnatural;'

that is based AnOdeceit, that prObably cannot be consistently main-

tained. t,

4 /

Experts in parenting often write and lecture. Some of them

1have no compunction about deScribing.a-good'parent or the.process
Of "parenting," make skeptical u'se of generalized statements about

good parents. The term "parenting" and the idea of a'good parent

discomfort me. "Parenting" makes a social relationship sound like_ --

a motoric or- social skill -- something that can be taught and, t

practiced ",' that can be analyzed and -- like skiing or,
'tatting or introducing strangeis. It is possible to view tapes . , .

0f experts skiing and tapes Of yourself,pkiing and-by analyzing'

the movements of the expert and youraelFto draw very vaXid con-
clusions abOut what you should'd iLorder to,get around the next .

turn or over the next hump without falling. Otfor as expdi
tatte,to analyze end teach you the sktll'of tatting. For,xmito
practiCe parts of,the skill and putithe parts together until you 40)
can tat without tying knots'in the thread and so the. little circles

t

and picots gotogether to make ,a pattern. Or you can memorize the'

Words to a gradious introduction so that the nesiptime you perform'
that function the result will be two strangers who naw.know each

other' names and enough about eachother;that they-can begin a

conversation.'

.

Bang-a-parent -- being a parent is not a skill, nor a set of
skills that can be analyzed,'dissected,jor taught; There is no one

best technique. No one ,Fan tell' apyone,else Aphe:best way to be a

parent: There are as many, parentstas there are well people.

You'are a parent in terms of the person you are. Unleesa person
is really hurting phychologicallyhe can naturallyipe an adeqpate

parent as he can be an adequgte friend, spouse, child. Youjand

-to the extent that we lire worthwhile*people.w%) want to be

are good parents.

I
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ow ition'tlet people who claim to be experts in parentingcconvince
-,,you that g' parents are of o emold. Experts, too, come from,-

some set f vapes, from sate Cultural background and from some set
of h pt., IA matter how minimal.

4

st af there is no set of skills that cenetitute pareAting,
there is no personality or value,system that constitutes a good
parent. Cold, detached people can be goodiparenti, Stingy people.
can be good parents., fat people canObe good parents, rich people
can be good perents,beer -drinkers can be good parents, so can
aetheists and fundamental Christians, workahotTbe end birdwatchers,
artistic people Dud people like,me,.ethnics and,people of no known .
lineage, cranky people and lolly ones, rational and emotional ones,
thinking people and feeling people, vigorous and timorous people.
3Ust as there is value inall of those kinds of people there is

e in the children that all'of those kinds of people produce.
here willbe great variety.

4:fou don't have.to fit 110 personality type to-be a-fine parent,.
to raise achildwho will find his place in our society, who 4111
become a produdIlivememberai the .pociety and a pleasure to _himself'
ind-topthere'Be yourselloWnd be honest withiour cald

,

.0' Which %sings us to the other, member of the equation -- the

child. that theparInt can't get along,with. Granted some chi en,

-same people, are mFte attractive than others, ame traits ar
sttractivelccebst people than others, ntill tMie is'value
greet,yarietyof people. -When you find yourself being very annoyed
_and disappointed -WIth yout child - --look again at the child awl,, the

behavior. Vieweeldippassionately it may not be as unacceptable as
you had come to feel.'

4 __,

'A child may become,more.or less easy for-you to.get along with
because he changes and because your facility as a parent changes
too, tot filet as you bacqme an oldhand but you can't expect to be
the most effective parent Co every child tiOTVGD any child at allw

-ages. Some of ueare better parents to infants. I was. My own'

role and responstilities were very clear to me when my children ..,,

were infints. I responded io every change. I attendedrlstimdlated,
alked to them - -just loved them - - smiled, encouraged. Some,of ts are .-

not so good as parents- of infants; -we may not find bathing, .

diaperingveryattractive activities. Blubbering applesauce may .

.

annoy us, Toothless grips may not attract and - turning over may VI'

notnot seem like etch an accomplishment Those folks may be better
parents to the more self- sufficient ten year old. Able Ifw toVjoin
in.with the child -ih physical and 'intellectual activities this

e 04 person is a loving, responsive parent. Everything the. child does

seems marveloile4because'of the vigor: Anothet parent may notphave
enjoyed the infant. and perhaps not'the toddler whO fihds all the
breakables in the house, whoie stgiving to do'ihings-he can't do

, ip.
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lends to all kinds-of.disasters_put mai tespbhd to the strivings

of the fifteen year.oldaliO tfyibg.to do things he can't --with
trmemories of his own impassioned alimilkuistic youth - -able to .

empatitwand sympathize withArbe of this last step into

manhoodorwominhood. , 0 .

.
.

,

. Don't expect to be the best pifent to your chileeiery, day, ,

every year, and understand your child'a inability to be the best
(most lovable. and acceptable) child.foT fifteen years soli.'

4.141 admie there are abusive parents and. there are-destructive 4k,

children. I am not talking about pathological people=-only about 41,1

people ho find themselveswlth love in their hearts7-at odds with %
V .

118; a child wild it,notfill, only hardffor that parent to understand.
.Nr- > "-

*,. . .

f s' On the,positfve side, let me suggest that there are two places 4

tolooluto improve a situation. One is youi perception of the
situation and-the other istyour own behavior and that of the child.
It might be a good idea to do sol, recording of unhappy occasions*-

. what you, did in respqnse,to what tehavior-on the child's part /end
.what the child did in response to what from you.,- Also; write down

Q ,..

II
instances of the child's behavior that are pleasing, of occasions 111"

when the two of you laughed together--or sat quietly --when you go.-.t
,

along. . - -.
at. .

-

. Then sit down and real Notice what it is the child does that
pleases and displeilds'es you and reinforce the pleaSing behavior. It .

,will make you feel good as Well as the child. Pay attention to the

Tatterns of interaction. Youllay see quickly something that you

are doing or something in the interaction between other family mem-

. bers that triggers the behavior you find difficult.. The next time
"you feel turned off by the ohilq, p ttention 'a little faster to

what you, or others, have done. I nk you should not try to

alter your behavior drastically, , with knowledge of a. pattern,

you may be Ale to soft pedal your behavior. You will,be,attempting
-to Change-your behaviornot/because someone tells you how a good .

parent Should act but,because of the 'effect you have seen of your

....behavOr oil your

Another thin% that may help iscommunicating, talking with the
child if the age of the child is appropriate: But do ask some
questions and volunteer some information about your feelpgs. Have
faith in yourself and-your childshire your feelings aEd build
your child's trust.

Whep you,go.to the lite;hawwillid the experti do it not to
find out low you should_ ct but to learn about. patterns of growth.
Armed with'knowledge orthe paths development takes with mast
children ybu mayfind your fears allayed. The most successful

parents.I know, that is the ones, happiest in their roles, the people

1S2

,
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whose children give them Dore pleasure, the people who get along
with their children most of the time, are the honest people--the
ones who level with their children. 'Trust yourself.

Professional arregiftrs Who Say,
"I can't get along with this child."

I have fewer comforting wards to say to the ptofessional care-
givers, I believe they have a,:greater responsibility to act in
certain prescribed ways. There are many kinds of personalities
to act in certain prescribed ways. There aremany kinds of person-.
alities that can be fine teachers and caregivers. Not all teachers
behalie inthe same way -but because (1) caregivers say "Hire'me, I
know how to do the job. Taking care of childreg is mroccupation."
and beCause (2) their job is limited in clock and calendar time,.
(3) their responsibility is limited to he places and situations
that occur within t time, an (4) the can declare a limited
expertise, the p onal'caiegiver, I think, must accept more
of tie burden of stment to Ihedthildten and if the caregiver-'

jilp 'can't get along, a child, she needs to take more responsibility
for changing her own,behavior toward the chili;

;

r
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TOPICAL SESSION HANDOUT

, .

"I CAN'T GET ALONG WITH THIS CHILD"

Alberta AL Castaneda Ph.D.
The Unive;sity of Texas at Austin

f .

P

"I dani,,e-get along with thisothild" is a sentiment sometimbs expressed
_

1 by parents, teachers and of who act as careers to children.1p the words

. 1

4 are said in concern and love; in purtitement and,despair; The sentiment is

based in differences betweits,the child's behavior and in the adult's guilt

over being unable to accept or change the child's behavior.

Adults who here these feilings frequently turn to articles and books-1

relating the characteriStics and behavior of parents or taschers with child

characteristics or to experts who are ready to. suggest there is at best or,

et,l4past,- a better, parent role. In response, the caregiver may attempt to

a4mpt-hehaviors inconsistent with.his/her personality and values or begin

a strict-program aimed at manipulating the chiles dhavimr..
10 r

-this session it is suggested that "good" aremts, teachers and

schildreh can bd of many temperaments, that successful adult -hild relation-

ships can have a variety of qualities and that keeping in touch with the

child's feengs and your own may be the surest method for getting along
. ,

6
Nkcith and helpiug the children you care.for to become happy, productive

_ .

..

'11
.

people.

I
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EMOTIMAL PROBLEMS IN YOUNG

Linda L. Gotta,

In order-to assess yhtther a child is experiencing - significant
,emotional and/orbehavioral prpblels, it.is necessary to have some
understanding of normal child development.- Poi our purposes we will
divide the preschool period intoAthree stages: infancy, toddlerhood,

and early childhood.

a

Infancy is 'the period from birth to the time the child begins
to walk, approximately 'the first,year of life. Tfie infanes.most

important tasks during this period Consiit'of forming attachments ,

to one or more caregivers and leering that he canhave an effect on
the environment.' The compete4, hialthy infant is able -to explore

his surroundings using his various senses /tad is begimn1ng to initiate

aqtivities with people, as well as respo0 to them. He is learning

.that he can have ad effect-on both the people-and the objecte in his

world. What hedoes'matters..
,

.

411 Potential problems may deVaop during this period if the infant's
attempts to initiate interactiAls with people are not responded to in
a fairly consistent manner (for example, if the mother is periodicalli
deprespd andowithdraih; or if the mother is often top busy to respond.

to tthlevinfant).. Problems may also develop'if the pare:it's expectations

forAht-chil unrealistic for the child's temperament (for example,

,expecting a girl to be quiet and,mild-mannered, when she is
in fact very active and intense); if the parent dr caregiver is re-
jecting or remote; oar if the infant , 'fails to receive adequate

-stimulation or the freedom to move and explore.

'toddlerhood is the period f om about one to three years oftage.

Ihismetage is characterized by ree important phenomena: 1) increased

e ability tofmove around and exp ore the environment; 2) increased
Ability to understand and use anguage; and 3) negativism.

coMpetent toddler Is able to i tate what he sees and hears;T): able

to approach and respond to adult And tokother children; and is
beginning to' communicate verbally.

This is usually a "stressful period for the parent-child relationship.
The, other is forceeto respond is some way to the demands of the
toddler, =who is now able to get At° anything and evetything and who
is discovering that he,iaba separate person with powers of his own.
During Ws period many issues arise which are common sources of con-
flict between the permit and the ,child. ,'Sone of the moxe,commpntcon-

fltilts center around negativislap handling of the child's.

nee for dependencelind independehce; handling of the child's anger.

toile and=eatrhgbehavios.
-

'
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The child's emerging need for 44tonomy requires:careful handling:
Longstanding mental health problems which-are identified as the child

gets older often have their origins during this - period. Problems are

usually one of two types: either the parents becomovercontrolling
or they falitto set sufficient, realistic limits for the child.' The
child typically reacts go overcontrolling parents by'becoming gpiee,
passive, and "too goOd"; or by rebelling and becoming openly
Aggressive; or by outwardly coMforming.to the parent's demands'bur 4ith,

covert hostility. When patents are too'periissive and always give in
to the child's demands, they are in effect "creating a monster".
Unless the pafnts begin to set clear limits for the child's behavior,

the child will eventually become a behavior pioblem and have diffi-
culty in relatinto other children and adults. As he approaches

school age, he will inevitably receive a great deal'of negative feed-
be& from pelple'outside the failly, which willyin time adversely
affect his developing concept of himself.

&lay Childhood is thejiod from three Z'to six years' age.

The child at this stage is agreeable and easier to.get along

with than he was as a two-year-old. The main tasks during this period
include learning to accept reasonable limits; learningtO respect the
rights and feelings of himself. and of others; learning, to respect
property; learning,tO play by himself, side by aide :with other children,

land'eventually to engage in cooperative play. The competent. child is

beginning to learn some basic rules of living togethef, as he learns

About people's rights andPfeelings. By age three he should be res-
ponding fairly well to, easonable He is also .beginning

to identify with the same -sex patent.
. .

..

Problems' are indicated if the child is having consisxent difficulty
in relating to other children; if he is not learnidg the rules of living

together or not accepting limits; or if by the end of this period he

is not clearly identifying with the same-sex parent. .

Normal Behavior of Preschoolers.

Many behaviors which wourd be cons idered indicative of emotional

probleis in-older children or adults are normal in preschoolers. The
following behaviors, which occasionally are of.contern to parents,

are to be expected during the preschool years (Young, 1971):
41

,

1. Imaginative lay. TM3round child has the ability (and

oo desire). to assume the characteristics of various animals
or other peopled in his mind he is not pretending,to be
a.bear, he is _a bear, amd 41e may refuse to get dressed
because bears don't. Any children'at this age have
imaginary companions.,.

'2. 'Negativism. Often beginning as young as age one-and-a-

half and continkiing as long as agetliree-and-a-half, the.j
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child may be extremely negativistic, insisting on having
his din way, testing the limits on daily routines, and
having tempei tantrums. This stage is often pro(onged
by milhandlinV

Regressive Behavior.. The'child,may revert to sucking his
thumb', wetting his pants after being.toilet trained,
and so.on; particularly under stress. ' .

4. Magical. thiuking. The preschool child thinks he can wish'.

things' so.:, He seems to react to wordd as if they had
magical power.

S. Inssmiti*ity to the feelings of others. The young child
has d!fficulty seeingv-shOther personTs point of view.
Before the age, of three-and-a-half to four years0 he may'
hurt others without being aware of whatlit feels like 40

. .

to them,Ar he way hurt an animal simply out of curiosity.

6. Bedwetting. Bedwetting and occasional daytime accidents
are common throughout the preschool years and often occur
more frequently when the child is under stress.

7. Stuttering. Ai a young child is acquiring fluency in
speech, it is-normal for him to stutter.. Stuttering is
often particularly pronounced between the ages of three

d four.

'8. High activity level. A child may he quite active during
the preschool ears and still be within the dorikal range

of activity 141 /

9:t Concrete,conCeptiOn,of right and wrong.. In gener
"what Mother likes",is good and "wh,t gets me punish

is bad. The child does not yet have an appreciation
of intentionality in judgingudging whether'-an'act is good

*

oi bad.

When To Seek Help.

When a child 'is Raving severe emotional problems, characterizes'
by very bizarre behavior or speech, parents generally are mare that
something is wrong and that they need to seek professional help..
But less severe problems can be more difficult to recognize. As

Chess, Thomas and Birch (1965, pp. 190-192) point out normal pre -

schoolecs, from time to time, manifest any or all of the following

symptoms: sleep problems, fe , excessive timidity, problems in
playing with other children, glieral dissatisfaction with just about
everything, and clinging behavior.

4
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Boo can parents know when a child's proble ehaviors really

constitute a pr:blem and are not pat part of a difficult, but normal,

developmental e? Before attempting to answer this question,

several Points need to be made. First, a single behavior, no matter

how unusual it seems, is not suffidient to' indicate emotional dis-
turbance in the young child. Any behavior, even though quite strange

or bizarre, may at one time or another occur in any yound child

(Halpern, 1963).-A'Tt s' important to deteriine whether other signs
of disturbance also exist, before gift:4 undue weight to al single

behavior.

Second, what is considered "disturbed" behavior at one age is

usually "normal" behavior another age. For examplei,the normal

infant goes 'through a stagein ehich.he is afraid of strangers,
sometimes intensely so.. Extreme feat of strangers in a'three -

or four-year-old child, on the other hand, may-be one indication of

emotional difficulties. : ----4
P

Third,' children vary considerably\in their temperalental

characteristics: some children are normally mOre,\difficult to

deal with, more negativeiin their reactions ,in general, and slower

to adapt than are others "(Chess et al., 1965). Certain behavioral

patterns may seem abnormal to a.particular set of parents because

th y reflect a temperamental style.that is different from what the

pa ents are used to. .

Chess et et al. (1965) recommend that6arents, in attempting to

'decide whether a significant problem exists; ask themeelves the

following questions: ...

1., Is this behavior like my child? For example, excessive

clinging tcythe mother may give gore cause for concern in a child

who is typically,outgoing and positive in his reactions to people

them in a child who is 'usually. "slaw-to warm up" to new people and

new situations. *
2. 'Is there a reason?. Changes in routine or eiviraiment,

recent loss of a fried, or a pet4 Girth -of a new baby; and so on,

will understandably evoke reactions in each penqpn affected by the

change. The child's reaction willbe determined by several factors,

including his individual temperament,and the way.the significant

people in his environment are dealing With him about it. If the

child'has a prolonged Adverse reaction to an upsetting experience,
then-professional hell) mybe indicated. . 4-

3. Is the problem behavior spreading? Uiing the-example of

clinging behavior, suppose that the child at first began to cling

only when his mother.left him at dursery school, but now is t eginning

to'follow her around at home and not let her out of his sight, to the

,point of insisting upon sleeping with herat night. The problem
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----t-tbehavior is beginning to interfere in a growing number of activities,
and this is an'indicAtion that professional help may be 'necessary.

To the above queitions I VoUld add the following:

4. Is-ebe overall parent -child relationship suffering because
of the child's betsvior(s)?

5. Is the parents' relationship with each other suffering
because of the child's behavior(s) or because Of one or both parents'
reactiond to the child?

If the answer.to either of these questions is yes; and if the

relationships continue to 5i-troubled for longer. than a few weeks,
then consatition with a professional is advisable.'

)
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SING CHILD CARE

by ibby Doggett

With 'more anemore women working every year the n d fort child
"4-... care has greatly iiicreased. 'Al hough there ix a need for child care

for childav of all ages, the ne d is most acute for those of pre-
school age: Moreover, poor tare t these crucial ages se to harm

the child the most. Unfoetunatelly,in Texas, ;there is pot, enough child

care to go around (Texas Department Of Community Affairs, 100 and
the care available is Rot always.des rable. The,really good Child
care center*: are hard to findsadd'oft n parents cannot tell th
difference between a good center and a bad one.

Child Care - What Is It?

,'Child 'care is not bAlyisittiag and s uld never be thought of or

chosen as such. Although every parent should choose a babysitter
with great care,, much more -rigid standards must be used to choose
partial or full day care. '""mwk

Parents have about seven chdices,when dec ding what kind of care
t) choose:

. .

1. Hiring an individual td care for the chid at home.

2. Taking the child to someone else's hOme.

3. Taking the child to a'family 'day hoe where it individual

cares4for a group of children.

4. Enrolling the child in a nurserzOr playsthool.

5. Enrolling the child in a nonprofit day care center.

in a commercial day care center.6; Enrolling the child

* V .".

7. Enrolling the child
parents participate

Lit a parent cooperative school ere
actively in the centert

The kind of care a parent chooses will depend upon his need the
child, and the availability of goodcare. Each kind of ce has is
advantages and some parents may choose to combine different kinds f

care. Family day homes provide group care in a homey; informal at
sphere. Commercial and nonprofit day care centers off r group care,
long and flexible hours and a variety of equipleni and ?tmavities.
the child is cared for by one individual'he will get a great deal of

individual attention and the parents will not have to find alternate
care if the child is sick. However, the quality of care (as that in
family day homes and larger day care centers) will depend upon that
individuil. She or he mey or may not provide a variety of things for
the child to do, may or may not be warm and loving, and may or may not
set reasonable limits for the child. Parent coops are alsoonly as good
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as the staff tinning them. Parents in these centers usually feel

better about e care their child receives because they are an active

part of it. H ever, the parenti mutt have the time to devote to the

center and the irector must be Able to handle the ready-made problems

one has with vol teens. She must make sure that the volunteers are
trained in the ph losophy of the center and4an apply that philosophy.
In short, all care is only as good as the persons providing it.

In Texas a cen which cares for children for four or more hours
a day must be licens . In 1975 the Texas Legislature passed a law
mandating that the standards for day care, residential care, and nursery

schools be revised. sse in the field of child development were hope-
ful that the standards ould be raised, thus ensuring the children of
Texas better care. Unfo tunately, after many hours of hearings all
across the state, the State Advisory Comailee on Child Care Facilities
which had been given the jib of revising the standards; wrote-new sets
of standards which were les strict than the previous ones (Texas State
Department of Publtc Welfare 1976). Although parents should make
sure a center is licensed before considering it, they must remember
that a license does not enspre quality. The standards are minimal.

Family day homes are not li ensed but -are required to register
with the StataDepartment'of Pub ic Welfare. Once again,'regiatration
does not guarantee good care.

,

What kind of care,best meets the ne its of the family?

Most book3 on choosing child cad provide excellent guidelines
for selecting care; however, few help rents analyze their unique
family needs.

One of the first questions most parenia4ask is, "How much does it

cost?" Although price is bound to be a big actor in the selection at
a center parents should shop around because prites vary and high prices
and quality care are not always synonymous. Somikexpensive centers
put their money into hardware raper than hiring the best teachers
available. On the oth9r hand, some small; plain looking centers are
excellent. Some government sponsored day care centers-have'sliding
scale fees depending upon the family income. Coops cut costs (and
thus tuition) by using parent volunteers: Whatever choice parents
make,'they'must remember, that child-care is., expensive and satetimes,
but not always, just a few extra dollars a month can make'a great deal
of difference to the child.

Parents should get more hours of child'care than they actually
need. A mother who works anly.fopr hours a day should get five or six
hours of care. A mother who works eight hours should get nine or ten
hours of care. This gives paren4 time to get to and from work, to do
a few things that are best done without children, and to spend some
time at the center with the child.

Arrangements for the sick care of the child should be de before
the child gets sick. Some centers have in isolation room; ho ever, most

162161



do not, and most mothers
.

prelfer to leave a sick child attome in
,

his s/....°

. .
,

own bed. .m6E11 empioyers'allow parents to use. heir sick days for the

care Of'a sick child. Evenlif this can be arranged parents should -have %

the name of someone who can/come tp the house in case neither parent

can stay home with the chi d that day. Usually parents wait until \:

the child is sibi to arrin e sick care. It is unlikely that a person

will be'found at\ seven o' c! ock in the morning.

While it is'Upually hest for the child to arrive and depart at
approximately thesame hour each day an occasional departure- fromethis

routine will not hurt. !If a parent has a day off and wants to keep
the child at home or to; bring him in a'little later than usual, the
staff at the center should be-flexible enough to Uccoiodate this.
POierits should reaamber"that it is more important for the child to be_

with his family than at the day care center.
ib/O'

Single parents have special needs. He or she might need to find
a center that provides auxiliary-Services such' at medical and' dental
care, hearing and'vision testing, bfeakfast and/or dinner, or family

counseling. These single parents as well as:thanf others ;tight also
want to look fOr a center that has a strong family involvement program.
Centers which get parents involved alsi) offer parents tome advantages
such as the chance to meet other parents, general pigenting informar
Ad6n,'professional information'abOut the child, spea kers on special

.

topics,,and a "listening ear."

What kind of child care is best for the child?

Everyone knows that each child ,is unique and'has individual needs.
What is best for one child is not always best for another. However, in
choosing child care little is aaid:Abo t eachrchild's'specidl needs.

111

..For - example, I would think that a shy :'ild whould do best'in a center
that has small groups and, nly one or teachers so thechild would
haveto relate ,,to only a minimum number of people. Thia,type child
would probably do best attending the smile center from yeatito year.
Recent reiearqhot caregiber-infant attachment also suggests that the`
infant will do best When one adult tends to the majority of his needs.
On the Other hand, an older, outgoing, active child might do best in
a large center with larger groups that offer a v riety of ldren,

activities and adults with whom to interact.

.
,

Many parents feel Piessured to put their child into A very "school-
'oriented" preschool because they are.afraid all the other dhildren his
age are learning to read,,an4 lif he does not le'arn to read or write or
whatever, he will not be able to keep up in first itide. There is no
research that I know of that shows it is more benefidial for a child
to learn to read or write at age'four orfive than it ilC:to pretend
thaehe is a fireman. In fact, kihink Chat. the latter may be more
important at thdt age. Children yho do not learn to read until age
six catch Up with their-earlier reading peers when the groups are
matched for intelligence.
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Or"od a da care?. Or should a er feel ilt ?
_.

. ,..- .

,
Nearly every mother.who leaves a newborn baby three or'foUivmonths

after gipg birth or a two- or three-year-old child whom she has, been

'aetione with til that time feels minty.. Society still has a ntgative
.

ittitude'fower working mothers, whichiincreases a mothers' ..

.

feeitni of gull. nOften'because of these guilt feelings, mothersorrefuse

\to look closely 't what they are deingOkTheytell themselves that what

happens in-4 day are center is not really important Wanan).

.

\

.

If\a mothei dags not choose her day care centet with -great care
..-

she should feel guilty.The average child spends nine hours a day,-

fivedays.a week in the center. Since-fie sppndi more hours at tht

center than in the home, this, is where he will get manyof his v,alueA

and learn how bo do (or not to dol a variety of things. If,a child

\4
spends nine hours a day being uncreative and cmaggressive in

situation, he is dot goi g home at five in,_the afternoon andlreffdenly

beoomea highly,:crsative very. autgoing_c41d.

My own answer to the estion of should a mother feel guiltyla,

"No, not ifstie finds the b t care she can ifford..Y In'comparing the

care given by mothers and th t given in day care 'centers I developed the

modil on the following page. On the left are the numbers of centers and

mothers providing such care and on th4 bottom of the table are the

.quality of care provided, rangidg from exeelleut to inadequate. -Normal

curves are.usedibeCatise mothering and group care practices are probably

normally distributed in the population with the vast felinity of both

being pretty much around the middle or aver range. One All note,

, however, that-T feel mothering can better and'worse than group

care. If all mothers were perf t or near perfect and could aford

mentally, physically add monet to'stay home with the children, most.

children would flourish.' Sin this 4s not, and has never been the case,

=A most mothers are pretty g od but dtrtainly not perfect, day care

that .is of comparable quality can be found. The average mother can ilso

find day care that might even be better for the child than staying home.

The licensing standards have.eliiinated the worst day care situations;

hawever,ve.have not eliminated the neglectful and abusiire parents.

How does a parent tell a good center -from a bad one?

A mother dote not have to be a'child car expert to pick the right

child care for her7aild. Sh must; however, naerstand what tfie needs

and what she wants-for her ch ld, anethen find a center that offers_

j these advantages.
.

A parent should alWays visitiweeveral day car'A centers (or family

day homes) ,befok decidinb on one. Even if the first one visited is
excellent, visiting others will give the parent a standard of comparison.

jach center should be, Visited in the morning when the main program is-,01,n,'

.session. ,However, before deciding on a center that parent should 'visit,

the program in the afternoon to,seewhit goes on all day long. The .

. -

j

a

.
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4:0MPA.RISON OF CARE GIVEN BY MOTHERS

.. AND THAT GIVEN "IN CHILD CARE CENTERS

. Numbers
S of

mothers
and

centers

I

excellent'

11.

average

t

Quality of Care
f

-Day Care

165

164
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poor
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National Aasociatilon,for the,.Educacion of Young Children Agests that
Alt4fita avoid day carecenters that *nit allow
lm

vpitors.during normal
_

-ho Ckrinan). 46,
, . 1 .

, , .

-.? r

0. .

Children should' be left at home when,* parent-is deciding'on a
center. Children, as well' as some,adults, ten(to'be influenced by a
AsmYbuilding and new equipmeA. ..lioreolpr, children are 'not 'always
juitient,with the4pany westions that need.to be asked f the director /*
and the teachers... . (I,.

) 4 fr t
'.

While in the center, parents should not be lUctirit.to as questions
and probe'aramnd. 'One guidebook to choosing a hildcare center
suggests thatl`the parent shouid'oPen the refri . P rents should

0 talt+With the,director of the school'is well as ,ers o t staff. iP
The mutt important person to mIpt is the person o Will be sp iqg the .....- ''

most time. with the child. Before setting a,finA`deciiion parents may
wish:to talk with other parents of spirdren in 'the school. Parents

.,.

.
, understand each other and are *often more, candid abolh the strong and,t .4'

weak points of a certain progiam. ,dil
.

_No.

114 There area nutberof excellent guides and booklets -that help
parents dhbose child care. The most compreherla ve one./.have%Aerl'is
a day-care checklist that can be obtained'fro he Day Calk and Child
Development.Council of Aierica, 1012 14th St et, NW, Washlihg on, D.. C

20005. While few parents.woulld want or need such a somprehens ve
guide, parts of thisare excellent. The section I particularl like
iittlikablast one onipterastiona which parents Lill out through observa-

.
tfbn alone. It inaludes such things as4 .

.- ' .- %

"Staff speak to Shildreri_on their eye-level. 4
; N..

a. 'Staff raise questions for child to consider:00.
_

liffectidAate physfcal,contact is obled." I .

IN ) 41w. .

s_, Anather good, b4t very short Idrde is a swill, pamphlet ent-itled.
Some Wa?S'of Disxinguiltak alpoodvSchool or Center -for YoAgg'Childr(0.

'Single copisikare furnished free upon receipt of self - addressed stpped
.# 10 envelop Orders shoUld,be addressed to: -

,

.1 Tublimations rept..
`'', Naiional Associationior'the

Education of Young Children..

-1 34'donnecticut4kve., N.44.44,11P
W hingtbn, D. 9: (21g009 , 4

.. '\ A4Iiird.guide whick I have available today is printed
,

dnd distrib-
uted\by Ole Texas DAmmtmint,of COMmunity Affairs and is entitled
Choosing'a Child Care Center bYBob German.' ', ,

,
,

,

'',.- -
.. .

.
,

,
4

. .

,While parents Will benefit from reading one lor,'several different'

guides, many parents'alreaq kneb what to look for. In two wortshops-
during the conference, hdetWeen Grownups and Kids," held in Austin,

f E A.

a

I
s
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'4- Tex4s on August127, 1977' parents suggested looking for the items on
thie owing pages. Item d are divided into personnel, program', health

t environalent and equipment, parent involvement and food ,

service and -nutrition., 4- r

My advice to .parents is to first look at the personnel and the
progral. *Id tliey inset the standirds the parent his settothen- he or

- If these meet the standardsladt then` the parent should consider the
she shbuld consIdef health and safety anti, environment and equipment.

parent involvement program &nil he d service and nutritioh. ram
not suggesting that food sere not important. No program is
complete withoutexiellent rat in all areas. However, this method

of reviewing day care programs lows parents tn'eliminate quickly
er" those centers that are not good. If the stafL and the program are

not good then the patent need not waste his.time._

ThesUggeseions made by parents on the following pages are not
meant to be a cdmpleteguide to choosing child Care. -They merely
serve as an example of some things parents think ate Amportint. 'No

parent can look at everything when choosing child care. Each must
decide what he or she thtnks is most important to.his -or her family
'and look for that.

a

I

4 4
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POKE OF THE THINGS PARENT4LOOK WHEf CHOOSING.CHILD-
,

4111V:
.

PERSONNEL (DIRECTOR, TEAggFat *AFF)

1. fElo the teachers enjoy workings
.with the, children? Do they
/pick them up, hug them, and

:.. give.. them attention

ppontaneouslY?

Z. Do the teachers talk to the
ldren on.their eye-level?

Do he children like the
teachers? Do they show them
things, go over to.:thest-and

talk to them?

4. Is the discipline firm and
,positive rather than harsh
and negative sr

5. Do the teachers aria director
talk with your child when you
visit the school?

6. Can the director and teachers
tell you about'their
philosophy and specific ways
they implement It?

. .

: Do the teachers work with the
children both inside and out
instead of talking among

themselves?

8. How many teachers armihere
per child? a mo

*".1.9. Who does the custodial work
and how often is itNdone?

CARE

'PROGRAK(ACTIVITIES, SCHEDULE)

1. Is the schedule written down?
Is it differentfor the various
age groups?

2. Is the schedule-followed? Do

the children seem to know what
to do next?

3. Are the Schedule and, the
ties changed when they a
working?

/I)
4. Do thm children spend ime

doors every day?

As
5- Are the children allowed to.get

vi-
not

out-

6.

.

dirty?

Inside, are there learnihg
centers so'that the .children

have a choice of activities?

Are seat periods, toileting.
and cleanup-all scheduled?

168.167
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HEALTH.AND SAFETY

Are erfldren supervised.at all
times?

2. Apre health and tamunization
forms kept and updated for .

each chid ?,

3. All the yard and any hazards
fenced?

!
4.Where is medication kept? Who

gives it? Is there a written
notice from the doctor 'or
parent?

,

Is the taff trained id first
aid? What kind of training
diJ they receive?

6. What is the plan for child
'who becomes sick 'at ichool?

,A

v 7. Are the bathroom facilities
always clean,

Where is diaperstog done? I

WherearLthe dirty Akapers
disposed of?

9.: Is there a hange of clothing
for each c iid?"

ENVIRONMENT AND:EQUIPMENT

1. Is t4e center a pleasant ,place

'to be ?'
.

2. When all' the childred a yres-
doestthe center seem

crowded?

3. Are the furniture and bathroom
_ facilities child sized?

4: Does ea lb child have spacer
or other"place for his belong-
ings?

5. broken toyssremoved'
immediately? Who repairs them?

1 t

6. an Children get and replace
"all the equipment by, themselves?

-3. Are there:
transportation and ehnstruction

, ,

dress -'up materials?,,

housekeeping items/
art aud create materials
science equipment? -
Musical items?. /

yigofbusplay equipment?

Is there a pladb where a child
an bealone if he wiehes?'

9. Ls the equipment appropriate
ibDthis childrens' ages?'

M
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NT INVOLVEMENT

1. Are the rents interviewed
befo1e thekcbeild is enrolled?.,

2. Are parents encouraged to
observe in the school?

.41111111..0%.4.6

3. ''Do the staf f g eet you
well as your ch ld?

4: At the end of the, day do the

, teachers tell the arents
something about th child's
day?

SS

5. Are there meetings for parents

4 . to get together with each
littler?

6. Are .there regular parent \

,conferences ?.

7. Do some parents linger at t
center either -at arrival or

. del)* ure- time?

.8. Do portents talk, to

and children other
bwn?

each other,4
-than their,

I

k

4

V

FOOD SERVICE AND NUTRITION

1. Is .the menu posted?

2. Do the meals and snacks seem
wholesome and nutritious?

*".-

Are the portions served adequate?
Can a child baye seconds and
thirds?

Do the teachers sit" w/th the
children and' eat too?

Are, the children allowed to
take their timer-when eating?

. Is the kitdhen clean?

Are' the children allowed to
. help ,with fhe food prepay

°menu*selection an 'sere ?

. 'Do the children seem td like,
.

th4e food?

I

Are
in g

snacks served at mid-zoom-
ed mid-afterq' oon?

_

0
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4JORKSHOPS AND DEMONSTRATIONS
10:00 - 12:00
1:40 - 3:30

401

Working with Paper and Construction

W*a of Piinting and Ways of Gluing

Painting

Weavfhg, Sewing, Felt and Flannelboard

Puppets

Fun for Tots

Learning Games

Motor Activities

Growing Things

Woodwork with Young Children

Creative Dramatics

Games with Blocks,

Bicultural Learning Materials for Yobng,

thildrent

Making Pictures

Containers
'10 .

Movement and Husical-Gamea

4

May Grace _-

Jean Isaacs

Alta Wpm

Sandra Johnaorie

,Rita Foust

Toasty Ochs
,

Leticia Contreras

Maggie Rivas

Dorothy Mae Emirson

Larry Kihnel .

Susan Bright

Jack aad Mary Lumbley

4

Julia Batista,,Helen-Gohzales,
Nora Castillo

Joy Rogers

Virginia Gza

Dee Gibson

X75 4
. < 7

1#

4

t

4.



'DEMONSTRATION LEADERS

"
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"BETWEEN GROWNUPS AND KIDS"

demonstration Leaders

"Bicultural-Learning Materials forjoung Children"
00.

IP
Julia Batista

c/o Mrs. Joyce Coleman
207 Sunnycrest
San Antonio, Texas 78228

Ms. Helen Gonzalez
c/o Mrs. Joyce Coleman
207 Sunhycrest
San Antonio, Texas -78228

-Ms. Nora Castillp
c/o Mrs. Joyce Caleman

op
, Sunnycrest.

. San Antonio, Texas 78228

"Games with Blocks"

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lumbley
Southwest Educational Development Laboratory
211East:7th Street
'Austin, Texas 78701

"Motor Activities"

Me. Maggie'Rivas
Southwest Educational Development Laboratory
211 East 7th Street
Austin, Texas 78701

"Learning Games"

MA.4seticia Contreras
Southwest Educational Development.ilabOratOry
211 East 7th Street
Austin, Texas 78701

"Containers"

Ms. Virginia Garza
Southkest Educatiohil Development Laboratory
211 East 7th Street
Austin, Texas 78701

"Pain ting"
. t

Ma. Jean Isaacs
Child IncbrOprated
818.East 53rd Street
AustihTTexas 78751

179,
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ng with Paper'and Construction"

. Mary Grace
Ch ld IncOrporated
818 East 53rd Street
Austin, Texas 78751

"Ways of Printing, and Ways of Gluing"

Ms. AltasWillms
Child Incorporated-

., 818 East 53rd. Street

Austin, Texas 78751

"Weaving, Sewing, Felt and Flienelboare

Mb. Sandra Johnson
Child Incorporated
818 East 53rd Street
Austin,.Texas 78751

"Making P!ctures"

Ms. Joy Rogers
2702 Carnarvon
Austin, Texas 78704

"Puppets"

Ms. R_ ita- Foust

4501 Shoalwood
Austin, Texas 78756

"Fun for Tots"

Mk. Toasty Ochs
2704 B St. Edward's Circle
Austin, Texas 78704

"Movement and Musical Games"

Ms. Dee Gibson
4304 Burney
Austin; Texas 7871

"Growing Thine)"

"Mb. Dorothy Emerson
7312 Shadywood
Austin, Texas 78745

"Creative Dralgatics 4*

Ms. Susan Bright
1504 A Dexter
Austin, Texas 78704 .

.`
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1. DIRECTIONS: HOW TO SPROUT SEEDS:

SPROUTING FOR. FUN AND HEALTH

Dorothy May,Emerson
Sunwheel Center for Holistic Health

DEiONSTRATION HANDOT1T: '

It., .
N

You will need: a quart jar (dr larger
a square of cheesecloth ;or nylon stocking material)

approximately 5" square , ('

a rubber band .

2 tablespoons of seeds, beans, or grains

b.'-01Steps to follow:-

1. soak the seeds in Li cup water in the Jar (overnighti,for beans, ,
a few hours for Smaller, seeds) .

e 2. place the cloth over the mouth, of the jar and hold in. place
1 .

.

with,the rubber band ( * .

3. pour off soak wEtter.(thiskwater ie'loaded with vitamins and --.....
.

minerals and can be added to soups or used to cook vegetables- A

4. r Of directe seeds and sit jar at a slant to drain (keep out
or for watering plants)

,

e
--_.

, -

sunlight) & .

o , .

--,.- 4 5. rinse twice daily, and let far sit at a slant to akain il,
.

, 6. watch the little seeds sprout.and grim .

,

7. IfTer a flow slays the hulls will separate from the seeds; flsh these
"oui, as they 'can catUie the" sprouts to spoil

.

-8. harvest sprouts in 2-5 days (you can eltpode the sprouts to f
,
ii,

.

e

sunlight fora few hours before harvesting to increase
.

chlorophyll content) . . I

.9,. store sproAts in refrigerator in a container with b4athing
. holes until you afe ;eady,to use (the sprouts are still growing!)

4, '. , .
.

II. WHY SPROUT? .
.

. ..

''''\1. FOR FON - Sprouting /0 a great project for children. e- Ws the .
quickest and easfest.way, to grow your own food. Children love a . .

garden which is ready to harvest in'less than a week. We cneall
wonder together at the miracle of life sprouts reaffirm for us.
Sprouting can be alun activity for parents to,share with 'children,'
While Ilicreasing,our awareness of life's prccesies, t

.
, .

2. POR HEALTH -'In this world of over-processed, denatured food,
a

, sprouts provided liVing addition to our diet. ,(If.you eat 'then

raw, they will still be alive wher'you eat them.)P Nowhere else tan
you get fresher food th you sprout yourself. ,4 0

The real nutritional sec : of sprouts in that when the ,

beans or seeds are sprouted t re is an increage in ehe
. .

iitamin:and mineral costents, 4 some cases up eo 10 times

the amount,of vitamins and 2 to times the amount dt other

nutrients contained it the brigi 1-seed.' , '

.

from Food to Improve Yo :ealth, by L..Pelitrflf

and J1 Hauch, Pinnacle ks, 1974, ,v

.....fin
. ..

. , ., ,.

,
.
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3. TO SAVEANEY - Sprouts.. are prebably one of the least expensiveiayi -

to buy vitamins and minerals to insure your family's health. Most seeds ...

and beans coax beiween $.50 and.$1.50 per pound. Ouepound.of,Ilseed makes

8 pounds of sprouts, which is definitely expanding the value oryour'.''

ginal purchase: Even the most expensiveseede (alfalfa, radish, and
tard) still end upcosting only 5 it"15 cents per bervi4g. SO you ,a

really get a bargainin sprbuts. . ,

I °

.

i
.. .

4. TO SAVE CALORIES,- One .fully packed cup of Sprouts Ouch as mung bean

alfalfa) contains less than'20 ealories 'Even the most caloric (soybeans,'

peas, and' lentils -All of which are high in protefn)are only 65 calories

- per Cup. At that the yield-of prOttin-is twice that of meat and four

times :that of eggs. Greet, or pregnant and nursing women.. and for .

AA. % growing -kids: * .

Aw tFOR SURVIVAL - Every household Akergeneyplan ih;td contain a_-..

storehouse of, seed and the knowledge di.spripting. Seeds can be ., .

ow easily stilted and can provide the nutrition of fresh food which might-be

-needed,under'emergency conditions. Sprouts are served to submarine. .

crews, as this is Vie one fresh vegetable that can-bc harVested under

water. Hirl'ranciSChithester sprouted on his solo Voyage/round the, 7

' whirlci'in his sailboat, gypsy Moth. If early-ocean,voyagers had known

' aboutlisprouting, they, would have-had no problem with rvy. Hikers_.4

chh sprout, in their knapsacks,'th08.-Carrying power-pa utri;ion on ''

long hikes.:,Office siorkers,can sprout in their desks keta.idtheir

- trucks travelers ih their cars, etc. The pdssibili re endless.
.

.;
.

6. FOR *STE -: Many'creative, delicious dishes can be prepared with
sprouts., Some suggestions on how to use sprouts will be found in the

npxt section and in the books.lietedat the end; Anil of:cgorse, sprouts

1 tits at.,, just as tHeysare,'freshly, growing. .Try diherent sprouts_

di ferent uses to zee which olies'you'and youifalily'like.best.."
Children a1Most always want meat what 'they themSeves have helped to

... grow, so sprouts are a good-tasting way ti. iherease the nutritional value

bf your whole family's diet, '

.

&
... ,

, *

. ^

"6 Iza. HOW TO USE SPEOOTS:, A FEW IDEAS
-

1. Wherever'you'would'use lettuce, in sandwiChes or tossed in a salad

-2, -Stir-into soup's at the last minute c
.

3:,'Coibine.with rice clic:this' -. . -

4. Add to spaghettijust efore servin*

i '. 5.: Useas,A topping r into yourogavorite casstrole\, .

ik 'tic inid your fiv dip , 4.,

k
..

4 rt

7. Ose on top of ch ese nd crackbrsr for i s

r
8. Add to egg fill gli, stuffed tomatoes

op *.. , ,9. kix into sandwich Sp ad (tuna, heese, d sled egg, h m, etor)
iq 10. .Addtto scrambled egg$ or omelet, .

'1 1.'12. rin11-41p for sandwich spread or diti,
i 11. Add any oriental dish ._ ,

.Il

ci

..:

4

,

9

-..71' 13. Puree and.add,to salaedreisings
.; I 14. Blend intomilkshaieso - .. ,

, .

. .

,015. Blend with apide, pineapple,- tomato', or V8 juice
10

1.16. 'Use in stuffe.j squash, bell pepper, eggplant, mulpro s;.etc.

or with poultry . 1...... ,

lik trind and add to meat loaf or hamburgers r
18. Garnish -a Elatteor '

.....

A

19. Add to breads andzincakes. .

A .2(h Buy ,a book on sprouts. and tray some of the great reci'es

'. -'21. Try,yourtgon ideas! Use sprouts in anything and ev. rythingi '..

t..

A

a

0
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IV. WHERE TO BUY SEEDS .

.,

The hest plade to buy seeds for sprouting it from your local health ik4044

food store.' They will carry-a full line of high quality seeds especially

for sprouting; as well as books on sprouts, vario4,useful sprotting delrices,
Wild will usually offei'free adv ce on any of.your sprouting questions.
Some 'supermarket beansand pea y also be tsed,-such as green lentils,,

black eyed peas, green peas, and chick pea. Seeds packaged for plantingi.L.

may have been treated with chemicals to leard spoilage, so take cara.to

wash them well if you decide to use them atwall.

PREVENTING FAILURE

1. Be sure the sprieu can drain completelP. If they are waterlogged,

they may rot. - . .

4 tilita02. Be sure mt

of dirett sunlight, except a few hours jtbefore
the seeds ice a day. Dehydration alsd causekrotting:

3. Reep spro
harvesting. Be suretfftsproas hav good ventilation. -

4. USe q.ukswarm water 'for soaking and rinsing sprouts.

:5. Remove hu114 and any.seeds 'which seem not-to be sprouting.

15. In hot weather some Sprotits lespeclally alfalfa),needsto be grown
mg.-.

. in an air conditioned)roOm. If you wave trouble wilh spoilage, try .

the hardier varieties in summer such as lentil, or munkbeens.

-7. Handle your sprouts carefully., Dd'n't crowd too many in one'container,
Remember that sprouts are liiring things - babies, in fact!

.
,, ,

". . VI. ALTERNATIVE SPROUTING METHDDS.
mob .

1. Use the ring frdm a canning jar lid and a plastic, copper, oillr
tainless steeliscreen:Pto makea neater sieve for your sprout Jan

2. 1 ou can buy ,plastic covers with various size holes for different
sprouts to,use on sprouting,jars. Available inmost health food stores,,

3. Grow sprouts in any dish, bowl', colander, .etc. Cover with a wpt paper

towel and lid to kebpsprouttfiom driAngout. 4.

1 - 4. Use a special sproutindish or Redwood Sprouter. Available from

your health Aood store.
5. To make a large quantity of sprouts,

s

ugs a,bucketkIth holet.punChed

. 4 inthe bottom. q

6. Buckwheat, sunflower,.emd wheat can also he Irowp. in soil to produce

highly nutritious greens'in one week. See books by Wigmore and
.

Kulvinsicas for further information. .
f,

I. 1,

VII,. FURTHER INFORMATION ON SPROUTS

Varieties
of Sprouts

t
Hints on Growing

Alfalfa _Grow in darkness, expose tO
light for-few hours too

elop Chlorophyll;
h= est at.,1" to 2" or
j t after-first leaves.
appear

Bung teens

or.

Hulls, can be removed, but
this is not necessary;
harvest at le to 4" ,

Spicipl Infxmatio

e J .

\\Especifily rich ih vitamins
' K and C and cAlcium;.high
mineral conteat; said to
prevent mensttuel p .'

cramps And alleviate water.
retentibt

,

t.-
A

Most .popular of,, all sprouts;

rich in calcium, phosphorus,
irollb vitamins Atana°C; ;lied

freqtantly in oriental tooking :

, .

I
,

..,

18.7-1-8u

4

14.

10



Varieties
of Sprouts

What, Rye

Hints on Growing

For eating rugs, harvest when
shoot is 'the size of the
'grain; for sweeter sprout and
cooking, let pow to 1"

Easy to sprout; harvest
at 11" to 1"

ff.

Sesame Use unhdlled seeds only;
harvest when sprouts just
show the barest bud;
usuelli'ready in 2 days

.

,4*

, N

, .

Eat sprouts4when barely
,

budded; not over 1.4";
.

discard hulls or stow hullel,

seeds I'
. mli

Not as easy to grow; .rinse

-at leaat'3 times _daily;
harvest at 4" to 11/2"

Special,' Informs t ion'
Sweet taste; use with
desserts and fitit; can
14 baked in bread and
eaten in cereal; contain
protein and vitamin:E

Use in oriental dishes,
like mung beanj serve
with rice:

Iligh4Protein, unsaturated
oil, ciumPhosphorus,
magnesium, niacinvitamins
Aand C; often blended into '

beyerages or ground up in
dips and dressings.

Contain many trace minerals,
calcium, vltamins D and E,

4
plus about 30% ppotein;
grind-up in sips and
dressings

Vefy nutritious, high in

_protein;usuallymaleamed
for 5 minutes or so

VIII. _BOOKS ON SPROUTS OR CONTAINING USEFU*INFORMATION ( SPROUTS

Courter, 'Gay. THE BEANSPROUT BOOK; EVERYTHING ABOUT SPROUT;NC BEANS,

SEEDS AND GRAINS. Simon and Schuster, 1973.

11! .

Kulyinskas, Viktoras, HUTRITIONALJVALUATION OF suotas AND GRASSES.

OMango WPressr
lk

Kilviriskas, Viktpras. SURVIVAL INTO T11 21ST CENTURY: PLANET RY

ERS MANUAL. ,Omangod preys, 1975.-`

Peltitring, Linda, a d Hauth, JoAnn.! TO IMPROVE YOUR WEALTH.

Pinnacle Bboks, 1

-*ignore,
Digest

.

or

Ann. FOR URIAZGROW ORGANIC FOOD INDOORS! Health

#148, Hip ocra s.Health Institute.
,-`"

I

-

Mary, Lida, Tom, and Jason
How does yge garden grow?
Alfalf4, lentils, mung beans, and wheat
All sprouting for us to eat nowt

148,18 I

E

0
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MORING PICTURES

JoyAtogers.

"Odde6N1 Ends" Pictures
. #

.

o

'Tor Ages 3 and up

Material Needed:

struction paper

Clear driing glue

and

Any a,r all of the followIng:.

Bits, and pi ces of colored gaper

,yarn al tnum foil, etc.

Macaroni shell eikodjand. alphabet)*

V
. Dried beans and peas of all, kinds

L

ti

DEMONSTRATION HANDOUT

It

, clOth, ribbon,

(CoIered
4

Buttons
. .

Colored

popcorn

4toothpicks

,

rick raCk,string,

A. (Note: coffee cans and margarine tubumake idealcontainers.)rake

Directions: e
Give each Child a piece of construction aper, a

to aboVefitems?' ,Most,clitilOren "Soy creating{ designs

Younger childreri can Imake-simple% coleful pi'ctdres:
able to use.blunt scissdrsIto alter the shape of, the
also enjoy gluing thepopCorn in the sha'e of letters

I

4=

p.

.7

week ary and access
of theii'hoosing.
Older children may be
r materials. .They 'may .

to make- their names', i

04vantages of this Activity

te

is)inexpensipe-becatise most
ig'aUitable.for children of
simple or as complicated'at

3. encourages creativity;
4. helps develop manual dexterity..
5. helps children with little or to artistic talent

are pleasing% them.

.

,

of thA materlals'ar, available
different,ages. They may, makq

they wish.

a1

189 182
, 4

,

/

in the home.
'pictures as :

.to create pictures which .4

7
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A1401444ES USE CONTAAERt

corrrAINER5,'

/laity lesming'activiiies for y

use wif empty lintainers.

Is

DvipiSTRAT/ HANDOUT

g childrip may be designed fo

Th tivities may be preparedtwith v

H0wever, a note of CAUTION_
. -

little 44.phse, yet .are of great value.
_.-

, , *0
1

must be.mads before menttioning some of these

Since the contents of many containers are dangerous, or potentially

activities,

,

s.

. .,

dangerous for children, parents, at all times, must keep these.containers
. ,

lacked away from the reach ofirildten. They must learn tha ey cap
.

- ,k

play with ,bottles only when parentpil,ave allowed them to clO so. Under \.

no circumstances should they place anything

0
are c losely supervised by the parents.

Contiatikers of all kinds may be 016-1 to-teach the many concepts-of'

colors, shapes, sizes, smells, sounds, textures, vblume,and weights.
t

visual skills, auditoty skills, motor skills, and on

with little effort and much joy. Children make

in their mouth unless they

Deyelopment of

language takes

selections,

The foil

. '4N
used at home.

Cps, predictions, And judgements..

ng.are only a ',few' ideas that'may easily be Made an

I SMELLS --Fillloottlmi)with perfume, alcohol, vinetjar, onions, ground

coffee, baby powder, pickles, etc. Have pi9tures o contents
.

7

80 that child may,t lk &balk contents nd f
1
nd the picture of

4t
.ecit three.'

thinks each bottle anteing. The patent May ask leading-'guestions so

that Child may-the sk;guestions abOut the contts'alsa,: i.%nothec,

vactitityllb.to hav thei child find t that,ars alike in a

frozen juice cans With different contents.

I.

1911

I

available

what he
4

group

11:



such as rice, salt or sand', set
.

balls,, water, bean;, etc. Make 2 canswith each.®,
a .

seal.the cans with'cardboard and masking tape.
4

.. ; ..,,
to ihe4soun4s andfind-phe ones,that'are alike.

5

of jiingre bells, pennies, small rubber .

' the on that is different'in

-5

kind of contents and

Have the child listen

16110
Or have the, child find.

a set of,three sounds.

COUNTING--Have ten jar }'labeled with a numeral from 1 to 10. Have

Child place marbles to matoh the numeral of

1001
SIZES--Cut different sizes of cardboard

10

LA, used in,paper towels and bathroom tissue.

fromthe smallest to the largest.

spraii bottles

jar.'

k
cylinders

Have ch

such as those

Place them.in order

irk

such as those-used In deodorants

,with tempera paint and hive a torm'or shape

.

to spray paint around.

t

,

t
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DEMONSTRATION HAND9UTN,

-Iind Mary LumbleyJ,a

.

'Blocks of many varieiies°can b. easily and'inexPensively*ade for Ore-

%samol children. Besides-being fun td play with, blocki can.provne.a

. 'Valuable educational experience for young children at home. .

,
.

'Two types of blocks will be discussed here; for both types preparatAm
. ,

is very simple.

4
1. FOAW(PRIRKRILY FOR.YOUNGER CHILDREN)

.
, ,

. . .

A. Buy a all piece of ipft polyfoam (the kind used in furVture
pad i g, for iXample). Any thickness; exdppt the tety thin
variety, is acceptable. 'Because the piece will: be Cut into : - .

iv cubes to-make the blacks, the age-of the child to be Using the
blocks should le taken. into considerationl'veTy,yoUng children
may find it difficilltgeo manipulite cubes which .Fad tObe cut :

. rather small because the piece of fosm-otiginaflYbought was ,

not very ,thick. , ,

B. Using a-iharp'knife ot.iazor blade, cut the piece of tolyfoam 6

1 : .

Into the'desired riumber of,cube,pieces (remember thu-all-sides of
a cube are the same size; ao,,ple,thickerthe foam, the larg r .

the blocks must be cut to bemacle into cubes),:

. ,

, -,

Decorate-the cubes in any number of ways. for example, scraps.

Oif material of different textures and colors can be glued to
each of the six sides oCevery ,block. In this way, the blocks
can be used to help tea CE the yOuhg child to discriminate such :

4 pbylcal Characteristics as ,color, texture, pattern, etc. ,,The
numbradt e of cpatacteristics yolk may want to teach your
child }to le-to diperiminate can be deters& the .

physical ctenistias.of the fabric, scraps yo se for
,the block You can even make the block§ into le if you

4 wish. Sim y'r use pieces of material with strop vinguishIble ,

'designs; b luing opg piece of a different pattern to one side of
every bloc , you an ac wally have .six three-dimensional "puzZletii"
within, one syt of flocks Soluti6n pf these puzzles will teach such
impottant'skills as.yisual (as. well as ,.actual) discrimination,
,part/tibolerelations, and spatial configuration. Another,,.much '

simp4ler, means of decorating the.bldcks is.io color one siHeiof
ever 'block yith a different colored, felt tip' pen. The child can

then be asked to:turn,vp all the red sifts, fjpi example, or all,' 4
the. green sides._ 4,

..
.,

4t

t sit

. 4r

4

'1

. -

4:

"
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20 WOOD (PRIIIKRILY FOR OLDVR CHILDR2N) . '

,

lir . ,

... ,
.

. ,
16 ' . . 0.#

A. Buy a strip ofiwood, which is the same sire in'i?oth

., dimensions (fo example 1, X' 1"; 2,"'x 2"; 3" x 3"). .

Asrvith the foam blocks,, remember that it may be easier

. fori6/411hcbildretv to manipulate smaller blocks, so
,

*remember to consider.the age of,the,child in deciding 2 0
i t what size wood strip to buy. .4

, 11-
... .

,

,
i 1

A... With a' saw, cut the 'strip into pieces the .'same length

, 4 as-its 9Cherditensions; for example, if the strip'is .

2" x,.2': x 12" long, You-can ma6,)a set of 6 blocks ,,...

each of which is a 2" cube. Natutially, the length of
I"

the strip yog originally buy will'determine, the number'

pf cubes your block set will have..' . . . e

,/ A

C. Decorate tha wood blocks. As with the foamllocks, ,the

. wood blocks can be designed in any number of irays and

-in any order of simplicity or difficulty forthe4child..
'Perhaps the meat simple (that is, making the least
number of mental demands an thechild for their use)
way af,decorating the-blocks is. toeue pigces'of

constrictionconstctian pakei-to the block sides.

Once this is done, the child can hen scift'the blocks

by Color, again'improving discriminatfan:skills. 'By

pasting different deCale (or different numbers of
d4cals) to each blo,Ckwaide,a child can gain experience
Pt both pattern and number differentiation. Using :

'different classes of 'dgcals:maylenable the,child to

,1 sort the blocks, for example; occording to-plants,

birds, animals that crawl,-etc. The variety of
discriMinaliOnakilis-ihi-iCan-bg taught using this
technique is United only by the imagination of the
persommonstructing the blocks. .

V

Finally as -with the "foam blocks, multi=dimensional.

puzzles can be made 'by gluing pieces -of picture to the'

-

side Of the blocks so that within,ane set -of 20 bfock

for example, the child can have actess to six diff

di 20-piece puzzles, Pictures.inmagazints could easi

be used for this purpose. Pieces of contact payer

presged to the sides of the blocks would eitMinate
having to glut the design to the'wood.

4 #

^
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LEARNING` GAMES

Leticia Contreras
Southwest Educationad-DevelopmentLaboratory

4
The Alphabet

This, exercise is for the learainglof the alphdbet and the phanetie, sounds

(14

of the letters..

Black Slfeet Front
ft'

1. Tedch the child the ABC' a ail' he points to the letters at the top of the
page. .

2.. Ask the cold to aay the alphabet locating the capital letters,
Haile him give a word that b*nd.ns with that letter or its- sound.r

%3.

IRAMPCH R
C Car

Ask 'the Child to. places the purple squares on the small and capital

.letters that make a pair.

EXAMPLE

k. Have your, child practice printing the, alphabet in both ,the Upper and
. lower case.

, OP 1 ,

Black Sheet Back

, ( a., 8
Have the chj.ld practice printing the let rs. ,

f
. 2. Name a letter and have him locate it and printsit 'Ask him to'

.

.
. . .

.

sound it but. _

. , i

Sound out a letter ,and hay* him locate it and putt it.Jr.
I.

Brown thpgr
%

k erta .child to say the alphabet as he points to the. letters. Have

practici printing the/24884s lettirs.
t. % -

T. Call,.nut 'a letter and have him write the small letter.

187

.
1,5
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'Leticia Csontreras

Souttriest Educational Development Labbratory

El Abecedario

, 1

0,

-

Este ejercicio,es para el apreedizaje del abecedario y de los
fongticos de las. letras.

tloja nagra Ftente

DEMONSTRATION HANDOUT

sonidor

1. sere al nifio el abecedario mientras sefiala OR el dedo las letras

ue se encuentram,en la parte de .arriba.

Tide que el nifio diga e./-abecedarie'.locali.gando las.letras mayasculas,

Pidale una pal4ra que empieza con eras letras o con esos

sonidOs.'
0

LIENTLO. S SOnido
C Centavo . ,

t3. Pida al mifici que ponga los'Axdrito mprAdotv(marcidores) sopre las
letras mingsculas y mayasculas que bacenpar. 1 ....

1
,

EJEMPLO d ." -D
r' -

-J*
4. T ida al que eScribk el a Aistras mayfistmlas y

,

.

1. Tisdale alenifio que escriba Las

1.2. Diga
4

as letras y pida que las

d4. :sonidd. 1.

.

. ,

3. Oigale el sOnido'
las escriba.. ,

1.'

letras.

encuentre y-que.las'escrlba,

minesculvs.

Vidalque

e,as.letras. Pida que las sefiale con el dedo y que

-

a
.

. . 0, .

Fide al nifio que digs el abecetario mientras .seftala las-le

que escriba las litres que'faltin. .3.

2. Digalm unirletra y pida clue la espriba en 1;4 mlealscUla.

s . ;196

- 188

as. Posrmitale
.1

,

V

a

11 R

"it
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DFMN§TRATION HANDOUT

fob-
.

Preschoolers and crown Ups

Larry Kihnel
Austin-Travis County Mental Health, Mental Retardation

1
t

ti

- Ilrojects'under 10 mitiutes

Two .te four steps

Somethineto be used or seen by all

Something hat involves a,atorli

A

Things that GroWn,Ups -have never'done. Learning
together teaches a child that it is O.K. to explore.

Uslpg scraps which teaches.us creativity

Adopting an attitude that childietveach Grown Ups

- Use light weight tools

Usi soft woods -1fir or cedar

NaMe the project

Be willing tehave a less than professional product

Q

- All tools are dangerous

- 'Hammer and nail task's are difficult for

take time.

Woodworking skill, are one
of wood projects with chil
together, risking together,
something, cleaning up, and
working skills

preseho lers -

f the least iMport t aspects
en - working together, exploring
failing together, ,tinishing

dreaming - all rank above wood
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IDEAS'

Scrap of 4" x, 5" or x 5" ,

Smear glue andut wood Shavings for hair

3/4" nails with flat headkfor eyes,

nose and mouth

You can name this wood person add tell stories. I call Mine

Block Head - he dose unsafe things at timesand gets into all

Rai of4oinda''

Eye screw tolKang,onnail or cup hanger

-

2" x 4" 5" or - 1" x 4 5,,

Clothes pin - nailed gd /or glued to
.

-

center of block ,

\ :
_

'-,c ,

rt

. , .

This useful-j.tem holds messages,...bills, notes. Make'Seeral. pain_

them differently for different uses.( Red - bills; blue '-messages;

green - things to do; etc.

Use plastic from Milk" carton or

rubber bands through each end.

Wind uvand Wahalle A Moto Bo

Use 2" x 4"
21/2 ft. long

Place V pegs in holes
,;Wipe off excess glue

1"' x 411 x 12"

Cut to a point

Block of wood for .a40.2

Cut our. 2!''x .2"

1 1/2" x 14" square04plastic

. ; r

bleach bottle. Punch holes and loop

Put rubber bands over "A" and "B".

o*for the tub.,

411

, Eye scremb 4" from each, end

Drill holes 1/2" diameter, 0" apart
and h" - 3/4 " ,deep; at a slight

angle. Ordbably an adult titakT.

Place on wall or'inside closet dein', for

* 1641. 9 1

'

Ao'

handy coat and 'clothed hanger



. . ARTS AND CRAFTS ACTINFITI S - PAINT(

LMat5) Grace

ighild, Inc:-

I For. Soap Snow Painting

Soap .flakes (not'-detergent)

or granulated soap-
Equal amount of water

OR

Soap 'fates
Eqbal amount of liquid
'starch

Chalk and

N

Mix soap flakes wA.th -liquid and beat'
with egg beater until smooth. And
fluffy. (Children -cen.ffilx shall )

amounts 'with water Ad their brufhes
or with spoons but th'e. mixture wit.

'not be flufty.) ' Apply with brushes
on fingers. Color can of course be
addsd to this,ptoo. White pow `eyed

tempera can be added for an even more
,snowy effect.

Buttermilk'Paintreg .

,

Apply buttermilk to paper with
brush (either in designs or all over -,
any way the children choose). Use

chalk 'over the buttermilk. Pap

may'aApo be 'dipped-in buttermilk.

'Coloredhalk 4

B, uttermilk

,Strong paper

,

Chdtkend Water Painting '

,

olored chalk
Watcr
Paper, card board, paper-

c9wels

OR
Ordinary chalk 440

Dark paper

'`FOR PAINTING WITH TEMPERA'

Ink Blot;

fefiiPera'

Paper .;

,q

.-----
4.

String Painting

Heavy string t
.

_____---' .Tempera: mixed t thick
C____

-.., consistency ,'

'Jt.

'Tohgue depressor or some-.
o

,,,,, II ,, ...11/1 thing: to guide ittie,air .,1---__: string
4)

'4

-..."""11111.-

S

4

4

l

Dip tow n,'water, place on flit

urface nd 'smooth out wrinkles.

Us c alk, drawidesirdd deiign
on we paper.,

,.gat . .

Dip chalk in w3er and cOlOr'paper:

do,

p

Fold paper in half. Re.-open. 'Place
d few drops of paint to ontside'ot
the paperand re-foldliplixess paper;

together, pen paper an

eseetthe'symietrie.a ?sign that has

been produced.

.
)

: .

Fiall a flat,.paint conthiner'ahout
13 full'. Put one end 4, the.s,trin$%.

is it, using %a tongue depressot.
LifCout and drew the string abou
on paper. Wet string cAn,also be used
'with folded paper as descibed.in
'the.iniiblot.tichni.techni que. . -

71.' .

4
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.
Spatter Atintini* .0

.Design,for spatter Painting must be' '

simple. place the design,ontothe.paper
to be printed and secure with weights.
bip.the bruslitin ttrpaint and draw across

- the comb, pi the screen, or the, edge of.the') "

Old toothbrush
-Tempera paint .

Piece of screening o't old' comb,

OT gficover

,

Stencil: cut from cardboard, etc.

Misible Paper

"empera paint-.
TOukh paper such as wrapping ,-"

paper; bag's, etc;

ToWel. 'Painting

Taper tOwelsor other
absorpeht paper.

, Tempera

'Printing

can cover:

, .,

'Wet paper thoroughly. -Spfead out on flat'

sulfate. With brpsh or spopgedab splotches
of paint about over the paper. One color -,

or a 'combination of colors may be ysed:

I

. Crumple paper into a ball gently squeezing
.out exbess water, taking &tre not to tear

'4, paper. Spread paper to dry. May be pressed

with' a' warm iron when dry. ,

Tempera peint,%mixedtto thick-.
con %istency 2

Stamp pad
Absorbent paper
Stamps' . .

4
-

For Variety in Using Paints .

Paint. design on an enamel or formica top
,table(or,similar surface or on a tray..
qiikepapir and press on wet surface. over,'

the painteddesign:

Take a,small.piece cotton. or a few

layers .of cloth, felt-or'paper towels.
Plice .this in agmall saucer-and
thorougEly dampen with, paint. 'Press
printing device,on pad and then on peper.,

Citrug fruit cut in half .0. . .

.Potatoes; apples, turnips -
half /

designs on freshly cut surface
Wooden'blocks - many 'variations and sizesmay be used , - .

Spool's, large beads - choose various sizes'. Cut notches on edget for

, different'designs. ,

. ..

. Wad ofnewspapef, foil,_foil pans squeezed into odd shapes

Cookie cutters, cane; lids, etc. . .

.

. Sponges cut fn odd shapes or made tntd designs .

.

.
, (./

Using different methodslof.app ying: , . . , .

Roll (*.with roll,-on deodor nt bottle or with paint roller
Use squirt bottles or ato. tiers .

..,

Sprinkle dry paint or use a,shaker on wet snrface--(pastel liquid starch,

colored,paint sprinkled on whiteor black painted surface,' etc.)
Use different size brushes, brushes with different :AA bristles
Use Q-tips, sticks., 'toottificks, feathers, etc.

h

, .
.

Work ondimensional objects andler a variety of shapessand sizes:
Leaves; cones, dry brahches, hdsks, acorns, seed pods, etc.
Boxes, spools, cylinders, wOoden'spoons, etc. . .

.Paint accessories for different area as cardboard firehouses,N 'postal

, / boxes,,etc.

To extend, intensify and aidin.adhering to less absorbent.surfates, add

liquid'starch,to mixed paint: .

.
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DEMONS(TRATION,HANDODT

PUPPETS FOR CHILDREN

Rita Foust

Any inartimate object, when given personality
and life through imaginative movement,i)ecomes a
ptippet.'. The basic requirement for,a puppet-is-a

--head----Irkttriledy; atone and,lege added for increased

interest sand complexity.' YOu can makd puppets out

h#ndkerchiefs-

paperbags

stuffed socks

gloves

paper tubes

fiuits-and vegetables

wooden spoOns

of.:

papier-mache "01.

circles of cardboard on a etidk

boxes

paper cups

sponges

rubber or styrofoam balls felt or cloth

plastic bottles tongue depressors

,e-
. . . and much more

4 .

Decorate puppets with:, -.

...paint steel woo]/ (grey hair)

crepe paper (hair) '' ,yasn (hair)

' nylonstocking (hair),

4 constrqction paper.

'buttons

pipe cleaners 'Oands, legs)

..felt-tipped pens

. use your imaginatioh

203 '194
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Use puppets to:

I. Gain the interest and attention of four child--for anything

from introducing a new idea to asking her to put away her toys.

2.' Give your child a chanceto tell a story - -one he has'he'ard or

one he makes up.

3. Give your child a medium fnr expressing her feelings
while channeling attention away from herself to the

puppet. .

4. Develop listening skills in your child/.

5. Reward your children for good behavior-have'a

puppet talk to ihel, kiss them, shake their hand.

6. Develop language skills, sequencing skills (telling

a story in order) and increase .9cabulavy.

7.' Let your child be someone else--get caught'up in a
creative experience.

IT

11*

You make the puppets or let your children make them.
If they make thel, be sure to accept whatever they do

as a real-live Puppet.

9
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'PAPER BAG PUPPETS: vT,HE THREE BEARS"

4
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MOTOR

Rationale 40
.

Much.of a child's social; emotional and physical velopment is

)

. ____._______.

i . ,e.

shaped by the number of movement patterns and activities he or she can
.

i ta

PUT ION HANDOUT

,

perform. .7o move, to wiggle, to jump, to skip - thisy the essence of,

'childhood. Yet we find mothers, fathers and 'teachers who say, Sit still,
f

'be quiet, be careful, instead of encouraging movement 4nd activity. The

.years of childhood are centered around movement. As teachers we

can capatilize on this to give children fundamental motor skills so that

they may gain confidence and enhange their.self,-concep0., These are'

basic 'readiness tools needed ty each child for a uccessful school-.

experience.

The exercises dea 11 with body a:Senessi balance., eye-hand coordina-

tion, fine and gross motor develOpment and similar movement skills.
.

They are designed to encourage children to develop satially through

Activity witil others. They help develop perception and conceptual

skills the children_will need for reading and arithmetic.

The opportunity to.learn motor slatls encourages greater`interest,

more confidence for new'adventures acld a more positive attitude toward

themselves. ,For children to begin their school experiences feeling

'confident is the ultimate goal.

Motor skills are divided into, two'types; fin,and gkoss: Growth

in tivse skillsis a result of maturation, stimulation, and. development.

tl
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Fine motor activjties"can be stimulated jy ±attles, ballg, and

, .
,

.

most
%

t a many bright 1pjeCts. The can be most at[ractivrto a young child.

v
..

.

As he gets older, present objers of varizis'sizes to see how Well he
/ t

I

can manipulate them. Start with the bigclest objects first; then let
.

.

. him progress to the more difficult smaller ones.''Nesting cans can be

used to help the c hild,perceive sizee,. Cover cans, of various sizes
A

'with contact paper. These are inexpensive; yet excellent for -tint

motor development. Other useful activities are those with puzliii ,
,

r
, I .

wOcbden shapes, beads for stringing, and fiTger Paimici. lariety is the
I.

secret'fozkeepin4Wthe child's interest.-

, -it.

GrOss motor skills are as important as find motor kills. The

-i d ild should be permitted to move about and explore his ;urLundingS:--

eve him walk up and downstairs Give him a pull toy; he can pull

/ , 4., '
.

the toy as he walks alone. Have large balls for the Ohngeri children,

3 and smal]fr balls for those who are older. Encourage, the children to
. .- a

roll, throw, bounce, and catch the balls. Pnygrouria equipment, such

as swings,' slides, and tricycles, canhelp to develop coor nation.

.20201
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CKEATIVE,DRAMATICS

Susan Bright
Petry, Creative Dramatics

and Art Consultant

SPACE.

C

f DEMONSTRATION HANDOUT

With string or masking tape outline a playing space.
Experiment With different shapes, circle, square, oblong,
star the shape of a baeeball bat,__Let the shape suggest
playing ideas. Make the rule that the action has to stay fh
'the space.1

Place a'colored light bulb in a home lamp that can be aimed.'
Desk lamps, drafting lamps, clamp spots are all suitable.
Darken a room except for a circle of colored li ht. Theater
begins:

EXERCISES AND GAMES

Simulations

In the lighted playing space children pretend to be objects
that are stationary or that move. I am 0 truck. I am a
stone. We are a bookmobile.

ImprovisCiricma u>i tTi Props 4

Props of all sorts a re set out: bucket, feather duster, fish.
net, pillow, jacket, bell /4the possibilities are egdles11.

Each person selects one prop an d uses it in the lighted playing
space. After everyone-has had a turn, a second round begins
with the instruction 083 the object for something it'a not
ever used for, something imposefble. Ride a broamstick,lor
,example, or propose marriage tid a feather duster.

Selec*t one"object, a bucket for example, and have veryone use
it until no one can think of lily different use to t oyt.

(If -need be break for lunch, dinner - Otis can go o practically
forever).

Inventions

11

,

Each child chOm: 2 objects and invents & device that is Magic
out of them. a fan and a telephone book I have made an
invention edited a boople, three strokes of thean and every 3rd
person in the telephone bbok etarts to sing thev6tar Spangled
Banner.

One person begins the creation of a machine by going to the

pl space and performing a rhythmic motion over and over

igain. next person adds another motien,*also ',sound.
This continues until everyone is part of the machine.

The second aka. around people ore divided into groups and told
to invent a machine that does soathiNgs a printinc press, or

ice cream factory or space ship. Mime are rehearsed a few
times in the small groups and then performed in the playing space.

1

It

KEEPING THE MAGIC .

Children who can write can create poems about the Drama Games,
they like best. Titles help to get.them started. The rule of

3 words to a lini)41.11 hell form a poem shape., Parents can take

Own told poem*. Books can beaede out of construction paper and
illustrated with photographs, marvy.markers, tray-pas or crayons.

2;9 202
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Hertre some sample titles: The Bucket That D018 Everything
The Atli, Ricky, Maria ctnd.ro,se Machine

The B6ople

Here ate some poems larittip from Drama Games:
.0'

YOU CAN DO ALMOST ANYTHING

4

On the Ohite River
I had a mudball fight

T4 . .
I had a bucket and put dirt
into it and thretvit at
the audience.

One other thing about. the
White River is that . '

you can do almost Anything

Matt GyndaU Odom Elementary School.

di

I've.iuvented a candle
that makes a tamborine play
and not play in a stack, '

of hay because of '

the beautifhl scenery around '

Kim Meritt Odorh Elementary School
414k

STORIES

Make Up a StOry
a

r
Let each chid add a sentence to a story quit begins Once

. upmi a time there was r 0

' Cast The Story

\

Each child can have a part: animal, mileral, ocean, tree, ',

thunderstorm - whatever. Choose ene person to be the narrator.

Costumes '

Costumes can cLe from anywhere, Materials good tcr'have are:

construction paper, scissors, newsprint, fabric lengths, hat's,.
'old cldthes. A costume for a mountain foi example cap be made
out of a fabric length or a long piece of roll newsprint and a
chair or step ladder. Cralps, paint; aray-pas sor'markers can
be4used to decorate the costumes.

prom,

,Props are4Fhil3ren's toys, kitchen things, anything can be a

- -

prop, ox dfn be'turned into one. A bucket can be a boa, a rug
din be a ,Iver. Children are experts at prove.

Acting Out The Story '

The narrator begins:, Once upon a time there was - as tbs
story gets to a child's part he or she acts it out. Object +f-

parts act out being objects (3 childr;n a8 a tare tuck drive
across the stage) people parts act out their part of the story
(the little girl was lost and started to cry).

Keeping The Story 11111

4111E

Children old enough to writican write their story in a band
made book made out of construction paper. Paients ean,write

out stories dictated to them by younger children. Children

can illustrate their books with markers. Children and parents

can photograph the stories as they'are being acted out.
Photographs can be cut up and pasted into the books as -
illustratips too..

"° 203
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ART 4cTIV,Ings'

Jean Isaacs
Child, Inc.

f

*

k. 0.
4 .

' *

, - , 400ArniPtW '. *

a- --,

1. *-14Child art' has a distlAncE charm of its own. The, .
.

' 1
successfpexamples,of child art' are honest, forthrigHt

.4. expressions of the child's world le he 'feels it and
underatands it to be. .... _ T

t

p., 'i . . ..
R

''' /
. Young children do not draw things the xiay'they lookto

adults. they driw an* pains their own-world in their

. _ own way. ,It is different fix* an 'adult's world. It-

i's a yopnirchild's world.
. ,

. .

0*

...0 , . ..
4 -

.1.' Thervery young child is .not concerned:41th using co/or,
. '

imitatiVely as: it appears ire nature...A-catiday be green
Amor a house purple. This element of kahtesy is!ponsistent
rwi the exciting impossibilities Of fairy tales". So w%.,--'

stand and, enemy this element of fantasy 'in chip's
art. .

so - 4 . P

I. ,si '
. I

4. It is almost impossible to tAlte an enjoyment-;,,of child

art. We must genuinely ehjoy child art dn'brder to 44
encourage its growth and development successfully.

t

5. Through our actions and attftudes,'we toVinceyoung
children that we have completd_faith in their ability
tok_express, their on ikas in their own ,way.

a-

. There is no plaoi in creative art 'expression for patterns,
st reotyped cutouts, hectographed%puttines or coloring
6 s. They 'block, the development of 'a young child's

cre tive powers.
W

s' .

. Every art activity must be a.cteative experience which
required original thinhingYplanniOg and doing

4

8.11Young children are proud-of their creative-art expressions
and need our approval for further development. We Praise /
theirefforts and propdly display-their Work4ipthe home-'?

and anschool.
,

9. We never draw for a young child, An order-to

T hhis retards is creative development and-mhkes him
dissatlafied with his own efforts.

. -

II

4'4

.2/1
a()A1 I

.
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. lo., We tever\lry hurry or push a childwho is still
. .

in the, scrib stage. This only slowahis progresd
'Xowar3/4the next developmental stage. -

.
\

, . li. .

4. Children. do not create at the same rateof speed:.
Some are slower than others in deVeloping'original
ideas. Unfinished work should be left where a child

.

may work on it._when he wishes to do so. -,

. . ,

.

,

. 1 ..

.

. 12. By referring to children's-scribbles as designs) '"the .

young child his.* ready.anscer tQ the inevitable '- it

question by adults; "What is it?". The young Child

answers with a toss of his head, "It's a desig6."

13. We encourage children to verbalize
.

about their pelitfngs .

eriences. Talking about their work-
.

em g ater c a idence -*especially

1

t
1 3

and other artex
seems to give t
when the.liste eesh e Cterest in the

. child's-work.
.

V

ikP

-....,-re-=-r.-,zr*.a,c .- oraa- ---ma ,Ar..,-ner,rmra,*r.
14. . Young children de_ t' size of thingtx ey draw, 2

and paint by,theiiiPortance-they.4ish to give,Chem...
A flower may be larger-thad a building because-,.the". -
flower id-more important to the chili:1.'141s is
coppletely logical! to xhe child as it-is, to many

professional 'artists.

15. The timid` -child sometimes,teddstb.draw and.paint,in 4,

. a'smillv tight manner. -Through praise-and encoutake-
Ment,.We simulate children to work nk
Vig and t This is our opportunity to

'find the i ht key which will unlock thh door to -

the child s nner self:=,,to frilee,him from tensions -

to release a joyous outpouring of4creative expression.
4 .

16. yei: all young children- have -the potential for creative
e4pression. It is thelliesponsibifity of parents and `

teachers to provi4g.opportunities for thisttotential
to divelop as fully as pdseible. It is no the

chill's-fault if ate does mot happen. It is ours.

Art Activities For the Very'youggAAF. LOUis Hoover:
Davie Publications, Inc.,s4WdreVgter, Madschusetts,
1961.

212205
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DEMONSTRATION UANDoUT,I

ARTS AND CRAFTS ACTIVITIES -.CREATIVE DESIGN

Decorative, Boxes

,Materiala.:,

-,

. .-
, ,* .

1.

3.

4.

Mary Grace
Child, Inc.

Boxes (suchas;oatMeal, cheese, watch or any-others aVailable).
.

Coverings (such,as playing cards, fabric, stamps, vinyl,
paper, pieces of mirror, or any kinds of acrapmater-ial).
,Scissors

Glue

.Procedure: 1. Square lids Are best -done by .using one piece 't
cut with tered corners.

.
.

..%.\
.

', 2. Apply.glu to surface of box. After applying covering,
smooth carefully to.removg all air bubbles. ,

.

--:".737theiNterrcif --m-aYFFIrErilie same or a contrasting
,Y,(,.....ar....

.
1

covering.

,2-7. .

Anti ts:Poil Des

Materials: 1. Car
2. Al n foil

3. Blac empera paint
4. Rubber cement\
5. String or.paper to build up design

Procedure: 1. Cut out cardboard or currugated background.
2. Glue on string or objects for depth in design.

3. Cover with,a coating of rubber cement or'glue.
4. Elice foil on glued surface aal* tape foil around the back.

5. Paint with black tempera or In fa ink andwipe excess off

for antique effect.

2106
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(OR CRAYON VARIATIONS

Crayon Etching

'Srayons.\
Sturdy paper (as butcher, bond,

wrapping) or cardboard'
.Baack-ordark Co(l.or tempera'
Liquid soap, liquid starch or

soap powder

Completely cover paper with heavy crayon
ralarkings.. Use many colors-and shapes:
Use dark tempera, mixed wilp few drops
liquid starch, etc. Paint over theciayon
markings, covering them completely.

`(Tee soap helps the.tempera adhere to
waxy surface.' Allow tempera to dry

completely. Using a blunt instrument
(like the tip of a brush handle, a wooden
spoon, etc. scratch design)t

Because of the irregular crayon markings, a multi-colored design idflmade

in sharp contrast to the bladk background.

Crayon Repist

Any paper ordinarily used for Using very thin paint cover the paper

-painting completely. Allow td dry.

Light colored tempera'

.

This is the opposite of crayon etching. With crayon resist the paint does

not adhere to the wax markings. 'Older Children might be drawing fish.

Then provide thin greenish blue paint for an "under the ocean" winting.

'%a.' Using Wax Paper

`Wax paper
Crayon scrapings,andior

.

and/or soft materials
e

lesves1 yarn, bits of
paper, etc,

Crayon Stencils

-,t,

,

*. Let child arrange materials on p.iece of

flat- wax paper, -Cover with ariother piece.

as .Protect. ironing board,and iron with ,

colored -. newstaperS above(and-beneath the waxed paper.

Iton with warm Iron.

Crayonsw1th paper removed
Leaves, coins, cardboard

designs, puzzles, etc.

(Collage

For light and/or flat materials:
Paste or liquid starch

I

For heavier materials:
Elmer's-glue .4

9

Simply show older children how to lay
their paper over a design and crayon.,
firmly with long strokes, using the
peeled§crayola flat.

Paper chips: Use various shaped pieces
of construction paper, gift-paper, greeting

cards, wallpaper, cellophane, tissue'papeif,

magazines, etc. Textured products:
Corrugated paper, doilies, straws, foil,
sandpaper, cotton, etc. Fabrics: Variety

of texture, weight and color of materials,
yarns, ribbons. Nature objects: Leaves,.

vines, floweripetals, etc. Sand: Mixed

with powdered-tempera and put in individual

,shakers.

Pebbles, pearl chips, shellso macaroni,
beans, corn, berries, twigs, bark, seed
pods, shavings, peanut hulls, acorns, etc.

Paste on all sorts of paper imagazine pages, newsprint, construction pai)er, wall

paper samples, grocery bags cut open-, etc.) boxeg, cardboard, pieces of wood,

lids, berry boxes, etc. 207
114
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'ARTS AND CRAFTS ACTIVITIES - PAPERING AND CONSTRUCTION

DEMONSTRATION HANDOUT

A

'Mary Grace
Child, Inc.

A

A

FOR MOWING

Sand and Starth_Molding.Mixture

1 cup sAnd
ki.cup cornstarch
1/4 cup _bOiAing water

Food colopilink

*

'Creative Clay'

'1- cup cornstarch:,

2 cup, baking soda'

11/4 'eupcool Oater

Food!Coloriug if desired

Mix sand and cornstarch; ,pour in
boiling water' nd coloring.' Cook
until thick, stirring constantly.
When cool, mold as desired. This

--, _
degree oven, about an hour, or

*aurally in the sunshine.

VAA

Thoroughly blend, cornstarch and

soda-in saucepan. Add water (and

coloring if desired): Stir constantly

until mixture thickens to moist
mashed potato consistency: emove to
plate in one large lump. Cover with damp
cloth or paper towel -to cool. Knead
like dough. -Keep wrapped in damp cloth.

.

TOAold: Pat or roll out end
.

cut with floured cutters. Pierce

with wooden match if you wish to hang. Let'dry onslick paper.
1

Paint with tempera, using soft brush. Adult can'preserve color

y. covering with plaitic spray ovusing shellac,

4 * \ .

. . .

l'api,x-Mache Recipe I

.4

Any absorbent-piper:
toilet pager, towels,
newsprint or newspaper
(pdodiscolors hands)
tqtr

,Small quantity salt

Papier -Mache ,Jewelry

.

Materials: 1. wheat
2.

4.

o .

Water
Bowl for 'Nixing
String, glass, bUttons,

5. 'Cardboard
,

6. 'Scissors' 0-

.7: Jewelry findings such as,earring b acks

8. .Polymer emulsion
9. Tempera or Acrylic paints

Make.heaVy, thick paste with flour,
.water and' small quantity sal,. Shred

paper. Mix with paste, Knead with'

hands. '4,, Squeeze out excess water.

paste(iake mushy and smOoh with water)

'

scraptcji all kinds .

215
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Procedure: 1. Decide on d'sign or -object to be' made

2: Cut pattern for floWir-pin, bracelet, or
desireil piece of:jewelry

3.. Allow for seven for efght-layers of newspaper,
putting a layer' of wheat paste between each

: 4. Shape into three dimensional design if desired
5. When dry, apply string, glass, beads or whatever

enhances or deco ates it to your satisfaction.

-1 Use more wheatJL to ovElmer's glue. Allow for

pin-back or parr' g finding 1"-N-

6. Paint with tempera, or acrylic paints. FluoresVeht
tempera and, acrylic give the most brilliant and

. intense colors . Ai
7 When paint is dry, put 6r two layers of polymer

emulsion on it ' olors. areWaterproof and shiny

Materials: 1., Tin cans, jars, paper cups (use one type consistently) .

2. Newipaper 'cut in strips

3. Wheat paste or Silicone glue
A. Acrylic paints or tempera paint
5. Varnish or polymer - medium
6. Yarn, braid or trim

Procedure: 1. Plan to use cans that hgve'had the labels
removed

2. Stack the cans fisteningfirmly with Silicone
glue from largest to smallest. The saucer should
sit under the jar and thelithe,smaller can on top

3. Put a thin coat of papier-mache on and lgt it dry.
Repeat for two or three more coats of papier-mache.

4. Glue braid or rope on for design
5. Cover all with final layevof papier-mache
6. Be sure that the pagier-mache is completely dry,

then ,paint .
A

"'.2 16
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Toasty Oaks

FABRIC BOOKS

These books can be wide by parents with the minimum amount of time for infants
and young toddlers 'as their lAt book. From 18 months on, a child can participate
in making his/her own book. It is Very versatile and you can do almost anything
ylu like with it, using your imagination and materials available.

DEMONSTRATION HANDOUT 1

(

Materials Needed , f.

1. Heavy muslin, colored material or whatever is available. Make sure the material,

,has biddy.

2. Pinking shears
3. Thread, needle and/or yarn
4. A ruler or a Child's book to ueg as patrerefor size.

14

Ta make

1.' Ley out material and cut out twice the length of decided book size: Height

will be the true size. Use pinking sheart.. For'instanoe, 16" long and 8"
wide will give you a booleYlong'and'8" wide. ;..e.0",5_. v0_4,

1lo

o
./

For a four page book cut out two pieces; for a six page book cut out three
pieces, etc. Lay material together and sew along fold line. .

3. Close' the book and sew along"binding.'

and/or wrep.with
colorful yarn
Ndw we begin with the fun things:

0-18 MONTHS

2

There's your book!

'BOOKS WITH FABRIC TEXTURES AND SHAPES

Materials Needed

1. Colored material scraps
2. Material, scraps with pictures on theutis
3. Fabric with definite textures - furry, silky, rough, etc.

4 4. Pinking s ears, plain scissor: ie.-
5. Non-to glue

6. Wax p

jitigtcti A

4

II
..: -

:1",--Cut out,free for: desi gns from material scraps, using pinking shears on
' frayable'material; or make them squares, circles, triangles, fish shapes,
flower :balsamany shape 'y'41 want. Babies are NOT particular.
Glue shapes of material in your Fabric Book, placing wax paper between the
back of,5the pag5e_fo the thatseeps through won't glue the pages together.
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,BOORS ABRI PAINT
,

e

--0?,
Materiali.for Painting Using- Material and Yarn

Allow to dry before going on to the

next page. Nake.sure the gluey is
on the outside edges ollIpe material
or the baby peer designs off.

io

1. ,Fabric Paint (can be purchlseld at handicraft" stores and some,fabriOstores)
2. Brushes and water.container '

3, 'Material tfacing paper (optibnal)
4. Material tracing wheel (optional)

5. Yarn
6. Button (Maybe with needle and,i0read, of course)
.7. Bric-e-bfac (optiona)

'
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' Dctions
, . .

For this particular media you have to make your original book,k bit different.
The pages will be doubled and not sewn together until siltikting and 'miring are
completed. The paint will bleed to other side. and you also need the back to

..- saw, ace.' So,- fay a book with 4 Pagesi/ you cut out 4 piece's. For example:,.
, .

,

Place back-to-back mit-sew together around edges.

,
- You don't have to be an artist to do this. You c also add yarn for hair,

batons for shirts ( ewn on VERY securely. May w to. wait until your child _
0.- is older),materfal crepe glued on or sewn on for hirti,.etc. , ,

. , 1 . 1If you don' t ,feel- ecure aboutyour drawings, use matrial- tracing payer and
wheel and go around ctures from simple coloring books and then use your paint
and othermaterials. This book,has the advibtage of being,washable which is a
BIG PLUS where amell infants ark Eonc.erned. 1.7--

* 9.

e 1. \kts..i..MONH 3 YEARS OLD
- ..'

,..'
I

teNow is the" time your child can 11 finvolved inemaking his/her own' fabric book. You
May have' tb.experieent,at firsts to find what your Child's limitations ark. ,.

'

, ..

e . .

,.
.., , 4 a , .AA . %f ..1,. .Fabric Bdok,A1Rur child Nut help trace out the size of. pages on the material

'I_ K and you can rut and sew' them) ' ; -
, .'

. 2. -46. table Raid am lath newspitiet' (eatybe .oe flpor toot.) ' .
_ 3. Scissors: blast Aar

;e-' 4. Magatines, photogtaph,s, materfal*pictures, etc.. .

..

. 5., Elzierri iltieIonb full anCone'excry if Rossible'. Fpr a yo;Infchild: 18 months
to .2 sears, sO that,the thrill can POtend to help squeeze out fh glue). .... .. t

. . ' a.... -
. .

. Directions - ,
.. , - , , .

.
. A . r . . # .# --

, . . '

liip Make ,Fabric, 'Book IN. , : . 1 - ,

2. Join,ypuk.qhild an ook through reigazines, (Na Geographic is GREAT)
c4 lee sild' will tell you ,or tee youlinow which fine h8 /she likes. --

.S. Cu; alb: 21Cture er Out and put -aside until irou h$-te 'enough totirl book
'.' 4. Either' your %child help glue -them' in (can 'be veil messy ut fun% use

; ° yOur judgement hAl qhlle s;age) or wait girl baptist! and Wm! them in
I yourself. ReMember Co pub wax paper in be en and allow 2 paps to dry
,7.: ,gatil. you begin the,utext.'.. -.

:,S. rmade mv Probe gage saloimgft*ULD'S'IGCC r, Ill . aar b, Tad Orbs" and -:):
X " slued a photo, of'him on the,iront. - . '-1 ,

. ..1 - .,
, .

.

4ternative: GhOose your child's faVorlete photos 'and make himAher a persmital
' photo album The child wil Ovel it'

..: . -

, . .

:., . - 3 - SyYsesRs' dLD '
. ' . : ,,,,'\', .' ' , . ..- r .

...
.

.... child at this age tantiesake any of ttsforfner ks doing part ifnot all of
' the cutting-oant Paling' togeiher. Witt.litiupervision the child nay be able to use

4,.. ' the Fabric Paint and make sink "designs" for iha*.hook. Or, try thi,s:
-

(
,

Materials' deekeck ''' ...-°- ' .' .

1 4 .* . . '.
r . 1

1,Fabri'c Book that youi child helped to make _ .
2. Constmtidn paper. coloring hook', .poster board, tc. ,or plainmpaier
3, Crayons ,mPeiftel 'peak., finger paints, etc :''

,4. Blunt seilkora ,

:5., tine I ,

- ,. 1 , .X -* ' .-
Directions . , '. ...Or

. . .

. ' 1. Instead of using magasine pictures, have yjour d do his/her own drawings* ;. .
either original finger paintings, crayon sketches, or use acolorging,bdok
whifh your child .tolois, or;

,

2. Have your child. cut out different thapes from colorful construction paper
3. Cut out the pictures (yoUr child 'and yoy together) and qlue'in book

You can Put titles: underneath eu& as, "dog,'; "cat'," "truck," "run," etc. ,...-
Al, . A
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